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Industry tends to locate near transportation centres, transfonning the latter into magnets of 

development. Airports are becoming as important as seaports in this role of attracting 

economic development. National and regional economic development requires transportation 

infrastructure. Infrastructure may not directly result in development, but the fact remains that 

it is a prerequisite for any sustained economic development. 

Growth poles are a geographic/economic phenomenon, sometimes planned to encourage 

regional development, but sornetimes occumng naturally in a region. A growth pole is a 

spatial agglomeration o f  firms that expand, inducing economic development in the 

surrounding region. Growth poles, too, require transportation infrastructure to be effective. 

This study argues the case for cargo-based airports as growth poles. With the continued 

expansion of global air cargo, airports are being planned to encourage airport-related regional 

dwelopment. Three successful cargo-based growth pole airports in the United States are Fort 

Worth Alliance Airport (Fort Wonh, TX), DaIladFort Worth International Airport (DalIas- 

Fort Worth, TX), and Huntsville International Airport (Huntsville, AL): al1 of  which are 

examined in this thesis. 

Winnipeg is frequently touted as being an excellent cargo airport, with the potential to act as 

a growth pole for its region. This study assesses whether Winnipeg International Airport can 

have the same impact regionally as the case studies in the United States. In order to address 

the issue, extensive use is made of qualitative data collection, in the form of interviews, 

surveys, and persona1 observations, and statistical analysis. The results expose some 

fundamental differences between Winnipeg and its counterparts in the United States. 

However, they also show that Winnipeg has many of the requisite characteristics and 

cornpetitive advantages to become a successful cargo-based growth pole airport. 

A set of policy recommendations is made, targeted at the Winnipeg Airports Authonty, the 

City of Winnipeg, the Province of Manitoba, and the Rural Municipality of Rosser. The 

status quo of airport business park development is inadequate to effect any real change in the 

regional economy. If Winnipeg is to compete on a national and global scale, it must adopt a 

more aggressive developmental strategy for airport business park development. 
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CHAPTER 1 - AIRPORTS AS GROWTH POLES 

1.1 - Introduction 

Historically, industry has tended to locate near transportation gateways and hubs. From 

traditional clusten of industry around seaports and along roadways, to more recent 

developments near intermodal rail terminals and airports, centres of transportation have 

always been attractive to firrns. "This tendency of industry to concentrate in 

transportation hubs has been the primary cause for the rapid growth of cities" (FAA 

1965, p.5). Many cities, regions and countries have taken advantage of this propensity by 

attempting to use transportation hubs as centres around which economic growth can 

flourish. Because of the multitude of such development centres, increasing importance 

has been placed on the presence of more than one mode of transportation. To gain an 

advantage over the numerous locations with road-sea, road-air or road-rail infrastructure, 

some hubs develop three or more modes of transpoxtation. 

This thesis focuses on airports - and any other transportation infrastructure located at 

airports - as growh poles. The aim of this study is to understand the locational forces 

acting on industnal and commercial f ims located near these airports. The rationale 

accounting for movement of  firms to a particular airport identifies these forces most 

clearly. 

The primary objective of this study is to answer the question: 

How carr a location reach the critical mass for a cargo-based growth pole airport? 

It is necessary to define the terms in the primary objective as they are used thmughout 

this thesis. The terrn critical mass refers to the minimum agglomeration of industry at an 



airport so that firms do not need to be enticed to locate there by any means other than the 

advantages that will accrue to them by choosing that location.' 

For this study, agglonzerazion refen to the spatial concentration of firms leading to 

collective benefits for firms located close together. These benefits - called 

ugglonieration economies - are gained by fims due to the operation of other fimis (Todd 

1995a). Normally, the location of minimum transport cost is found to be the point of 

minimum total cost for industrial location. However, agglomeration may make the point 

of lowest total cost differ fiom the point of lowest transport cost (Weber 1909). 

Agglomeration economies are further examined in Section 1 S. 

Some airpons considered in this study are pnmarily cargo-based and sorne are primarily 

passenger-based, but air cargo plays an important role for each. Because air cargo is an 

important factor in terms of airport development, the main airports included in this study 

are deemed to be cargo-based. 

The terrn gro~vfh pole is more difficult to define because it has been given many different 

meanings over the p s t  four decades? A growth pole can be considered to be a region 

consisting of many countries with strong economies. For instance, Das (1 997) referred to 

the Asia-Pacific region as the third growth pole of the global e c ~ n o r n ~ . ~  In geography 

and economics, a growth pole is better defined "a spatial agglomeration of related 

industries, located in an urban centre, which, through their expansion, induce growth in 

its surrounding hinterland" (Boudeville 1966).' The growth pole concept is further 

discussed in Section 1.5 and in Chapter 2. 

The secondary objective of  this study is to assess the importance of  the factors that may 

lead to a successfbl growth pole, including: 

' Critical mass can be defined as "a size, number, or amount large enough to produce a particular result" 
( hl iriarn-CVebster, Februaq 1999). 
' Todd (1974) wrote of "misconceptions arising from variations in terminology" about growth poles. Parr 
( 1973) discussed the ambiguity surrounding the term. 
' This reference was made prior to the onset of the recent "Asian flu" during which many strong Asian 
economies entered recessions. 



expansion of airport-related companies; 
the value-added by airport-related manufacturing companies; 

= emplodment generated by airport-related companies; 
cooperation behveen the airport, industry, and govenunent (including 
incentives and abaternents); 
the critical nature of a third transportation mode (rail or sea); and 
the take-off point for the airport growth pole. 

The fint five factors above measure the critical niass for an airport growth pole. The 

final factor - the take-off point - connotes that critical m a s .  It is this point, or this 

amount of  agglomeration, that has policy implications for the planning of a cargo-based 

airport grom-th pole. 

This thesis determines the hierarchy of factors influencing the locational decisions made 

by fims. Companies are asked to assess whether or not the airport in question has lived 

up to expectations. 

The scope and goals of this thesis are as follows: 

Review the relevant literature with respect to transportation 
in fiastructure, growth poles and economic development. 
Examine three case-study airports that have successfully attracted 
industry and have had a positive effect on regional economic 
development. 
IdentiQ the characteristics and factors that have contributed to the 
success of these airports. 
Determine if the success of these airports c m  be replicated elsewhere. 
Assess the potential of a specific location to replicate the success of 
the three case-study airports. 
Recommend a developmental path to achieve success. 

- -  

" .Miyoshi (1997) provides several similar descriptions of growth pole~.  



Four airports have been chosen as case studies (see Figure 1.1). The first three airports 

have already been successful at attracting industry. The fourth airport's potential for 

similar success is assessed. The official three-letter abbreviations follow each airport's 

narne and are used throughout this thesis: 

Alliance Airport in Fort Worth, Texas (MW); 
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport in Texas (DFW); 
Huntsville International Airport in Alabama (HSV); and 
Winnipeg International Airport in Manitoba (YWG). 

Figure 1.1 - Airport Case Studies 

This study determines the set of circurnstances that must exist and steps that must be 

taken in order to achieve success in economic development near airports. This 

information is valuable to airport authorities wishing to develop or better manage nearby 

industrial growth and to business executives considering airport location opportunities. 

Government omcials can also gain new knowledge regarding economic development 

near airports that can be used for repional development planning and zoning, and 

infrastructure planning. 



1.2 -Justification of the Study 

By detemining the critical mass for establishing a cargo-based airpon as a growth pole, 

the nature of the airport hinterland can be better understood. Knowledge gained From this 

study can aid land-use planning around airports. This is an extremely important issue for 

airport authorities and local govenunents. Such organizat ions can use this study 's 

tindings as the basis for development surrounding airports. 

The impetus for the study was the air cargo and land development initiative at Winnipeg 

International Airport, including ~ i n n ~ o r t . '  With part of the airport's future planning 

including a business park and foreign trade zone adjacent to the airport, industnal 

location relative to the airport gained importance. Questions arose as to whether 

industrial and commercial firms would be willing to relocate on the currently 

underdeveloped west side of the airport and whether the airport - transferred in 1997 

from Transport Canada to the private non-profit Winnipeg Airports Authority (WAA) - 

could attract businesses from other communities to locate in this business park. This 

study considers cases (DFW, M W ,  and HSV) where an airport has been successfÙ1 in 

attracting firms to adjacent land areas and atternpts to infer from these expenences what 

might be in store for the likes of Winnipeg. 

Besides Winnipeg, however, this study's results should be valuable for other airports. For 

instance, privatized Canadian airports are in direct cornpetition with each other and with 

American airports for passenger and cargo service. Learning the key elements necessary 

to becorning a cargo-based growth pole airport would be valuable for airports such as: 

Vancouver International Airport; 
Calgary International Airport; 
Hamilton International Airport (TradePort Corporation); and 
Montreal's Mirabel Airport (see Figure 1.2). 

Whilr Winnport has bcen an important pan of this initiative. it has not been the only component. The 
Winnipeg Airports Authority has now taken a lead role in growing the air cargo industry at the airpon and 
has established a subsidiary corporation to market and develop land on the West side of the airpon - the 
Winnipeg Airpon Lands Corporation. 



Figure 1.2 - Potential Cargo-Based Growth Pole Airports, Canada 

Knowing what factors give one airport an edge over its competitors may help that airport 

be more successful as a growth pole. Airport trying to becorne growth poles need to 

know if it is possible to replicate the success of other locations. If it is possible, then 

identifying the developmental stages en route to becoming a growth pole - what this 

study attempts to do - will help such airports. 

Impressive growth has been forecast for both airline passenger and air cargo activity. 

Robart (1995) estirnated that the number of air travel enplanements will have increased 

from 450 million passengers in 1992 to 800 million by 2000, an annual growth rate of 

around 7.5 percent. The International Air Transport Association (IATA, January 2000) 

and Boeing (May 1999) forecast passenger trafic to grow by about 5 percent between 

1999 and 2003. The aircraft manufactunng Company, Boeing, is well respected industry- 

wide for its passenger and air cargo forecasts. Most recently, Boeing has predicted an 

average annual growth rate of 6.4 percent in air cargo volume over the next twenty years 

(Boeing, February 2000). Tretheway and Ouimet (1999) note that air transport is 

currently growing at twice the rate of the world e ~ o n o r n ~ . ~  These numbers express the 

increasingly important role that airports have in both the global and local economies. 

The next section provides a closer look at airports. 

Spscificdly. air cars0 is growing at three times global economic growth (Tretheway and Ouimet 1999). 
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1.3 - Classification of Airports 

The regional impacts of large airports have revoIved around the fact that they: 

are users of large amounts of land; 
have large work-forces with dependent families; 
are vital parts of the transportation network; 
require large investment in public infrastructure; 

and that they are attractive to: 

firrns with overseas offices for ease of travel; 
= transport-related industries, especially those with international 

markets; 
regional market industries; 

= research activities; and 
airport-related firms (hotels, catering and car-rental, etc.) (USHLTD 
1974; Hoare 1974). 

Airports are not al1 created equal. Those considered in this study were intentionally 

chosen because each is in a separate category. Having said that, it is important to provide 

a preliminary ~Iassification of airports in general, followed by a classification of the four 

airports included in this study. 

As there are two countries represented in this study, it is reasonable to examine both 

nations' systems for classifying airports. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

classifies airports in the Unites States according to the total number of passengers 

enplaned (see Table 1. l).' The FAA classifies airports as follows: 

Prima? Airports account for the vast majority of scheduled commercial service and 

enplane at least 10,000 passengers a ~ u a l l y .  Primary Airports are broken down into 

four types of hub, depending on the airport's total number of enplaned passengers in a 

given year: larze, medium, small, and non-hub. 

This classification system applies to the National Plan of integnted Airpon Systerns (WIAS). The 
'JPIAS designates 3.33 1 airports as components in the national system out of a total of 15,292 airports in 
the United States in 1997 ( fioronjeff and McKelvey 1994). 



Non-Hrrb. Non-Prinary Airporrs (IW-NP), typically in smaller communities, offer 

commercial semice but enplane between 2,500 and 10,000 passengers amually. 

Reliever Airporrs are usually located in large metropolitan areas and provide general 

aviation services for smaller, non-commercial aircratt. Their main purpose is to 

alleviate the demands placed on the infrastructure at congested commercial airports. 

General Aviation Airports (GA) link smaller communities and rural areas (including 

remote parts of Alaska) with the rest of the US aviation system. 

Table 1.1 - United States Federal Aviation Administration Airport Classification 

1 I 1 I 

Source: Federal Aviation Administration (Febmary 1999) 

I 

The Canadian Airports Council (CAC), whose member airports account for 90 percent of 

passenger movement in Canada, provides a classification scheme for airports in Canada. 

Hub 
Ciassification 

Pnmary Airports 
Large Nrrb 

Medium Hrrb 
Snrall Hrrb 

Most of the National Airport Systern (NAS) and regional airports (offerhg regular 

Nori-Nirb 
I 

W-NP 
Reliever 
GA 

scheduled passenger service) that have been transferred by Transport Canada to local 

% of National 
Enplanements 

2 1% 
-250% to -999% 
.050% to -249% 

airport authorities are members of CAC! The simple classification system employed by 

Total 1 - 1 - 1 333 1 

> .050% 
> .050% 

- 
- 

CAC divides member airports into two categories (Canadian Airports Council, March 

1999). 

Classification by Number 
of Enplanemen ts 

6,415,638 or more 
1,603,910 to 6,415,637 
320,782 to 1,603,909 

Level 1 Airports have annual passenger volumes over 1 million. Level 1 Airports in 

Number of 
Airports in Class 

29 
42 
67 

10,001 to 320,781 
2,500 to 10,000 

- 
- 

Canada include Calgary, Edmonton, Halifau, Montreal Dorval, Montreal Mirabel, 

273 
155 
3 19 
2446 

Ottawa, Toronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg. Level II Airports experience annual 

B Some airport authorities that are negotiating privatization with Transport Canada are also members. 
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passenger volumes between 300,000 and 1 million. Level II Canadian Airports are 

Chariottetou-n, Grand Prairie, Kelowna, London, Moncton, Hamilton, Quebec City, 

Regina. Saskatoon, St. John's, Sudbury, Sydney, Thunder Bay and Victoria. 

Lhile the smaller airports still operated by Transport Canada (Le. non-CAC airports) are 

important to the nation's air transportation network, their ability to act as growth poles is 

limited. Thus, for the most part, these small airports are given only cursory attention in 

this study. 

To classi@ the case study airports in this thesis, Canadian and Amencan systems are 

combined with some original criteria. The most well-known class of airports is the major 

international hub, where tens of millions of passengers arrive, depart and make 

connections to other flights. DFW fits into this category. HSV represents a much 

smaller hub in terms of passengers with a proportionally greater focus on air cargo.9 

AFW represents a srnaIl category of airports with no passenger trafic and a dedicated 

focus on air cargo and nearby industrial developrnent. The main focus at YWG is on 

passenger traffic, but its cargo traffic is increasing. It is important to compare YWG with 

HSV and with AFW because air cargo development and land development - both of 

which have been hugely successful at HSV and AFW - are major concerns of this study. 

Table 1.2 summarizes the classification of the airports included in this thesis. 

Table 1.2 - Case Study Airport Classification 

Airport 
DaIladFort Worth 

According to the Airports Counz;: International (ACI), HSV ranks 335' in the world in passenger 
numbers and 172"' in cargo volumes. By conuast, DFW ranks 5& in passengers and 2 1'' in cargo (ACI, 
February 1999). 

International 
Alliance Airport 

1 Huntsville International 
Winnipeg International 

Location 
Irving, Coppell, Euless, 

Classification 
Major International Hub for ' 

Grapevine, Bedford, TX 
Fort Worth, TX 
Huntsville, AL 
Winnipeg, MI3 

American Airlines 
Industrial, Cargo-Based 

Cargo-Focus with Passenger 
Passenger-Focus with Cargo, 
Non-Hub for Maior Airlines 



Some classes of airports have not been included in this study. For example, Shannon 

Airport in Ireland; Prestwick in ScotIand; Gander in Newfoundland; and Anchorage in 

Alaska have traditionally been refrtelling slations along major world fiight routes. 

Although this class of airport can be crucial to a region's economy, and although airports 

of this class can be designated as instruments of regional development, none has been 

included in this s t ~ d ~ . ' ~  

There are more ge~teral aviation airports in North America than any other class of 

airport.' ' General aviation accounted for 35 times as many aircraft, twice the number of 

flight hours, and almost twice the mileage of commercial airlines in the United States in 

1 990 (Horonjeff and McKelvey, 1994). However, airports devoted to general aviation do 

not have as significant an impact regionally as comrnercial airports; therefore, they are 

excluded fiom this study. The dedicated factory airport can also have a significant 

regional impact. For instance, Boeing Field in SeattIe is owned and operated by the 

Boeing Company. The airport offers no passenger service and no true cargo operations, 

but because Boeins is the largest private employer in the State of Washington, its impact 

in the region is enormous. With an understanding of the airports that are included in this 

study, and their classification understood, another part of the primary objective is 

outlined next: air cargo. 

1.4 - The Air Cargo Industry 

A lack of current research exists in the field of air cargo.'2 There is a need to gain more 

knowledge of the key attributes of air cargo, such as weights, values, numbers of pieces, 

origins, transfer points, and destinations in order to broaden the understanding of this 

topic. This study aims to contribute to this base of knowledge. 

IO Shannon Airpon has been a key element of Irish regional development for decades. For a closer look, 
please see Shannon Development (2000). 
LI General aviation refers to al1 fiying done other than that by comrnercial airlines, including business, 
insmictionai and personal flying. In this sense, GA has a different rneaning frorn that adopted by the FAA 
for its classification schrrne. 
" This is a problem in Cana& and the United States. For information on sorne of the challenges faced in 
researching air cargo at the University of  California at Berkeley, see Tsao (1997). or for the US in genen!, 
ser FAA ( 199 1). 



Pnor to the 1950s, piston-engined aircraft could only transport on any flight a maximum 

of four to six tonnes of goods to a geographically limited range of destinations. With 

costs approximately seven times higher than surface transport costs, air fkeight was not 

practical (Basi, IWO). Hence, with no air cargo industry other than mail, there were no 

advantages to f ims located at airports in terms of the movement of goods. The advent of 

jet aircrafi, however, led to Iower transport costs, increased cargo capacity, and longer 

hauls - characteristics that made air cargo transport more attractive and, in turn, helped 

airports becorne more attractive to firms. 

Goods transported by air tend to be high in value and time-sensitive. Some of air cargo's 

key commodities are electronic equipment, machinery and parts, scientific instruments, 

live animals, pharmaceuticals, penshable products, textiles and overnight packages (Basi 

1970, O'Connor 1995). O'Connor (1995) divides air cargo into the following groups: 

-Mai 1; 
SrnaIl packages (air express); and 
Air fieight, which is fiirther divided into: 

Emergency (e.g. medical emergencies, parts for shut-down 
assembly line); 
Routine perishable (e.g. flowers, h i t s ,  vegetables, newspapers); 
and 
Routine surface-divertible (e.g. cameras, toys, t ~ o l s ) . ' ~  

The majority of air cargo is still carried in the bellies of passenger aircraft. However, 

overnight packages and time-definite packages (two-tu-three day delivery time) are 

currently the fastest growing sector of air cargo (Tretheway and Ouirnet 1999). 

Integrated express companies (or inregrators) transport most of these packages in their 

own dedicated all-cargo aircraft with Federal Express (FedEx) and United Parcel Service 

(UPS) dominating the North Arnerican and global integrator market.'" However, 

13 Surface-divertible products are those that could move by surface transport, but move by air to reduce 
inventory and warehousing costs and to provide customer satisfaction through quick service (O'COMO~ 
1995). 
14 The term itrregrared carrier or integrntor refers to carriers that provide single-company, door-to-door 
senice (O'Connor 1995). Primarily, this category consists of  companies like FedEx, UPS, DHL and 
Purolator. 



Purolator Courier has a significant share of this market in canada.15 Boeing predicts that 

the integrators' share of the international air cargo market will grow from its current 5 

percent to 37 percent by 201 5, possibly accounting for al1 the growth in the air cargo 

industry over that time period (VISTAS 1998). 

The threshold value-per-unit-weight for goods to move by air has been falling. Goods 

with values less than the threshold move more frequently by surface transportation while 

goods exceeding the threshold value are likely to move by air! High value-per-unit- 

weight goods can bear the higher transport costs associated with air cargo. As the air 

cargo industv increases its own efficiency, air cargo transport costs are decreasing, 

putting downward pressure on the air cargo threshold. 

As the threshold shrinks and the volume of goods transported by air increases, airports 

with the most advanced air cargo netivorks are likely to be the most successfûl growth 

poles. Figure 1.3 displays the "value-pyrarnid" concept put forth by Tretheway and 

Ouimet (1999). This diagram shows that, in 1999, goods with a value of at Ieast S35 per 

kilogram were likely to be transported by air freight, while those with lower values would 

be shipped via surface transport. By 2007, it is predicted that the threshold value will be 

approximately S 18 per kilogram, meaning that there will be a huge increase in the variety 

of goods that will be shipped by air. EssentiaIly, as it continues to improve in terms of 

efficiency, air cargo continues to capture a larger share of the total value of the economy, 

represented by the area of the triangle. 

" In Canada, Purolator has an advantage over FedEx and UPS. As a Canadian Company, hirolator can 
move packages between Canadian cities without restriction (other than airport-specific restrictions such as 
Toronto's nizhttime curfew). FedEx and W S  can bnng packages to Canadian airports, but aircraft that 
enter Canada can not continue on to other Canadian destinations under current CO-terminal restrictions. 
The American companies contract out these portions of their routes to smaller Canadian carriers. 
Ib Other factors also play a role in the division of commodities between air and surface transportation such 
as tirne-sensitivity and perishability. For the purposes of this discussion, value per unit weight is deemed to 
be the most important factor. 



Figure 1.3 - Air Cargo Value Pyrarnid 
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Sortrce: Tretheway and Orrimet, 1999 

The air cargo industry is entering a new development phase as companies moving air 

cargo increase efficiency. Now international agreements are aiding this trend toward 

increasing efficiency. OriginaIly drawn up in 1975, the Montreal Protocol did not come 

into effect until June 1998. The Montreal Protocol 

represents a sipifIcant milestone in the history of air cargo. 
The legal 'green light' to replace the paper air waybill with 
an electronic record of carrïage will facilitate new 
processes, systems and products and act as a catalyst for 
fundamental change throughout the air cargo industry. The 
elimination of paper documents from the shipment cycle 
will lead to greatly improved custorner service and 
substantial cost savings for the airlines of . . . millions of 
dollars per annum for the industry. 

(IATA, February 1999) 

As the global trend toward electronic commerce continues, air cargo plays an 

increasingly important role in airport development and, consequently, an important role 

in regional development. As predicted by Boeing: air cargo should expenence steady 

growth over the nest twenty years. While more aircraft will certainly be required to meet 



the demands of air cargo transportation, growth could also occur in the size of aircrafl in 

cargo (and passenger) transportation. 

Consequently, airport infrastructure must be able to accommodate the increasing number 

and size of aircraft- It is likely that airports receiving infiastructure investment will be 

bener suited to the future of air transportation and will probably become choice locations 

of global air commerce - and, in tum, more successfûl growth poles. As more air cargo 

rnoves through an airport, more businesses are likely to see the advantages of locating 

near that airport. Comparing airports with different traffic volumes c m  substantiate this 
17 view. For example, more businesses are agglomerated near DalladFort Worth 

International Airport than at Winnipeg International. Greater amounts of passenger and 

cargo traffic translate into a higher level of service at DFW than at YWG; therefore more 

firms are attracted to DFW. However, Winnipeg cannot expect to become a successful 

growth pole just by adding more air sentice. Growth in service cannot create its own 

demand. 

There are, however, some notable exceptions. Some airports, with relatively small 

numbers of aircraft movements, c m  attract disproportionate amounts of airport-related 

businesses. The main airport in this study that falls into this category is Alliance Airport 

in Fort Worth, Texas. Alliance offers no passenger service f?om its airport but has 

proved to be an outstanding success in attracting fims by relying solely on the movement 

of j o ~ d s . ' ~  This fact is even more impressive when Alliance's location is considered. It 

is located wetl outside the urban area of Fort Worth in an area that, fifteen years ago, was 

farmland. ' 

- - --- - 

1; Howver, it should be noted chat size of the airport is not the only factor in attracting businesses. 
Location of the airpon relative to the city, location of  the city relative to other markets and several other 
factors are also important. 
I S  This staternent rnay be misleading. Alliance Airport is one pan of a major development including an 
intermodal rail facility, a rnaster piamed business park. a residential cornrnunity and an entenainment 
cornplex. Alliance is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
19 In fact, Texas longhorns stilI g a z e  on land adjacent to the AFW airfield. 



The main advantase held by air cargo over other modes of transport is speed. Speed 

associated with air cargo service leads to a number of savings that are passed on to 

manufacturers, retaiiers and consumers ( O ' C o ~ o r  1995). 

While location near or adjacent to an airport is not crucial for most companies, many find 

such a location to be advantageous. For instance, integrated express companies require 

space at airports for loading and unloading cargo for transhipment, as well as for parking 

airplanes. Pharmaceutical companies would seemingly have little to gain fiom an airport 

location. Ho\vever. in the case of a particular drug company, an airport location allows 

immediate shipment of dmg orders using an integrated express company at the same 

airport. 

As more companies follow this trend and choose airport locations, they combine to 

solidify air cargo's role in both airport and regional development. Some of these issues 

become apparent through an examination of empirical evidence in later chapters dealing 

with specific airports and specific companies. To revert to the main theme, however, 

requires a closer examination of the growth pole concept. 

1.5 - An Introduction to Growth Poles 

-4ccording to Hinchrnan (1 958, p. 183), "economic progress does not appear everywhere 

at the same time" and "that once it has appeared, powerful forces make for the spatial 

concentration of economic growth around the initial starting point". This statement is the 

basis of the growth pole concept. 

Perroux (1955) originally developed the growth pole concept during the 1940s and 1950s 

(Todd 1974; Miyoshi 1997). Perroux theorized that agglomeration of economic activities 

would bnng about development in a particular space. In other words, "a concentration of 

economic activity stimulated Further centnpetal movements to the pole" (Todd 1974, p. 

292). Perroux advanced the notion that one firm or industry would establish a dominance 

within a growth pole. The dominant firm could achieve more effective use of 



innovations than other firms, thereby increasing output. From that dominance, inter-firm 

and inter-industry linkages would develop, inducing further economic development at the 

growth pole. The dominant finn or industry would foster both forward and backward 

linkages with other f i rrn~. '~ Through ihese linkages, polarization would "benefit the 

masses" (Miyoshi 1997, p.5). Todd (1974, p.293) downplayed the role of the dominant 

firm: "At best, advocates of dominance c m  daim it as rnerely one conditional form of 

development out of several alternatives". In Chapter 6, it is noted that Todd's statement 

holds true for cargo-based growth pole airports. 

Figure 1.4 - Spatial Model of a Growth Pole 

Growth Pole Distance Along Transponation Channels 

Growth poles have several effects on their hinterlands. Parr (1973) provides the 

following breakdown of positive and negative effects: 

'O Evidence of this effecr is shown in the case studies of Chapter 3, mosr clearly at Alliance Airpon. 
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Table 1.3 - Effects of Growth Poles on Their Hiaterlands 

I increased productivity of manufacturing firms purchasing o f  imports rather 
stimulation of primary activities 1 than locally produced goods 1 

Positive Effects 
raise dernand for goods and services 

1 increased demand for labour 1 brain-drain from other areas 1 

Negative E ffects 
high income may lead to more 

1 shifi of services from other locations to the 1 (mostly rural) 1 
I pole (business services and transportation) 

eventual decentralization 

By the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  growth pole strategies were implemented in many developed and 

developing countnes (Miyoshi, 1997). ~Most plamed growth poles - whether 

implemented in the 1960s or more recently - have not been successful. "The recent 

history of regional economic planning in many parts of the world is littered with 

exarnples of growth pole strategies having failed or having been prematurely abandoned" 

(Parr, 1996, p.?). By the mid-1970s, growvth pole strategy was generally rejected as an 

economic development tool by govermnents because of its high rate of failure. Since 

then, academic growh pole literature has been sparse as well." 

Besides the failure common in growth pole regional development efforts, the method of 

implementation for growth pole policy was never firmly defined. For instance, it was 

disputed whether ~ r o w t h  poles should be established in higher-order cities (to achieve 

trickle-do~vn effects in smaller centres) or in lower-order cities (generating multiplier 

sffects benefiting higher-order centres) (Todd 1974). Some growth poles were never 

given a Iegitimate chance to succeed. 

In the United States, two regional development programs attempted to use growth pole 

strategies: the -4ppalachian Regional Commission (ARC); and the Economic 

Developrnent Agency (EDA), both established in 1965. According to Todd (1995a), the 

failure of these growth poles stemmed fkom insufficient investment in any one pole. The 

ARC funded thirty developrnent centres, while the EDA fûnded over two hundred (Todd 

?' ïhis is mie despite the fact that in the 19605, the grouzh pole concept was one of the great "mythic 
catchwords" in regional development ptanning (Lasuen 1969, p. 20). 



1995a). Inadequate hinding can be a problem even with fewer growth poles as was the 

case with the eight nretropoles ci'eqrrilibre in France (Hansen 1972). 

Fewer growth poles with greater investment in each may have provided a better 

opportunity for success in the American examples. If investment is concentrated 

geographically in order to create a cntical mass of manufactunng and service industries - 

unlike the "spread-the-wealth" ARC and EDA strategies - then agglomeration economies 

wiil exist.?' 

Klaassen (1972) agreed that more growth poIes Ied to slower development and a longer 

period of tirne before the "take off1 size - or cntical mass - of each pole is reacheci. 

Agglomeration acts as a magnet to other firms, spawns start-up businesses and has an 

external spillover into the region. Figure 1.5 is a conceptual diagram of the relationship 

between growth poles and agglomeration. 

Figure 1.5 - Growth Pole Conceptual Diagram 

GROWTH INVESTMENT 
GEOGRAPHICALLY 

I 
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Firms experience three types of agglomeration economies at growth poles: localization 

economies; urbanization economies; and industrial complex economies." Localimtion 

ecortomies are spatial externalities accming to a firm fiom the expansion of other firms of 

the same industry in the same place. Examples include the ability to poach labour fiom 

7 7  -- "Rapid industrialkation prompts urbanization, and urbanization in mm promotes efficiency in production 
and management by diffusing new innovations. Agglomeration economies . . . are . . . a way of measuring 
such efficiency gains" Yuhn and Lee (1998, p. 2). 



other firms, take advantage of suppiy-chains established by other firms, and take 

advantage of existing infrastructure, incIuding transport infrastructure and educational 

infrastnicture (like colleges and training programs tailored for similar firms). 

Urbanizarion econonties are spatial externalities benefiting a firm through the expansion 

of fimis in other industries in the sarne place. Examples of urbanization economies are 

the provision of  municipal services, public utilities, communications, and commercial 

services. I , z d s r i i - o p  econoniies are the beneficial inter-industry linkages that 

exist where many firms are located in close proximity to each other. Examples are 

savings in transport costs, power costs, and the easy exchange of information. 

Some researchers have deemed agglomeration analysis unsatisfactory with regard to the 

spatial aspects of growth poles (Parr 1973). The reasons Parr provides are the static 

nature of agglomeration analysis and that it neglects the distribution of growth in the 

region. This study resolves that problern by exarnining growth poles through a dynamic 

(analysis of the time-pattern) process that considers the spatial distribution and 

organization of the growth pole. 

Essentially, this study considers new and expanding industries in a region to have an 

impact, particularly on an expansion of employment and population, and on ancillary 

industries that are related to the expanding industries (Todd I995a). The expansion of 

the economy usually attracts capital, which leads to an expansion of weaIth and aids in 

leveraging additional government fünding. This leads to better infrastructure, which, as 

is noted in the following chapters, can attract new industries. This is simply another way 

of considering the critical mass. 

As mentioned in Table 1.3, potential positive and negative effects are tied to the growth 

pole process. The positive effects can also be referred to as spread or  trickle-down 

effects, while the negative effects are referred to as backwash or polarization effects 

(Myrdal 1957; Amos 1996). Spread effects occur when investment in a growth pole 

'> Todd ( 1971; 1995a) and Yuhn and Lee ( 1998) agree on the first two types o f  agglomeration econornies 
while Parr ( 1  973) considered the third. 



results in an expansion of the economy that benefits the periphery of the growth pole. 

Backwash effects are negative impacts in the periphery because of expansion at the 

growth pole. However, backwash effects may be expenenced despite an overail 

improvement to a regional economy. 

Growth pole theory usually bears little resemblance to growth pole policy. Parr (1996, 

p.3) stated "there has never existed an adequate framework or  general theory of regional 

economic policy within which growth pole strategy could be evaluated, either 

conceptually or operationally". According to Miyoshi (1997), some researchers were of 

the opinion that growth poles fostered regional inequaiity rather than regional 

development, and that growth pole theory was too quickly applied as a regional 

development tool in the 1960s. Despite the negativity surrounding it, growth pole theory 

and practice should not be abandoned as useless or ineffective. 

With that in mind, a differentiation must be made benveen growth poles as instruments 

for regional economic development - planned growth poles - and growth poles as 

economic and geographic phenornena - natural growth poles. Perroux originally 

envisioned the growth pole as an occurrence, not necessarily as a strategy. Parr (1996, 

pp.6-7) agreed by rejecting "the assumption that the natural growth pole in geographic 

space could be replicated in the form of a planned growth pole, by the implanting of 

propulsive industries at particular urban centres". This thesis expands upon that idea with 

the examination of natural (or unplanned) growth poles. Regional development resources 

should be focused on existing, natural growth poles CO achieve maximum spread effects 

(Higgins 1988; Miyoshi 1997). Trying to force a growth pole in a naturally retarded 

region is difficult. In this study, the area around DFW is definitely a natural growth pole, 

while the areas around AFW and HSV could be considered to be either natural or planned 

growth poles. Development at AFW and HSV was carefully planned. However, both are 

Iocated in regions with strong, growing econornies. Similar circumstances currently exist 



in Winnipeg, indicating that future development at YWG has potential to be a successfùl 

growth pole.L4 

In recent work dealing with growth poles, Parr (1996) describes the general 

characteristics of growth pole strategy as: 

encouraging the growth of employrnent and population within a region 
at particular locations or planned poles over some specified period; 
requiring a limitation on the number of locations or centres which are 
designated as planned poles - a problem pointed out by Todd (1 99Sa); 
necessanly requiring spatial discrimination or selectivity among 
locations - a characteristic noted early on by Hansen (1972); and 
inevitably involving a modification of the spatial structure of 
employment and population within a region. 

Winnipeg fits these characteristics reasonably well. For instance, the closest major urban 

centre to Winnipeg - Minneapolis-St. Paul - is 621 km away (as the crow flies), thus 

providing it  with natural spatial discrimination. The Winnipeg case is further exarnined 

later in this thesis. 

The question remains as to whether or not an airport itself can act as a growth pole. Parr 

(1979, p.200) points to "airports, fieight terminais and motonvay connections" as growth 

pole locations that could be attractive to industry in an urban setting. Parr goes on to cal1 

in fiastructure investment at these locations a more effective allocation method than a 

population- or need-based system. Horonjeff and McKelvey (1 994) list the potential land 

developrnent activities associated with an airport: 

plant relocation from outside the region requinng construction activity; 
increases in the production of existing businesses requiring new or 
expanded facili ties; 
increases in tounsm and recreation requinng new or expanded 
facilities; 
expansion of agricultural markets resulting in increased productivity 
and resource utilization; 
increases in demand for business and convention facilities; and 
expansion of commercial and financial markets resulting in a demand 
for additional facilities. 

" Mile not necessarily as economicîlly advmced as Dallas-Fort Wonh or Huntsville, the Winnipeg 
region is not rerarded. It has a healthy economy and an existing agglomeration (albeit relatively small) o f  
industxy around the airpon. Therefore it is a good candidate for growth pole investment, 



As this study unfolds, it  is noted that many of these activities take place near the airport 

growth pole case studies. 

The remainder of this thesis establishes the extent of the cargo-based airport's ability to 

be a growth pole. The background information about the air cargo industry and growth 

poles Iays the groundwork for discussing the case studies in depth and finding 

conclusions. Before that, however, some hypotheses are put forth. 

1.6 - Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses about airport growth poles were made p i o r  to the analysis of 

any observations or collected data. They have been made based on background reading 

and personal observations. In the final chapter of this study, these hypotheses wiIl be 

revisited and their accuracy assessed. 

Firms will only locate adjacent to a particular airport if the necessary infrastructure is 

provided and if that location does not put the firm at a competitive disadvantage 

compared with other firms in the region in the same industry. InEiastructure includes 

road access, municipal services, and airside taxiways and aprons irnrnediately 

adjacent to the cargo-based businesses. 

An airport development must offer more than just available land and infiastructure in 

order to attract firms. Incentives and abaternents are part of doing business in a 

competitive environment. 

Having a major anchor tenant is crucial. It is vital to identifi that first major firm that 

is willing to rnove away fiom the rest and choose a new location. Part of the 

importance of the anchor tenant is brand-narne recognition. A well-known Company 

moving to a particular airport location will help convince other firms that it is a good 

strategic location. 



4. Any airport authority may mode1 itself afier other communities, but the type of finn 

attracted should complement the existing strengths of the region. 

5. The more transport modes located at an airport, the better its chances of being a 

successful growth pole. Specifically, high-quality highway connections and a rail 

container terminal are important components of an airport growth pole. iMarine 

infrastructure could also provide an airport with an advantage. It is not included in 

this study because none of the airports considered is on a coast." 

There is no magic formula for the development of a cargo-based growth pole airport. 

Successful methods at one location may not work in another. Each airport has strengths 

and weaknesses that must be identified and utiiized. In addition, some cases are sure to 

have unexpected "wild-cards" that aided the development of the airport. For example, 

the Alliance development has been largely fiinded pnvately by the noted American 

entrepreneur Ross Perot Jr. The difficulty in recreating that variable in other locations is 

discussed in Chapter 6. 

1.7 - Outline 

With the stage set, the remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 

provides a review of relevant literanire deaiing with transportation infkistructure and 

regional economic developrnent. Some examples of transport infrastructure's effect on 

regional development are examined. Also in the second chapter, investment in transport 

infrastructure is shown to have a positive - or at least permissive - effect on economic 

development. Chapter 3 outlines the reasons for selecting persona1 observations, serni- 

structured interviews and a survey as the method of data collection. It aiso describes the 

design of the survey and how it was implemented. The fourth chapter discusses the 

observations made at each airport, while Chapter 5 shows the results of the study as the 



collected data are analyzed and ideas take shape. The final chapter, Chapter 6, consists of 

the conclusions and recornmendations of this study, demonstrating the utility of the study 

in a practical sense. The recommendations consist of positive statements of the 

applicability of this study in general ternis with specific reference to the potential of 

Winnipeg (and other Canadian airports) to become growth poles. The lessons leamed 

from other locations lead to this set of recomrnendations. 

The discussion now moves to transport infrastructure, b e g i ~ i n g  with a brief definition of 

infrastructure in general, followed by an in-depth examination of the role of transport 

infiastructure investment in regional economic development. 

'' Two points are wonh noting here: ( 1 )  Huntsville is considering adding a port facility on the Tennessee 
River south of the airpon and (2) some cities - such as Dubai and Singapore - do combine marine and air 
infrastructure. 



CHAPTER 2 - INFRASTRUCTURE, GROWTH POLES AND REGIONAL 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 - Introduction 

The main purpose of infrastructure - "the physical facilities which move people, goods, 

commodities, water, waste, energy and information" - is to support human activities 

(In frastmcture Technology Insti tute, June t 999). Broadly defined, public infrastructure 

includes transport, power, telecommunications, water services, heaIth services, prisons, 

and emergency services (AusCID, December 1996). What al1 these activities have in 

cornmon is joint consumption. General examples of inliastructure are bridges, canals, 

harbours, railways, wires and cables (telegraph, telephone, television, data and electric), 

pipelines, roads and highways, pipes, treatment plants, trafic signals, Street lights, and - 
vital to this thesis - airports. 

The obsenation is evident from these descriptions that efficient uansportation is a prime 

category of infrastructure. Transport infrastructure encompasses pipeIines, road, rail, sea 

and air infkastructure. Pipelines, however, can also be considered to be power 

intiastructure. 

Transport infiastructure relates closely with growth poles. Speci fically, Perroux (1 955) 

indicated that development expands from a growth pole along channels of distribution. 

Because Perroux considered the growth pole to be located in abstract space rather than 

geographic space, he was never definitive in terms of describing these channels. 

Transport infrastructure is cntical to the creation and distribution of economic wealth, 

The case could be made that infiastructure in general is more important to development 

than the specific case of transport infkastructure, but it should be fairly evident that while 

communications, health or educational infiastructure do aid development, these types of 

infrastructure do not provide channels along which econornic developrnent can expand.16 

'b In recent times. communications infrastructure has become more sophisticated and far-reaching and rnay 
have the capability to distibute sorne economic developrnent. 



Transport infrastructure can have the specific purpose of enabling the expansion of 

economic development. This chapter focuses on transport infrastructure and the growth 

pole concept, and relates both topics to the economic developrnent on regional and 

national scales. 

Companies experience agglomeration advantages through their locations at growth poles. 

Apan from the extemal economies resulting from the location of nearby companies (as 

discussed in Chapter 1), firms also receive benefits through the lower overhead costs 

resulting from the shared use of transport infrastructure. This concept is apparent when 

growth pole theory is related to central place theory - a comrnonly cited idea in 

geography.'7 The growth pole - even by its narne - is similar to central place theory. 

Both focus on a centralized location amund which other activities revolve and upon 

which other activities depend. 

Central place theory is defined as "an attempt to explain the spatial arrangement, size, 

and number of settlernents" (Leeds University, May 1999). Christaller, a German 

geographer, first published the theory in 1933 with reference to towns in Southem 

Gennany. Christaller noted that towns of a certain size were approximately equidistant, 

and studied the settlement structure and hinterland site for the region, with respect to the 

size and spacing of cities that specialite in selling goods and services. The theory consists 

of nvo basic concepts: 

The threshoId, or the minimum market needed, to bring a firm, or 
firms operating collectively in a city selling goods and services into 
existence and to keep it, or them, going; and 
the range, or the average maximum distance people will travel to 
purchase goods and services (Leeds University, May 1999; Norton 
i 992). 

These concepts are important parts of growth pole theory. A minimum city size, and 

proper spacing of planned growth poles, are concepts frequently discussed in growth pole 

literature. 

'' For a further explanation of the applicability of central place theory, see Norton (1992) or Preston (1991). 
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"A body of theory which has been developed to deal with the spatial structure and 

functional composition of a regional (or national) urban system", central place theory and 

grorvth pole theory are complenentary concepts (Parr 1999, p. 59). For instance: 

Growth poles are concerned with change over time, while central place 
theory is concemed with spatial change? 
The growth pole (at least according to Perroux's original theory) is a 
single entity with the important task of being the centre of 
development. The central place system is a network of interrelated 
centres that respond to the movement of  people, goods and services. 
The growth pole "deals with intemal economic relations of a centre" 
while central place theory focuses on the economic relations between 
the centre and the hinterland, 

The terms "growth pole" and "central place" are complementary concepts, but cannot be 

used interchangeably. While Parr does go into detail about the role that a growth pole 

c m  play within a central place system, he does not address the issue of shared transport 

infrastructure as a benefit of growth poles and central places. Central place theory 

generally ignores transport infrastructure in favour of the relationship between the central 

place and its dependent hinterland. 

However, the benefits of the central place system are closely tied to the transportation 

network. Firrns find the central place to be the optimal location because of the 

aggIomeration of other fims that are there, and from the shared use of transport 

inFrastructure. Firms located outside the central place do not have the advantage of the 

quality of infiastructure found where the majonty of economic activity takes place. 

Furthermore, by being in a central place, a firm is automatically close to a market centre. 

Christaller introduced other aspects of the theory, including the marketing and 

administration principles, but the transportation principle - that larger central places 

would be located along transport axes - is the most relevant to this thesis (Norton 1992). 

Todd (1974, p. 296) points out many of the shortcornings of central place theory with 

respect to growth poles, calling the concept - with particular reference to its static nature 

- "directly at odds with the motivating theory of developrnent poles". Later in the same 

28 However, Todd (1  974, p. 292) notes the "spatial-sectoral-temporal" nature of polarized growth. 
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paper, Todd (1974, p.301) states that the regional processes of central place theory 

conflict with the "spatial growth factors essential for pole functionings". 

The following discussion separates growth pole theory from central place theory and 

examines the relationship behveen transportation infiastructure in the development of the 

former. The discussion of transport infrastructure and economic development follows the 

section on the development of growth poles. Then some specific examples highlight an 

examination of airport growth poles. The final section of this chapter discusses the pros 

and cons of investment in transport infrastmcture and investment in airport growth poles. 

2.2 - Growtti Poles and Development 

"Growth does not uppear everywhere and afl at once; if  appears in points or growth 

poles with variable irztensig it spreads dong various channels and has varying terntinal 

eflects for the wltole ofthe economy" (Perroux 1955, p. 309). 

This passage - mentioned earlier in this chapter - is the b a i s  upon which growth pole 

theory has been built. This section relates growth poles to national and regional 

economic development and outlines the development path of growth poles through an 

examination of case studies. This path is compared with that followed by the relationship 

beween transport infrastructure on both national and regional developrnent, later in this 

chapter. 

2.2.1 - National Economic Development 

Most nations have traditionally pursued measures fostering natural gowth poles without 

necessarily setting a gowth pole poIicy (Miyoshi 1997). Capital cities tend to be the 

locations in most countries - especially developing countries - where investment and 

econornic development are ~oncentrated.~' Capital cities, besides being home to the 

" One notable exception is Brasilia, Brazil, which is a piamed capital city distant from the major urban 
cennes of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. 
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govemment sector, are usually the location of major industrial companies. In fact, such 

cities are generally chosen as capital cities because of their natural growth tendencies. In 

the early stages of economic developrnent, govemments tend to invest first in the capital 

city because the population is usually concentrated in and around the capital and there is 

greater potential to bnng about rapid growth by investing in infiastructure in the capital 

(Miyoshi 1997). 

In cases where govemment focuses its investment in one region - usually the capital, or 

the most industnalized region - it has implemented a growth pole policy for national 

economic growth. The growth pole strategy often invoives investment in transport 

infrastructure, but may atso invoIve social infrastructure development "engines" 

(housing, schools, hospitals, water and electricity supply). Amos (1996) notes the central 

role of transportation in growth pole development and the reciprocal benefits stem fiom 

this growth pole development; narnely, improved efficiency and lower transport costs. 

Growth poles may eventually approach a limit to success imposed by the size of the city. 

For exampIe, Mexico City is finding air quality is a limiter to additional manufacturing 

industry. Expensive public services, underutilized infrastructure, overpopulation, traffic 

congestion and pollution al1 lead to the diseconornies of large cities. Furthemore, 

inequalities between the urban and rural areas of a nation rnay increase. Therefore, 

according to iMiyoshi (1997, p. 151, "an objective of national economic growth should not 

be a priority of . . . growth pole strategies for regional planning, although the 'national' 

govenunent naturally tends to do i t  in reality". 

A national growth pole policy can lead to national economic developrnent while 

simul taneously creating regional inequali ties. As the heartland of a nation receives 

investment and develops, the hinterland tends to be ignored and receives little in the way 

of regional development resource allocation. Sirnultaneousl y, the region may expenence 

significant out-migration. To remedy regional disparities, some nations have 

imp lemented growth pole policies with regional economic development objectives. 



Regional economic development instances of growth pole policies are far more prevalent 

than national developrnent settings. Todd (1 974) addresses the difference between 

national and regional approaches to growth poles by pointing out the conceptual 

difficulty conceming the larger-scale application. With that in mind, most of the 

emphasis in the evolution of growth poles has been regional in nature (Todd 1974). 

2.2.2 - Regional Development 

A key eiement in using growth pole policy to effect regional economic development is to 

focus investment around a single propulsive industry or Company. This "leading sector" 

is expected to boost economic growth in the region. Growth poles for regionai 

developrnent can have both economic and egalitarian goals. However, Miyoshi (1997) 

points out that egalitatian goals rnay lead to the negative effect of investment in transport 

infrastructure on d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  

For example, if one region lags behind another, then governent  rnay implement a 

growth pole policy in the lagging region, which involves linking the region by improved 

infrastructure with other, more developed centres. Two problems can potentially arise 

fiom this scenario (Miyoshi 1997). First, because migration tends to be niraI-to-urban, 

improved transport links with the developed region rnay increase out-migration from the 

lagging region, thus counteracting the regional development objective of the growth pole 

policy, hrther polarizing the region.31 Second, the growth pole(s) in the lagging region 

rnay appear to improve the region's econorny, but rnay in fact be causing inequality 

within the region - similar to the case of national developrnent. The growth pole(s) rnay 

be achieving the objective of economic development, but the regional aspect of that 

developrnent has not occurred. The rest of the region is the same or worse than it was 

before the implementation of the growth pole policy. These problems accentuate the 

importance of transport infiastructure within growth pole policies to operate as channels 

facilitating the distribution of growth to the region. 

30 This concept is further discussed later in this chapter. 
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LMiyoshi (1 997) recommends multiple growth poles as a method of effecting egalitarian 

development within a comprehensive regional development plan. However, as noted in 

Chapter 1- some programs consisting of multiple growth poles were unsuccessful. 

~Miyoshi cites the possibility of establishing one growth pole in a highly industrialized 

urban city with several agricultwal centres linked by transportation with the major 

growth pole. For the purposes of this thesis, it is economic deveIopment that is assumed 

to be the primary objective of growth pole policy, not egalitarianism. 

Not al1 aspects of growth poles are negative. Like national development, growth poles 

ofien occur naturally to aid regional economic development. In fact, this notion is the 

focus of the case studies of AFW, DFW and HSV, particularly DFW. Many instances of 

economic development c m  be traced back to some form of natural growth pole, whether 

as a part of an investment plan or merely through entirely natural growth. 

Parr (1999) examines growth pole theory fiom all angles, including past policy 

implementations and the reasons behind the frequent failures and abandonment of these 

poIicies. A large section of Parr's paper discusses the settings for growth pole strategies. 

While merely listing the topics covered does neither the topic nor Parr's paper justice, the 

detail of Parr's discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis. Parr's (1999) growth pole 

problem settings include: 

reviving a depressed area; 
encouraging regional deconcentration; 

8 modifying the national urban system (this may fit better in the 
previous section dealing with growth poles and national development); 
attaining interregional balance; 
expansion of recreational or tourist activity; 
improvement and rationalization of regional service provision (for 
example, public transportation); and 
the promotion of rural development (Parr 1999). 

J 1 This is revisited Iater in this chapter as one of the potential negative effects o f  invesment in transport 
infrastructure on regional development. 



It is difficult to Say where airports fit into Parr's problem settings. Surely Northem 

Alabama u-as a depressed region once, but the Dallas-Fort Worth area had a relatively 

strong economy before AFW came into existence. Perhaps the best fit for cargo-based 

growth pole airpons is in the setting associated with attaining interregional balance. 

Four characteristics are common to each setting, despite the differences noted above (Parr 

1999). In brief, growth poles in al1 settings: 

encourage the growth of employment and population at planned poles 
over a specified period; 
limit the number of planned poles, depending upon the nature of the 
setting; 
are selected based on their potential for supporting economic activity 
and growth; and 
modify the spatial structure of employment and population in the 
reg ion. 

These characteristics - which define growth poles by their collective presence in each of 

the settings - are revisited in Chapter 4 with specific reference to the airport growth pole 

case studies. 

With Parr's article in mind, it is important to stress that this thesis considers growth poles 

in an almost entirely new form. However, much of the theory behind growth poles as 

outlined thus far, is reIevant to the case of airports acting as centres for regional growth. 

In this regard it is reasonable to apply growth pole theory as a background for a study 

about airports as an instrument for regional economic development. Having said that, it 

is important to note some vital differences. Because airports require an enormous amount 

of investment in infrastructure, international-scale facilities cannot be built in multiple 

locations based on regional development policies. If airports are to be a component of 

such policies, investment should be concentrated at locations where airpons already exist. 

The tendency of growth pole policies to result in failure may lead one to believe that 

there is no point to pursuing growth poles any further (Todd 1974). However, as is 

pointed out in the discussion of Parr's recent paper, there are positive and negative 

aspects of gowth poles. The growth pole - as it was irnplemented in the past - may not 



be effective at Iessening regional disparities. Traditional growth poles may be ineffective 

for helpinj many lagging regions, but can be used to enhance the advantages possessed 

by particular locations - especially ones that can afford further investment From public 

and private organizations. Perhaps the best place for investment in growth poles is to 

reinforce naniral growth poles.32 

Investmenf in grawfh poles should be focused upon 

reinforcing na twa l  growth poles. 

Finaliy, Todd (1971, p.304) suggests five factors that should be considered during the 

creation of any growth pole policy or strategy. In brief, they include: 

an appreciation of the existing regionai structure, 
a forecast of economic growth focusing on industries compatible with 
the region's advantages, 
choosing new industries based on their economic growth potential, 
measuring spatial linkages as a proxy for agglomeration economies 
resulting in local spin-offs, and 

8 providing investment options dependent upon possible development 
paths. 

As this study progresses, it becomes evident that these factors do corne into play, 

especially at the US case-study airports. 

Case studies show how growth pole strategies have affected regional development, 

including the role played within them by transport infiastnicture. In addition, the 

development path is determined by examining specific growth pole cases. 

2.2.3 - Examples of Growth Poles 

An assessrnent of growth poIe policy case studies is difficult because they are limited in 

availability and are usually quite dated. Most research on growth poles dates fiom the 

1970s and relatively few studies have carefully examined cases where growth pole 

strategies were implemented by a governrnent (Miyoshi 1997). 

'' However, investment in growth poles should not encourage development at the expense of other regions. 



In many cases, regions affected by growth pole policies have been problem regions for 

some time and have undergone other regional policies. While this does not directly 

undermine the success of a growth pole strategy, it does cloud its measurability, as the 

benefits of other policies may be wrongly credited to the growth pole strategy. 

Furthemore, economic development in the region may be sparked by some other, non- 

policy-o~ented factor. For instance, a major industry may choose to locate in a particular 

region for reasons unrelated to regional policy, thus further clouding the measurable 

effect of the growth pole strategy. Chapter 1 rnentioned the growth pole policies 

irnplemented in the United States under the ARC and EDA. In this section, those two 

Acts are addressed in more detail and are followed by an assessrnent of [taly's Cassa per 

il Mezzogiorrto. However, many others could be included in such a discussion: Canada's 

Western Economic Diversification and Brazil's Superintendencia do DesenvoIvimento da 

Amazonia. As their results merely duplicate the findings of those that are detailed, they 

are not considered further. 

2.2.3.1 - United States: Appalachian Regional Development Act / Public Works and 

Econornic Development Act 

Both the Appalachian Regional Development Act (ARDA) and the Public Works and 

Economic Development Act (PWEDA) were passed in 1965 in the United States and led 

to the creation of the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) and the Economic 

Development Administration (EDA). 

The prime objective of the ARC - which is still in existence today - was to support 

economic and social development in the 13-state Appalachian region, stretching fkom 

New York to Mississippi (Figure 2.1). At the time of the ARC'S inception, one-third of 

the region's population lived in poverty, per capita income and education levels were 

extremely low, and unemployment and out-migration were high. Development plans 

were aimed at achieving five goals: 

developing a knowledgeable and skilled population; 



strengthening the region's physical infrastructure; 
building local and regional capacity; 
creatins a dynamic economic base; and 
fostering healthy people (Appalachian Regional Commission, May 
1 999). 

Figure 2.1 - Map of Appalachian Region 

Infrastmcture projects have been an important part of the ARC'S efforts, along with 

education and training programs and small-business assistance. Of interest to this thesis 

is the notion of growth poles. The ARC established growth poles in the region in an 

effort to attract workers from other areas, and to keep the workers who already lived in 

the region. The ARDA specified that investment in the region was to be concentrated in 

locations - eventually over sixty areas were designated - with the greatest potential for 

~ r o w t h  and where the greatest retum for public dollars could be expected (Miyoshi 

1997). The gro~vtii pole notion was also employed to give al1 people in the region 



relatively equal access to health and education services as well as transport facilities 

(Gauthier 1970). Approximately two-thirds of the ARC'S initial budget was for highway 

infrastnicture.j3 

!n 1997, a total of over USS300 million in regional development projects were approved. 

Despite similar huge amual investments over the thirty-year history of the ARC, the 

region's per capita income (USS19,3 18) is still lower than the national average 

(USS23,196) (Appalachian Regional Commission, May 1999). However, net migration 

to the region was positive, at 3.6 percent between 1990 and 1997, even higher than the 

national average of 2.5 percent. This is in stark contrast to the situation before the ARC, 

when two million people migrated out from the region between 1950 and 1960 (Hansen 

1972). A funher success of the program has been the reduction in the disparity between 

the national unemployrnent rate and the regional rate. Unemployrnent in Appalachia (at 

5.7 percent) was comparable with the national average (5.4 percent) in 1997 

(Appalachian Regional Commission, lMay 1999). 

Contrastins the modest success of the ARC is the failure of the PWEDA. The program 

targeted several underdeveloped regions: the Ozarks, New England, the Four Corners, the 

Coastal Plains and the Upper Great Lakes (Miyoshi 1997). Like the ARC, growth poles 

were selected in each region on the premise that investment at these poles would create 

jobs for residents in depressed rural areas. Miyoshi (1997) points out three key factors 

that led to the failure of the EDA program. 

The EDX budget was inadequate to properly implement a growth pole policy. 

The centres selected as growth poles were too small to create enough jobs. Most 

centres were under 50,000 in population. 

The EDA ignored the importance of fostenng links among related organizations. 

The result was that investment was made at discrete points throughout the systern, but 

that investment was not at ail integrated with the rest of  the program. "They could not 

jj Bscause cos; estimates were significantly lower than actual costs, the Appalachian regional highway 
systern was ne\-er completed. The patchwork of isolated highways - mostly around already developed cities 



achieve agglomeration effects as the Appalachian Regional Development Act did" 

(Miyoshi 1997, p.20). However, the EDA stiH exists under the US Department of 

Commerce. It provides "grants for infiastructure development, local capacity building, 

and business development to help cornmunities alleviate conditions of substantial and 

persistent unemployment and underempIoyment in economically distressed areas and 

regions" throughout the US (Economic Development Administration Fact Sheet, 1999). 

The lesson fiom the nvo Amencan examples is that to have any hope of success, the 

entire regional developrnent program - including the implementation of a growth pole 

policy - must be carefblIy integrated in a comprehensive approach- Such was the case 

wi th the Italian govenunent agency responsible for regional developrnent in Southem 

Italy. However, even with its comprehensive approach, the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno 

was not entirely successful. 

2.2.3.2 - Italy: Cassaper il LMezzogiorrro 

The Cassa per il 1Cfezzogionto (Agency for the South) was an early rnulti-sectoral growth 

pole strategy implemented by the Italian government in 1957 to promote regional 

deveIopment - in the form of industrialization and urbanization - in the southern half of 

the country, the area to the south of the line near Rome in Figure 2-2. One of its main 

instruments for e ffecting regional development was to construct infrastructure in 

designated southem growth poles in an endeavour to attract regional development 

(Perrella 1972). The ltalian govemment believed that the provision of infiastructure 

would provide the extemal economies that firms would find attractive when selecting 

industrial locations. 

-- - 

- hrid little effect on regional development. 



Figure 2.2 - Map of Italy 
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The Italian growth pole policy focused investment in areas "already possessing an 

agglomerative force, with the aim of also drawing in industnal activities not linked to 

factors of geographical location or to the availability of raw matenals, manpower, etc." 

(Petrella 1972, p. 200). The program eventually consisted of 34 "nuclei of 

industrialization" in Southem Italy. Along with expansion of infrastructure the Cassa 

addressed hvo other components: industrial development and agricultural reform. 

In terms of infrastructure development, rail lines, highways, power and water supplies 

were al1 improved to provide better links bettveen industry, commerce, pnmary activities, 

and key markets. I f  industrialization was going to take place as planned, then the 

infiastructure would need to be in place as it was needed (Todd 1994). The chief 

industnalization component of the Cassa was that 30 to 40 percent of al1 state investment 

in industry had to be in the South. In addition, the govemment gave small and medium- 

sized enterprises (SMEs) generous tax breaks and training programs to encourage their 

growth in the South (Todd 1994). AgicuItural reform essentially consisted of 



consolidating many of the extremely small f m s  that existed at the time in the region. 

Larger, more efficient fams would better support the use of mechanized farming 

techniques. rvhich in tum would lead to economies of scale - a benefit to the region 

(Todd 1994). 

Cnfomnately, as was the case with most growth pole poIicies, the Cassa per il 

,kzagiorno met with only marginal success. Todd (1994) assessed the success of the 

three components: 

Industrialization: Although there was much investment in the South, the repositorïes 

of it  were like oases in the desert, as the rest of the region did not develop. 

Infrastructure: Many kilometres of railways and highways were developed and 

power capacity increased. These were the most successful component of the Cassa's 

agenda. 

.Agriculture: Because land owners manipulated politicians, they only ended up 

giving part of their land, not enough to effect any real growth. This was the least 

successful component- 

Overail, Italy's regional disparity did not change, although some progress was made in 

the South. However, unemployment remained higher in the South afier the growth pole 

policy was implemented and outmigration was not reduced. Furthemore, the migratory 

patterns within the region intensified as the coastal zones benefited most fiom the 

prosam at the expense of the inland regions. Petrella (1972, p.201) notes the negative 

impact of the Southem Mafia "who, by their actions and presence, void any possibility of 

reform and have largely profited from" the govemment efforts at regional d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  

Appropriately, Petrella (1972, p.201) also puts a large share of the blame on the 

sovernment itself, claiming that it applied the logic of "unplanned spontaneous industrial 

location while it was a question of a planned and voluntary policy by the public 

authorities." 

34 Organized crime is still most marked in the regions of  Campania, Apulia, Calabria and Sicily - al1 in 
Southern ttaly (Development and LegaIity in Southem Italy, June 1999). 



If growth poles are only partially successful, why should anyone continue to promote this 

concept? The answer has already been noted. In the cases of "partial success stories" 

liks the M C  and the Cassa, investment was focused on areas already experiencing 

growth and areas with the best potential for growth. This supports the notion that 

investment should go to growing areas, because investment usually cannot create growth 

by itself. 

The relationsliip between growth poles and econornic develcpment has been introduced, 

the discussion now tums to the linkage between infrastructure and economic 

devdopment. 

2.3 - Infrastructure and Economic Deveiopment 

"In certain ways, the story of infiastructure is the story of civilization" (Infrastructure 

Technology Institute, January 1997). Infiastnicture is a necessity for any type of trade to 

take place. In the earliest days, locaI paths were required to travel between settlements, 

or even within the same community. In recent times, increasing amounts of trade take 

place electronically but even this trade is enabled by telecommunications infkastructure in 

the form of cornputers, wires and cablss transmitting data. 

Transport infrastructure is vital to economic functioning because trade is the basis upon 

which economies are built, and because trade requires t r a n ~ ~ o r t a t i o n . ~ ~  According to 

KissIing ( 1 9 74), transport infiastructure - by enabling the movement of goods and people 

behveen locations - is truly the cmx of economic Functioning. Hurst (1974) wrote that 

economic functioning requires transport infrastructure, and that relatively more transport 

is required as econornies develop. Another advocate of this theory was Gauthier (1970) 

who stated that the adequate effective transportation required by economic development 

is "a.iomatic". Rietveld and Nijkarnp (1993) cite a study by Bruinsrna (1990) that 

- -  - - 

" Of course, the reverse is also m e .  Transponation requires tnde in order ta have any purpose. The two 
are interdependent. 



actually determined the arnount of investment in transport inftastnicture required to 

create one permanent Ml-time job. 

2.3.1 - Theoretical background 

Several theoretical bases regarding transport and regional developrnent have been put 

fonh. For instance, Hoyle and Smith (1992) cite five essential components upon which 

transport and development are based: 

the continuing relevance of the historical dimension; 
the degree of intemodal choice; 
the relative significance of different transport modes; 
the cntical role of the seaport (indeed, both the seaport and the airport 
are called "indispensable" by Hoyle and Smith); and 
that transport systems are dynamic wholes. 

While these five ideas are important to transport and development, they are fairly general 

in nature and do not adequately address the impact of transport infrastructure on 

development. Hon-ever, Hoyle and Smith (1992) do state that the effect of  transport on 

development combines with several other factors, including 

environmental charactenstics and constraints; 
historical trends and conditions; 
economics; 
politics; 
demographics; 
changing technology; and 
trading conditions. 

Amos (1 996) cites a doal role for transponation in socio-economic development. First, 

transportation governs the accessibility to resources and determines the related transport 

costs. Second, investrnent in infrastntcrure generates a curnulatively reinforcing 

expansion in income, consumption, employment and other economic indicators 

throughout the economy. 

Some other charactetistics of transport infrastructure make its effect on development 

unique among government investments. Infrastructure is lurnpy, meaning that it must be 



built in sizeable pieces in order to have any impact. For instance, Confederation Bridge 

linking the Canadian provinces of Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick would be 

useless if it were only built halfivay; therefore it was built in one large "lump". Secondly, 

transport infrastructure has more longevity than most other goverment programs. For 

example, a road built behveen Winnipeg and Brandon will exist for decades even if the 

govemrnent stops funding it after it has been built and even if it is used sparingly. The 

same cannot be said for most prograrns, which require annual f ~ n d i n ~ . ' ~  

Infrastructure facilitates developrnent in several ways. Better infiastructure translates into 

lower transport costs and, therefore, higher transport volumes (Rietveld and Nijkamp 

1993). Kessides (1993) lists the following examples to illustrate the relationship between 

infrastructure and development: 

In£kastmcture aIlows the regional economy to diversi& by encouraging 
the growth of alternative employment and consumption while 
increasing access to new technology. 
Infrastnicture is essential to create productivity gains fiom 
urbanization. 

= Infrastructure reduces non-productive time, including health concems. 
Infiastructure helps to reduce wastefûl consumption. 

These characteristics further solidi5 transport infiastructure's role in effecting regional 

development and in creating aggIomeration advantages for firms through the s h e d  use 

of infrastructure, especially in urban areas as noted in the second point above. 

Von Thünen's mode1 relating transport and spatial development proposes that the 

location of economic activity in a region is directly related to the distance from a 

centrally located market centre (Chisholm 1962; Hall 1966). Von Thünen's theoretical 

region is a flat, unbounded plain called the "Isolated State", as it is not affected by any 

esternal power.37 -4ccording to von Thünen's theory, concentric nngs - or zones of 

36 Of course, transport infrastructure requires annual funding as well. Maintenance and upgnding of 
current infrastnicture are just as important as funding new infrastructure. The rwo countries represented in 
this study both have significant infrastructure gaps. In Canada, goveniments spend approximately CS34 
billion less than what is required to maintain - not improve - the state o f  Canadian infrastructure. In the 
United States. the infrastructure gap is approximately USS40 billion (Crockatt 1999). 
3 7 Von Thunen's assumptions were very similar to those of Christaller with respect to central place theory. 



production - form around the market centre, each specializing in a different type of 

economic activity. The farmers of the Isolated State balance the cost of land and 

transportation with profit to produce the most cost-effective product for the market, 

depending on their distance from the market, as shown in Figure 2.3. However, the key 

link between von Thünen's theory and this thesis is the introduction of a preferred 

transport a.xis - a canal for example. Improved transport infkastxucture changes the 

location of economic activity - and therefore the development - of a region. Von 

Thünen's zones of production expand along the transport mis, rather than remaining in 

perfect circles, as displayed in Figure 2.4. While the physical distance between a given 

point and the market centre does not change, the economic distance is shortened with the 

appearance of a simpler, more cost-effec tive mode of transport. 



Figure 2.3 - Von Thünen Concentric Zones o f  Production 
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Zone 
Zone 
Zone 
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Central City 
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Silviculture 
Extensive Field Crops 
Ranching 

Figure 2.4 - Introduction of a Preferred Transport Axis 

to Von Thünen Conceatric Zones of Production 

Zone 1 : Central City 
Zone 2: Intensive FarmingDairying 
Zone 3: Silviculture 
Zone 4: Extensive Field Crops 
Zone 5: Ranching 

Sowce: iL'ortlreastern Illinois Universiiy. January 2000; Chisholm 1962 



Von Thünen's theory is still apparent today. In most major cities, it is along preferred 

transport axes - like urban fieeways or cornmuter rail lines - that urban expansion tends 

to take place. Despite the seerningly easy application of von Thünen's theory, it is also 

clear that he made several umealistic assumptions, including: 

uniform productive capacity throughout the region; 
unifonn transport mode throughout the region (prior to the 
introduction of a preferred mode); 
even distribution of population in the region; 
identical incomes, demand schedules and propensity to consume 
throughout the region; and that 
transport costs are stnctly proportional to distance. 

Despite these drawbacks to his theory, von Thünen showed the importance of improved 

transport infrastructure to the location of economic activities and regional economic 

development. 

There are numerous other readings available on the topics of transportation and 

development and the location of economic activities (See Weber 1909, Townroe 1971, 

Hiliing 1996). Meanwhile, Todd (1 974) combines location theory, central place theory 

and growth pole theory. 

The next two sections focus on the economic impacts of transport infrastmcture at the 

national level and at the regional level. In Section 2.3.2, histoncaI exarnples show the 

potential effects of infiastructure investment on a nation. Section 2.3.3 discusses the 

thïee potential regional effects of infrastructure investment before moving on to some 

examples of infrastructure investment and regional development. In both sections, one of 

the key points to note will be the developmental path. This path will be compared with 

that experienced by growth pole strategies. 



2.3.2 - National Economic Developmen t 

Transpo~ infrastructure connects the regions of a country, whether by cross-country 

high~vays and railways, or airports and seaports linking more remote communities. 

Furthemore, transport infrastructure facilitates communication, travel and trade within a 

country and with other nations. Without it, national development would be very 

fragmented, as each region would develop independently of the others. 

Fogel (1964) showed that the development of American rail network was vital to the 

growh of the American economy in the 1 91h Century. Among Fogel's conclusions were 

that railroads: 

reduced transport costs significantly compared with wagons and water 
transpon; 
enabled national income to rise due to regional specialization in 
agriculture; and 
positively impacted iron, coal, lumber, machinery, and general 
manu facturing industries. 

While Fogel admits that no single innovation was absolutely indispensable for 19Ih 

Century American development, the railroad deserved the distinction more than any other 

innovation. Without rai lways, some other improved mode of transport would have been 

necessary to open up the Amencan West. Othenvise, the vast, productive farmlands 

would not have been able to get cornmodities to markets as quickly or efficiently. The 

high transport costs associated with wagon and water transport would have significantly 

hampered the export capabilities of western farmers. Railways, because of better 

flexibility, could be set up to serve the rich, fertile farmlands where water transport was 

not available. The railways were the enabling technology for espansion into the Western 

United States. With 1 9 ' ~  Centüry Arnerica as evidence, transport infrastructure is 

indispensable both to the opening up of markets and to the improving of the export 

capabi lities of a nation. However, some have argued that the expansion of America's rail 

network fol lowed demand rather than creating it (Gauthier 1970). 



Taaffe, Momll and Gould developed a mode1 that applies more to national development 

than to regional development, but is certainly relevant to both. Originally applied to the 

authors' research in Ghana and Nigeria, the model simplifies the evolution of a nation's - 

or region's - transport network. The mode1 begins with an underdeveloped transport 

system and evolves through colonkation and politicat independence to arrive finally at a 

developed transport system (Taaffe et al. 1963; Hoyle and Smith 1992). The model is 

shown and described in Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5 - Taaffe, Morrill and Gould Model 
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Soicrce: Taaff-e et ai. 1 963 

D - Beginnings of Intercomection 

The Taaffe, Momll and Gould model demonstrates the cyclical pattern of the relationship 

between transport, population and development (Crockatt 1997). B e g i ~ i n g  with better 

transport services, population growth is encouraged, aiding econornic development, thus 



creating a higher demand for improved transport facilities. Cities with the most and 

highest pt-iority links will develop more quickly than the other cities. 

Figure 2.6  - Cyclical Nature o f  Transport, Population and Development 
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Source: Crockatt 1 99 7 

Some authors (Hoyle 1967; Crockatt 1997) have adapted the mode1 to other geographic 

locations, demonstratinp its applicability beyond West Afnca. Most significantly, the 

Taaffe, Momll and Gould mode1 shows that transport infrastructure plays an important 

role in development on a national ~ c a l e . ~ ~  

What impact does transport infrastructure have on a regional scale? The following 

section provides a detailed response to this question, begiming with a discussion of the 

three possible effects of transport infrastructure on regional development. 

2.3.3 - Regional Developrnent 

Transpon infrastructure investment c m  have a positive, neutral, or negative effect on a 

region (Gauthier 1970; Hoyle and Knowles 1992; Wilson 1966; Rietveld and Nijkamp 

1993; Hoyle and Smith 1992). While there are proponents that support each effect to the 

exdusion of  the other MO, there are historical exarnples of  each. 

3 8 -4 similar mode1 is the RUnmer Mode1 as nored in Hoyle and Smith (1992). 
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The positive effect - sometimes referred to as the causal effect - means that an improved 

transport nehvork directly results in the expansion of productive economic activjties. An 

alternative interpretation is that new economic opportunities can be created through 

irnproved transport service. Gauthier ( 1 970) notes that some have supported the notion 

of a causai relationship between improved transport and economic development. 

Irnproved transport can also help existing enterprises expand markets or increase market 

shareaJ9 Kessides (1993) notes that most macro-economic, or industry-wide, studies have 

s h o w  that invesrment in infiastructure has a positive effect on regional economic 

growth. AS mentioned earlier in this chapter, Amos (1996) notes that regionai 

deveIopment is enhanced as the transportation system improves. 

The neutral effect is also called the permissive effect, and builds upon the notion that 

there is a derived demand for transportation. It is also the most widely accepted effect of 

transport infrastructure on regional development. Under this theory, the provision of 

transport infrastructure creates one circumstance of many (the rest are rnentioned in 

Section 2.1) that are necessary for econornic development to occur. Infrastructure is a 

requisite for development, but not a factor in production (Kessides 1993; Hoyle and 

Knowles 1992; Gauthier 1970). In essence, the neutral viewpoint is a more ~ealistic 

version of the positive viewpoint. 

Transport inht ruc ture  rarely has a negative effect on development, but, when it occurs, 

the negative effect can manifest itself in three ways. The first manifestation, particularly 

relevant in developing countnes, stems from scarcity of resources. Funds spent on 

transport infrasrructure c m  often better promote development by being directed t o  other 

areas. This is also true if a region is already well-served by infiastructure. Any further 

investrnent is wasteful (Rietveld and Nijkamp 1993). Secondly, the protectionist 

viewpoint suggests that high transport costs arising from current infiastructure protect a 

region fiom lower-cost cornpetition from outside the region (Wilson 1966). If the 

infrastructure were improved, the results could h m  local enterprises. Thirdly, it is 

j9  Adam Smith, the father of cIassical econornics, first recognized that transport could combine with 
beneficiaI financing, production capacity, entrepreneurism, and trading conditions to achieve these goals. 



important to recognize that occasionally the best interests of regional planning backfire. 

As discussed earlier, improved infrastructure between major urban centres and outlying 

regionai growth poles is intrnded to enhance the economic development of the outlying 

regional centres through reduced transport costs. However, the opposite effect could 

happen; improved transport could increase the urban centres' agglomeration advantages 

at the expense of the development centres (Gauthier 1970; Miyoshi 1997). Another 

exarnpIe prevalent in developed countries is the extension of transport infrastructure that 

spurs ex-urban deveioprnent at the expense of the urban core. 

Politicians may find investing in transport infiastructure attractive for two reasons. First, 

people generally believe that transport infiastructure is important for them and their 

region. Therefore, it pleases them when a politician invests in transport in their region. 

Second, it is an investment that cannot be proven wrong in advance. By the time an 

investment in transport infrastructure is proven wrons, the politician who made the 

choice to invest is invariably out of office. 

2.3.4 - Examples of Transport Infrastructure and Regional Development 

Some cases of transport and regional development have already been touched on in 

previous sections of this chapter. Taaffe et al. (1963) assessed the impact of transport 

networks on West Africa, while Fogel (1964) wrote of the railroad's importance to the 

development of the interior of the United States. Transport infiastructure and regional 

development examples are numerous. Three - albeit salutary instances - are discussed 

here: Quebec, North Texas, and Zimbabwe. 

2.3.4.1 - Quebec, Canada 

The Canadian province of Quebec owes much of its development to transport - in 

particular the St. Lawrence River (Hoyle and Smith 1992). It is important to note that 

with initial dependence on the river rather than a port facility, no infrastructure 

investment was required. Nevertheiess, the region developed because of transport and 



later because of transport infrastructure. The river is still home to a large amount of 

Canada's maritime traffic, moving Canada's key expons to international destinations, 

while facilitating the importation of  important products as weIl. The earliest European 

settlements in Quebec used the river to facilitate the exploitation of the region's vast 

resources. From the 1600s to the mid-ZSOOs, Quebec was dependent upon maritime 

transport along the St. Lawrence (Hoyle and Smith 1992). 

Between 1850 and 1880, rapid urban economic development occurred in the region - 

panicdarly in Montreai - as Montreal-based railways radiated out across the young 

country (Hoyle and Smith 1992). The railways gradually shared with the river and 

enhanced its role as the key to regional development in Quebec. The railway enabled 

distant farmers and industrial fims to ship products to Europe through the port of 

Montreal. The expanded transport network also opened up o r  improved industries like 

hydroelectric power, mining, chemicals, forestry and paper. These new industries 

expanded, resuitins in a demand for even more transport infrastructure, fullowing the 

cyclical process noted by the Taaffe et al mode[. 



Figure 2.7 - Map of Quebec 

Although Western Canada has become more important than Eastern Canada to both 

Canadian National Railways (CN) and Canadian Pacific Railway (CP), and although the 

pon of Montreal is less important globally than some of its East Coast counterparts (New 

York-New Jersey and Charleston, in particular), Quebec's economy is now diversified 

enough to withstand the impacts associated with these changes. However, transpon has 

played a significant role in enabling the region to reach such a point. The next example - 



that of North Texas - reflects the modem-day impact of transport infrastructure while 

still follon-ing the theme of  natural development. as was the case in Quebec. 

Since this thesis shnnks the growth pole concept fiorn a city to an airport, it should also 

make note of a few microcosms of the relationship between transport and regional 

development. A prime exarnple of this is Nonh Texas - specifically, the northem 

suburbs of  DaIlas. 

Figure 2.8 - Map of North Texas 

Plano and Richardson are former bedroom communities to the north of Dallas. Now, 

however, they are the location of hundreds of  thousands o f  residents and also hundreds of 

thousands of jobs. Plano is home to such national and international companies as 

Electronic Data Systsms (EDS), SkyTel Communications, Dr. Pepper and air en ne^,^' 

JO The web site for Plano Econornic Development (Plano Economic Development, May 1999) lists the 

following companies rrnploying more than 1000 people in the city: Alcatel. City o f  Plano, Citizens 
Communications, Collin County Cornmunity College, Countrywide Funding Corporation, EDS, Ericsson, 
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while Richardson is the location of Dallas' "Telecom Corridor", with huge carnpuses for 

Nonel, Ericsson, Fujitsu and MCI." Officiais fiom both communities daim that the 

rapid p w t h  of the cities is Iargely due to their location along US Highway 75 (or 

Central Expressway), a north-south fieeway connecting the comrnunities with downtown 

Dallas. In Richardson, a "fluny of housing" foIlowed the opening of Central Expressway 

in the 1950s. Similarly, Plano's development plans were based upon the presence of the 

fieeway (Patrick 1999). Now another suburb, Frisco, is expenencing the same kind of 

growth that Plano and Richardson experienced when US 75 opened. 

Fnsco, TX - slightly further north than PIano - has grown from 6,400 to 26,200 residents 

between 199 1 and 1999 (Patrick 1999). Whether the recent extension of the Dallas North 

Tollway - another urban freeway connecting the bedroom community to downtown - is 

responsibIe for this rapid growth is debatable. Frisco is also served by Central 

Expressway. Owing to the growth in Plano, Richardson and Grapevine (to the north and 

west of Dallas), these northern suburbs have been growing and expanding geographically 

much more quickly than suburbs to the south or east of  allas.^' It is likely a 

combination of this growth north of Dallas and the provision of infrastructure (the 

ToIlway and improvements to State Highway 12 1) that have led to the rapid growth of 

Frisco. However, this is puzzling if only highway infrastructure is considered. To the 

east, 1 (Interstate)-20 and 1-30 link Dallas with centres like Little Rock, Memphis, 

Shreveport and Atlanta. To the south, 1-35 connects Dallas with Austin, San Antonio and 

Laredo, while 1-45 is the main route between Dallas and Houston. These routes are at 

least equal in stature and quality to the routes in the northem suburbs, and the comecting 

f rito-Lay. Inc., JCPemey, Inc., JCPemey Direct 'Marketing Services, MedicaI Center of Plano, Piano 
Independent School District (PISD), and Texas Instruments. 
4 I The Richardson Chamber of Commerce (Richardson Chamber of Commerce, .May 1999) lists the 
following cornpanies employing over 1000 people: Nortel, Richardson Independent School District, MCI, 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield, Ericsson, Alcatel, Fujitsu and the University of Texas at Dallas. It should be 
nott-d that Ericsson, a Swedish te1ecommunications-equipment company, appears in both Plano's and 
Richardson's list since the company is moving approximately half of its Richardson employees to Plano 
(Plano Economic Development, May 1999), while Alcatel, a French engineering and information 
technology firrn. has facitities in both cities. 
'' To the West of Dallas, there is not much space to develop or grow. î h e  cities of Gnnde Prairie, 
-4rIington, In-ing, and a few others are sandwiched between Dallas and Fort Worth. 



cities are at least as impressive as the northward links of Oklahoma City and Wichita. 

The answer rnay lie slightly to the northwest of Dallas. 

DFW Airport appears to be the epicentre of development in North Texas. The fastest 

growing suburbs in the region are close to the airport - as are the most affluent. 

Residential and commercial growth is most notable along State Highway 114. This rnay 

seem imocuous at first, but one of SH 114's key characteristics is that it is the most 

direct route linking DFW Airport with Alliance. Families and businesses - and therefore 

economic developrnent - congregate around and between these airports, thus earning 

them the distinction of serving as groowth poles.'3 Perhaps the best way to describe the 

development of Dallas' northem suburbs is "growth breeds growth". As the region 

develops - at least partly due to improved highway infrastructure and at least partly due 

to DFW and AFW - it attracts more development. 

Fueling the growth [of the region] are economic magnets 
such as DaIladFort Worth Airport and Alliance Airport, as 
well as easy access to commercial comdors between and 
along Interstates 35E and 35W. Area communities credit 
location, ease of highway access, affordable housing and 
aggressive economic development for the growth (Chada 
1998). 

Transport infrastructure has facilitated regional development as once-rural North Texas 

communities develop. 

The discussion of development relative to the airport is better suited for Chapter 4, where 

observations at each case-study airport are descnbed, and also for the next section, which 

discusses the notion of airports as growth poles. Before that, however, the case of 

transport infiastructure and rural deveiopment in Zimbabwe is examined. 

4 5 The same can be said for Huntsville as well. The fasrest growing cornrnunity in the Huntsville area is 
Madison, a town that is actually closer to the airport than the built-up part of Huntsville itself. 
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2.3.4.3 - Rural Zimbabwe 

Having included examples from well-developed nations like Canada and the United 

States, it is useful to examine the case o f  transport and developrnent in a less-developed 

country like Zimbabwe. 

Figure 2.9 - Map of Zimbabwe 
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*BU tawayo 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Sozu-ce: National Geographic Society, January 2000 

Zimbabwe becarne an independent nation in 1980. At that time, the new governrnent 

needed to help the country's transport network evolve into a system designed for an 

independent country rather than perpetuating the colonial linkages that were in place. 

Furthemore, President Robert Mugabe had to give priority to the needs o f  rural people in 

the Communal Areas - who made up approximately 57 percent of  the total population. 

The Communal Areas - fonnerly known as the Tribal Trust Lands - were home to 

subsistence farmers on poor quality land and were characterized by fiequent droughts and 

out-migration (Hoyle and Smith 1992). To make matters worse, the region had an 



exceptionally poor road network. The govement ,  realizing that it could control neither 

the quality of the soi1 nor the frequency of drought, embarked on an emergency road 

construction program, eventually evolving into the Rural Roads Program in 1981. The 

prograrn \vas designed to: 

facilitate the marketing of surplus agricultural produce; 
provide equal access for al1 households to basic facilities and service 
centres; and 
implement a system of all-weather roads, suitable for passenger bus 
transportation in the Communal Areas (Hoyle and Smith 1992). 

The Rural Roads Program established over 16,000 km of roads at a cost of approximately 

USS6O million. The road network was designed so that al1 residents of the Communal 

Areas were no more than 10 km fiom a prirnary road and within 5 km of  a secondary 

road. This ensured that rural farmers had access to markets in order to sel1 surplus 

agriculrural product. The result was positive. Zimbabwe is self-sufficient in its staple 

crops and now exports Cotton, tobacco and corn. F m e r s  also sel1 honicultural crops for 

additional income. Hoyle and Smith (1992) credit improved marketing and improved 

domestic transport for the increased agricultural exports. 

Of course, transport infrastxucture - while having played a very important role in linking 

the Communal Areas with key markets - worked in combination with several other 

factors to produce this positive result. This was also the case in Quebec and North Texas 

and could be the case in Winnipeg. 

2.3.4.4 - Winnipeg 

Winnipeg's historical development is closely tied to transportation, begiming with the 

confluence of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, the presence of three Class 1 railways, 

strong highway links, and its international airport. However, Winnipeg is a slow-growing 

region with limited industrial diversification. If airport infrastructure were improved or 

expanded (includin~ a business park), it is possible that Winnipeg's economy may 

diversify - opening up new markets - with more high-tech companies that tend to depend 



on air transport. Infiastructure encourages the growth of alternative employment and 

consumption while increasing access to new technology (Kessides 1993). This process 

directly leads to regional economic diversification - an advantage from which Winnipeg 

could benefit. 

2.3.5 - Development Patterns Compared 

This section is devoted to comparing the development pattern of  prowth poles with the 

pattern of transport infrastructure and development. The evidence disseminated by the 

preceding case studies shows that the two patterns have clear similarities, but some key 

differences as well. This is also the most appropriate place to discuss the relationship of 

infrastructure with development within a gowth pole strategy - since the topic fits neatly 

into neither section alone. 

Todd (1 973) notes the similarity behveen the deveIopment pattern of growth poles and 

that of central place theory. The central place developmental path consists of four stages 

corresponding to the four sectoral divisions o f  economic activities. The pattern begins 

with (1) primary - mainly agricultural - activity, fotlowed by (2) rnanufacturing, then (3) 

secondary processing and specialized services and finally an emphasis on (4) financial 

and administrative activities. This is likened to the evolution of the growth pole. Growth 

centres around the dominant fim or industry, gradually expanding outward through 

related industries, which locate at the growth pole as it passes particular thresholds - or 

critical masses. However, central place systems rarely diffùse spread effects to lower- 

order centres - in other words, many linkages apparent in successful growth poles are lost 

to the region in central place theory's development path (Todd 1974). 

Todd (1974, p. 298) notes the concept of transport axes, locations that channel growth 

spin-offs fiom developrnent poles and which take the form of  "linearities in the spatial 

expression o f  growth". This is an important point. The idea that a transport axis acts as a 

medium for development from a growth pole supports the argument to be made in the 



final section of this chapter. In terms of growth poles, however, transportation has been 

inadequatel y addressed (Gauthier 1 970). 

There is no escape from the necessity of transport infrastructure for economic 

development, even in growth pole policies. The growth pole policies that have been 

acclaimed e-g., Italy, are those that have experienced success in their infrastructure 

investrnent programs. The ARC'S transport investment plan was a failure because it was 

poorly integrated. This underscores the importance of a comprehensive development 

plan, with a particuiar ernphasis on a complete infiastructure investment plan, not a 

piecemeal plan as was the case in Appalachia. Also cornmon to both development paths 

is the need for complementary investment - like education and health services. 

investment in transport infrasmicture - whether operating in the positive or narra1 

marner - c m  ciearly benefit a region. Transport infrastructure is a prime location for 

spin-offs fiom growth poles. Therefore, investment in transport infrastructure should 

have doubfed its attractiveness. While building infiastructure does not guarantee success, 

no t building infrastructure virtually guarantees failure. 

Transport infrastructure is a necessity along the developmental paths of both regional 

development and growth poles. 

2.4 - Airports as Growth Poles 

This section explores the creation of a planned growth pole surrounding an airport. In 

generaI, airports are not considered in growth pole theory. Usually growth poles are 

thought to be an area in a city - or a city as a whole - that spurs economic developrnent 

through a key industry or Company. According to Parr (1999a, pS), a planned growth 

pole involves "the planned location within a region of a firm belonging to a propulsive 

industry, with the expectation that this would stimulate the development of linked 

industries at the planned pole and/or cause growth to be diffused throughout its zone of 

influence". A number of items must be noted in this passage. 



First, the remainder of this thesis makes the case that the airport and its related 

infrastructure is the firm belonging to the propulsive industry. The propulsive industry is 

either transportation, or air transportation, or a derivation of the propulsiveness of several 

other industries that demand air transportation. Additionally, an airport is not a firm in 

the traditionai sense of the terrn. Airports are not mobile as industrial firms are, and, in 

most cases, some fonn of public ownership exists. Nevertheless, al1 indicators show that 

demand for air transportation - both passenger and cargo - has increased consistently 

since the mode's inception early in the 2 0 ' ~  Century. Furthermore, continued growth in 

air transportation is expected. As the globalkation of commerce continues and airline 

fares decline, passenger traffic is expected to increase annually at a rate of 5.0 percent 

over the next ten years (Boeing, May 1999)? Air cargo should show even more rapid 

increases. 

Air cargo demand continues to grow as a result of 
expanding logistics systems that emphasize higher 
processing speeds, greater efficiency, enhanced customer 
service, and activity-based costing. Demand growth should 
drive significant changes in airport cargo operations. 

Air cargo should be stimulated as individual firms focus on 
reducing order-cycle times including al1 of their integrated 
logistics strtegies - just-in-time (JIT), make-to-order, quick 
response, etc. - as a source of cornpetitive advantage. 
Furthermore, deregulated cornpetition should force carriers 
to become more efficient. Holding fuel pnces constant, 
efficiency gains could translate into declining freight rates 
that induce shippers to use more air tkeight (Thompson et al 
1999). 

As Chapter 1 indicated, more and more goods are becoming eligible for air transport, 

meaning that Boeing's forecast of a 6.4 percent annual growth rate is realistic (see Table 

U Airbus Industrie (May 1999) agrees chat passenger growth should average 5.0 percent growth over the 
next ten years. 



2. l)." Given these characteristics of air transportation, it is acceptable to consider 

airports as members of a propulsive industry - even if that industry has developed out of 

t he  growth and evolution of other industries. 

Table 2.1 - Passenger and Cargo Traffic Forecasts, 1999 

Second, as it is a rnember of a propulsive industry, the airport is expected to stimulate the 

- 
Category 

Passenger Traffic 
Cargo Traffic 

World Economic Growth 

development of linked industries. A high degree of  linkages between industries (between 

the airport and its related industries, in this case) is a requirement of a growth pole (Todd 

. 
Soitrce: Boeirzg Corporation (Boeing, iMa_v 1999) 

10 Year Forecast 
5.0% 
6.0% 
2.9% 

1974). The dominant industry (the airport) affects the expansion of input supply 

20 Year Forecast 
4.3% 
6.4% 
3 -0% 

industries - knon-n as backward linkages - and the growth of industries demanding the 

dominant industry's outputs - or forward linkages (Todd 1974). One need look no 

further than any airport economic impact study to find the firms and industries that are 

directly and indirectly linked with air transportation. Major airports help stimulate linked 

industries. Examples of linked industries are: 

air carriers; 
general aviation; 
air support services; 
airport operations and administration; 
on-site and nearby retail; and 
pround transportation (Shurvell et al 19%) 

Furthemore, Todd (1974, p. 299) lists four spatial linkage types that c m  be noted within 

growth pole theory. They are certainly applicable to the aforementioned airport linkages 

with sorne minor adjustrnents fiom the industrial setting noticeable in the following list: 

1 .  Process spatial Iink - the movement of cornmodities between different 
plants as stases in the manufacturing process (including 
subcontracting). 

45 MsrgeGIobal forecasts an average of 6.2 percent growth in world air freight tonnage over the next five 
years, despite current crises in Asia and South Arnerica (Hoppin and Clancy 1999). 
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2. Servicing spatial fink - the suppIy of equiprnent and maintenance 
services undertaken by firms externat to the production plant. 

3. .\iarketirtg spatial lin& - firm interdependence for the purpose of 
product distribution (including wholesaling and transportation). 

4. Fï~zarzcial sparial link - ties with financial and business advisory 
services. 

Third, Parr notes the important geographical aspect about growth poles when he mentions 

that the linked industries are at the growth pole and that growth should be diffused 

throughout the pole's zone of influence. These characteristics are very applicable to 

airports. Included in a recent economic impact study of Winnipeg International Airport 

was an innovative approach to map the airport's Area of Econornic Influence (MI) 

(Shurvell et al. 1998). The location of finns that were included to detemine the direct 

and indirect impacts of the study were rnapped to show the spatial impact of the airport. 

In Chapter 4 of this thesis, the AEI of each of the four airports in this study are discussed. 

While airports may not be directly responsible for the economic development of a region, 

it can be stated with considerable certainty that the three Amencan case-study airports 

being considered in this thesis are very important components of regional economic 

development in DallasFort Worth and Huntsville. By the sarne token, why should 

Winnipeg not be allowed to join this group? Are the other advantages possessed by 

U W ,  DFW and HSV so much greater than YWG that it has no hope of joining this 

"club"? And what about the other airports that mode1 themselves after the "Alliances" 

and "HuntsviIles" of the worlds? For instance, the North Carolina Global Tram Park and 

Portland, Oregon's airport business park have not been nearly as successful as Alliance 

and Huntsville - let alone DFW - despite the grand plans and artists' conceptions of the 

former hvo projects. 1s Winnipeg more like North Carolina and Portland or is it more 

like Alliance and Huntsville? What mistakes were made by the places that have been 

unsuccessful? Can Winnipeg avoid those mistakes and use the developmental keys 

established through studying Alliance and Huntsville to become a successful cargo-based 

growth pole airport? While it is apparent that there are still more questions than answers 

regarding YWG's future, it  is important to consider examples of what should not be done, 

as well as what should be done. 



Plans are undenvay to develop the west side of Winnipeg International Airport into a 

business park. AFW and HSV are important models for those planning YWG's park. 

However. instead of staning from scratch and trying to attract a major tenant to a 

currently unused area - as is the case with the lands assembled under the Winnipeg 

Airport Land Corporation (WALCO) - the boundaries of the West Side Business Park 

could be s1i;htly expanded to include companies already there. Two of these companies 

rvould make excellent additions to any airport business park: Boeing and Air Canada. 

Furthemore, NavCanada's Winnipeg Area Control Centre is located in the same area. 

~Meanwhile, Standard Aero and Bristol Aerospace are on the east side of the airport. 

With expansion of the companies, land becomes more difficult to find on the east side, so 

these firms may wish to join the likes of Boeing, Air Canada, and NavCanada on the west 

side. In this respect, YWG is already on the path to creating an attractive environment 

for firms. If those companies were brought under the urnbrella of a Winnipeg Airport 

Business Park, it puts YWG ahead of many other locations purporting to be more 

advanced in terms of development. 

Wimport Logistics was a company established in 1993 in an effort to create an 

international air cargo gateway, intermodal rail terminal and business park at YWG - 

rnuch like the efforts being undertaken by WAA and WALCO in 1999. Wimport even 

built its own warehouse facility on the West side of the airport in an effort to enhance 

developrnent there. However, Winnport strayed fiom its initial plans and became 

immersed solely in the air cargo industry. AAer securing the Canadian bilateral rights to 

fly cargo aircraft fiom Winnipeg to Shenzhen and Nanjing in China, Wirmport began 

operating a Boeing 747 freighter three times per week between North Arnerica and Asia. 

Winnport suspended operations in January 1999 - less than three months afler the 

commencement of service to China - due to the continued Asian economic crisis and 

subsequent deflation of that market, in combination with severe undercapitalization of the 

company and an oversized aircraft. In addition, although unintentionally, Wimport made 

as many enemies as Wends while establishing itself, not the least important group that 

Winnport alienated was the city's freight fowarding community. Requesting anonymity, 



one official involved in Winnipeg's air cargo industry at the time said: "At a time when 

businesses \vere loo king for faster-cheaper-better, Wimport O ffered a service that was 

slo\~.er-expensive-worse, and told shippers that they'd Iike it." 

Winnport has resumed operations domestically in partnership with Royal Air Cargo, 

serving pnm&ly Calgary and Hamilton with a 727 freighter. However, the failure - or 

lack of success at least - of Winnport's initial effort does not mean that air cargo cannot 

~vork at YWG. Winnport owes its problerns to poor business planning, poor 

management, and unlucky timing. Furthemore, Wimport's record to date does not rule 

out Winnipeg International Airport as a cargo-based growth pole airport. 

An important part of establishing a cargo-based growth pole airport - at least based upon 

the evidence at DFW, HSV, and AFW airports, and the plan at YWG - is the existence of 

a nearby industnal park. While the term "industrial park" may conjure up images of 

smokestacks and heavy industry, this is never the case for airport industrial parks. Heavy 

industries are generally not perrnitted to locate near an airport because their emissions 

hamper aircrafi and control tower visibility. Today, many airport industrial parks receive 

the more appropriate name of "business parks". 

The concept of the airport business park is not new. In 1965, the FAA published a report 

entitled "Planning the Airport Industrial Park". Even then, 

the specific goal for the development of an airport 
industnal park is econornic gain for the community through 
increased employrnent and the expansion of industry and 
commerce by the provision of attractive, efficient sites for 
industry (FAA 1965, p. 21). 

The prime objective behind the establishment of Huntsville' s airport industrial park and 

intermodal centre was economic development for the city and county. Ed Mitchell - a 

man many in Huntsville cal1 the "visionary leader" for the airport, business park and 

intermodal centre development - clairns that for any city. and specifically Winnipeg. the 

need for economic developrnent justifies plans modelled afler Huntsville (Mitchell 1999). 



As mentioned earlier in this chapter, economic development - not egalitarianism - is 

assumed to be the impetus for investing growth poles at airports. So, while much about 

airport business parks has changed since the 1965 FAA report, the chief objective has 

not. 

This study ignores the financing and physical planning and construction of airport 

business parks. These are of vital importance to the success of an airport growth pole, 

but they are large enough subjects to be the topic of separate theses in their own right 

and, therefore, they are not considered here. 

2.4.1 - Examples of Airport Growtb Poles 

Although there are dozens of cases of airports acting as regional growth poles only two 

are considered in this section. The main reason for this is that the remainder of the thesis 

is a further discussion of three g r o ~ h  pole airports: DFW, AFW and HSV. 

Nevertheless, YWG is  included here to show that, while more growth is desired for the 

airport rezion, it has not been entirely devoid of growth pole attributes for at l e s t  two 

decades. Before that discussion is a bnef surnmary of one of the few studies extant that 

considers an airport as a growth pole: the case of London Heathrow Airport. 



2.4.1.1 - London-Heathrow 

Hoare (1971) examined London Heathrow Airpon (LHR) as a growth pole. This growth 

pole was typical of natural growth potes in that it met with only moderate success. 

Therefore, because it  was at least partially planned as a growth pole, it was atypical 

because of its success. 

Figure 2.1 0 - hlap of London-Heathrow Airport 

At the tirne of Hoare's study, Heathrow was the world's eighth busiest airport, but 

handled more international passengers than any other airport (Blankenship 1974). It is 

now the world's founh busiest passenger airport with over 60 million passengers in 1998 

and thirteenth busisst cargo airport (ACI, June 1999). Heathrow was considered to be a 

good candidate for a growth pole due to the natural attractive nature of  airports that had 

already been noted at that time. Hoare (1 974) found both positive and negative impacts 

of the airport on its region. 



Many of the negative impacts, however, were typical of airport-related problems. Noise 

levels - a perpetual problem at rnost busy airports - were high, causing many firms to 

soundproof and air-condition their buildings. Some business expansion requests were 

turned dou-n because of the potential for radar interference or road congestion in the 

region. ï h i s  led to the possibIe out-migration of firms fiom the region. However, 

according to Hoare's study, some factories but no offices considered moving? 

Increased economic activity near the airport led to labour competition that drove wages 

upward and created a negative effect for the fims." These negative effects, for the most 

part, are minor and appear to be inconveniences more than negative impacts (with the 

exception of the out-migration of firms). 

The chief positive impact was the attraction of firrns to the region due to the airport's 

presence. Both ofice-onented firms and manufacturing firms established new locations 

along major roads near the airport, but more offices did so (Hoare 1974). Existing firms 

and relocating firms experienced many of the same positive impacts frorn Heathrow, 

particularly those u-ith overseas offices or foreign owners. Other types of f i m s  finding 

the airport to be advantageous had generally high proportions of research staff and skilled 

workers, indicating that these firms were likely producers of high-value goods, which is 

also likeIy if the firm were a user of air freight. At the time of the study, a high 

proportion of fims near Heathrow belonged to Britain's key growth industries: 

engineering. chemicals, and motor vehicles (Eioare 1974). Firms relocating to the region 

put a higher value on proximity to the airport than established Firms. Furthemore, it was 

also noted that construction, ventilation and electrical contractors benefited fiom 

proximity to the airport with the increase in new and expanding businesses in the region. 

These f ims  tended to be clustered around Heathrow more strongly than the offices or 

manufacturing firms that ciaimed Heathrow as an advantage to them. 

" This is consistent with the discussion in Section 2.4 o f  this chapter. Industria1 f m  - i.e. factories in 
Hoare's ( 1974) study - are not appropriate for airport locations. Conversely. offices are excelIent 
candidates for airport locations. 
47 Of course, this was a positive impact for members of the labour force, as their services were in demand 
and their wagss were high. 



Despite the positive impacts noted, Hoare questioned whether Heathrow should be 

considered an unqualified successful growth pole. However, most of the evidence shows 

that the airport has been beneficial to its immediate region and al1 of Southeast England. 

Beyond approximatsly 16 km of  the airport - the area within which the negative impacts 

are noted - the effects of Heathrow are almost entirely positive (Hoare 1974). While this 

does not fit the growth pole concept perfectly, the overall spatial impact of  LHR does 

confonn to growth pole theory. 

Hoare's study does not detail the social impacts on the region - such as out-migration, 

income levels, and unemployment. However, because it is the impact on firms that is the 

key issue of this thesis, Hoare's study is veqr appropriate nonetheless. For the sake of 

cornparison, employment at Heathrow doubled between 1956 and 1967 and, by 1966, 

approximately 14 percent of  the jobs in Middlesex were located at the airport (USHUD 

1974). 

As was the case with the Heathrow study, the primary goal of establishing a growth pole 

at Winnipeg International Airport would be to encourage firms to relocate near the airport 

- i.e. economic development. Benefits such as rising income levels and decreased out- 

migration and unemployment would be expected to follow. As the following section 

shows, air cargo is flourishing at YWG and demand for industrial land near the airport is 

high, indicating the presence of  at least two key characteristics of growth pole airports. 

2.3.1.2 - Winnipeg 

The ultirnate goal of this thesis is to detemine the path leading to a cntical mass for a 

cargo-based growth pole airport. Specifically, this information is intended for application 

at Winnipeg International Airport. An important element of the air cargo aspect of 

successful growth pole airports is the evolution of  the airport into a hub for air cargo. 

Rudolph (1  994) discussed the economic benefits of a hub airport combining passenger 

and cargo - as a "marginal joint product" - operations with specific reference to 

Winnipeg International Airport. The premise behind this idea is that increased frequency 



of  passenger flights (to meet the demand at a hub airport) brings with it increased 

frequency of air cargo capacity by utilizing the belly space on the passenger aircraft. In 

the five ysars since that study, however, the air cargo situation at YWG has changed 

dramatically. Purolator and FedEx have made significant investments in cargo soning 

and distribution facilities and a privately funded apron. The two integrators move more 

cargo through the airport than the major passenger a i r l ine~."~ The argument can be made 

that the integrators are more important than belly fieight because they treat YWG as a 

hub. Derejulation did not tum YWG into a major passenger hub. Consequently, no 

corresponciing increase in air cargo capacity occurred as suggested by Rudolph (1994). 

In fact, the opposite has happened. The passenger airlines have reduced the size of their 

aircraft serving Winnipeg, so that palletized or outsized cargo cannot be shipped in the 

bel1y of  the regularly scheduled passenger aircraft serving the city. Nevertheless, the air 

cargo industry as a whole has grown, and Winnipeg is an increasingly important location 

for companies that specialize in the rnovernent of  air cargo. 

A related issue is the advantages of moving air cargo through a hub airport. Integrators 

such as FedEx and UPS believe there is an advantage. While these bvo major global 

players st i I I  move the majority o f  their packages through a few select regional hubs, it 

was not long ago that FedEx moved al1 of its inter-city packages through its main hub in 

Memphis, TN. Rudolph (1994, p. 91) calls YWG "a viable environment for future air 

cargo hubbing operations.. . due to its geographical location within North Arnerica and its 

direct ground transportation links to the United States". However, each of  the other three 

airports in this study - as well as dozens of other airports worldwide - also claim to have 

the "ideal" location for air transportation and ground distribution. Some examples fiom a 

single trade show are shown in Table 2.2. 

Air cargo development at YWG depends on the economic situation in Winnipeg and on 

the extent to which air transportation interacts with surface transportation (Rudolph 

1994). In Winnipeg, the economy has been strong throughout the late 1990s, the rail 

JY RudoIph (1994) predicted that YWG's air cargo capacity in 1993 wouid be inadequate if air cargo 
ts'cpsrienced rapid growth. This is quickly becoming the case, since apron space is at a premium at peak 



industry is well represented by CN, CP, Burlington Northern Santa Fe and OmniTFZAX 

(althoush, in December 1999, CN and BNSF have a ~ o u n c e d  plans to merge), and the 

trucking industry in -Manitoba is relatively larger than its counterparts in other provinces. 

Given the above set of circumstances, air cargo should be expected to continue its growth 

in Winnipeg. 

Table 2.2 - Airport Location Claims 
L 
l Airport 1 City 1 Claim i 

~ c ~ h e e  Tyson 
, 

1 ffioxvilk, TN ". . .about as close to the center of the 1 
Airport 

Philadelphia 
International Airport 
Halifax International 

Before moving on with any Liirther discussion about tuming YWG into a growth pole, it 

Airport 
Ottawa International 

Airport 
Griffiss Airport 

Alliance Airport 

Lester B. Pearson 
International Airport 

Hamilton 
International Airpoxt 

is prudent to show that it already has certain growth pole qualities. Loreth (1996) 

Philadelphia, PA 

Halifax, NS 

examined the role of transport infrastructure in determining the demand for industrial 

eastem U.S. as you can get.. . more than 
70% of the American population within a 

day's drive." 
"PHL Means Prime Location" 

"The closest continental North American 

Source: Internariorial Air Cargo Conference 1999 

Ottawa, ON 

Mohawk Valley, NY 

Fort Worth, TX 

Toronto, ON 

Hamilton, ON 

land in Winnipeg. Not surprisingly, the major conclusion fiom the research was that 

link to Europe." 
". . . our central location . . ." 

". . . a prime location within 300 miles of 
most major northeast metropolitan 

9 9  areas,. . 
"Our central U.S. location offers easy 

access to and fiom dornestic and 
international markets." 

". . . within a one day d i v e  of 46% of the 
US.  population.. ." 

". . . access to over 120 million consumers 
within one day's trucking or less . . . in 

the heart of the largest manufacturing and 
population base in Canada." 

location and proximity to transport are the prime determinants of industrial growth in 

ovemight times. WAA is considering new cargo apron space, but how to fund it remains a question. 



Winnipeg. Loreth's study is included in this section rather than the section dealing with 

transport infrastrucrure and development, because it  was also found that proximity to 

Winnipeg Intemarional Airport was an even stronger determinant than proximity to either 

trucking or rail facilities. This is best demonstrated by comparing two parts of the city: 

St. Boniface-Transcona and St. James-Assiniboia (noted in Figure 2.12). 

Figure 2.11 - Map of Winnipeg: Industrial Areas 

St. James-Assiniboia contained 6.6 percent of Winnipeg's vacant serviced or partially 

serviced industrial land in 198 1, and only 4.7 percent by 1990 (Loreth 1996). By 

contrast, nsarly half of the city's serviced or partially serviced vacant industrial land was 

in St. Boniface-Transcona in 1990. St. James-Assiniboia - in conjunction with h e r  City 

Wards 2 and jA9 - has accounted for 51 percent of Winnipeg's vacant industrial land 

sales since 197 1. So, regardless of the Iocrition, quantity or availabili~y of the supply of 

vacant industrial land, i t  is the demand for this land that drives developrnent. The 



demand for industrial land has historically been greater in St. James-Assiniboia than in 

S t. Boni face-Transcona. 

Development in the St. Boniface-Transcona area has traditionally been centred upon easy 

access to the large supply of rail infrastructure provided by CN's and CP's railway 

networks. Furthermore, several major tmcking routes serve the area, including 

Lagimodiere Boulevard, the Tram Canada Highway, the Perimeter Highway, and 

Provincial Trunk Highway 15. These transport axes have not been enough, however, to 

attract a similar scale of development to that which has occurred in the western part of the 

city. 

St. James-Assiniboia also has access to rail facilities (CP's Marshalling Yards in 

particular) and trucking routes (Tram-Canada Highway West, Perimeter Highway, and 

Li.ïmipeg Route 90). Tipping the scales in favour of  St. James-Assiniboia is the location 

of Winnipeg International Airport. "By itself, proximity to the airport is clearly more 

significant than eithsr trucking and/or rail combined" (Loreth 1996, p. 10). This is similar 

to the gravitational pull of DFW Airport on the suburban areas o f  Dallas as mentioned 

earlier in this chapter. YWG has acted as a growth pole in creating a dependent industrial 

hinterland around it. However, development is still very slow and Winnipeg needs to 

exploit the opportunities and advantages it possesses. 

Loreth (1996, p. 10) fûrther supports the notion of YWG as a growth pole by stating that 

"this economic base now serves to attract additional industrial growth to this part of the 

city." To a certain degree, agglomeration advantages have becorne evident in the area 

immediately southeast of YWG and other activities have located in the area. Other major 

gravitational forces in the same area include: Polo Park Shopping Centre (the city's 

Iargest mall); Winnipeg Arena; and Winnipeg ~ tad ium.~ '  It is beyond the scope of this 

thesis to disaggregate the demand for land in the area into airport-related demand, mall- 

related demand, arena-related demand and stadium-related demand, but it can certainly 

4'; St. James--4ssiniboia made up well over half of the total amount of serviced or partially serviced land in 
this area, which. as a whole, accounted for onty 8 percent of the city's total in 1990. 



be said that not al1 development is because of the airport. Furthemore, the development 

that has taken place in the area, while the rnost significmt in Winnipeg, is still less 

substantial than that occumng at AFW, DFW or HSV. 

The key to developing Winnipeg's airport as a growth pole - more than it already is - is 

investment. Investment in transport infiastructure is further discussed in Section 2.5. 

Kext is a discussion of the regional development implications of airport growth poles. 

2.1.2 - Airport Growth Poles and Regional Development 

The goal of airport growth poles - and indeed, al1 growth poles - is to effect regional 

economic development. While not explicitly called growth poles, it has been the 

objective of many airport projects to influence positively regional development. The 

importance of an airport to its particular region is frequentiy promoted through economic 

impact studies and other utilities showing how the airport benefits its region. 

Each of the four airports included in this thesis have recently completed economic impact 

studies. In 1998, the Alliance Corridor Economic Impact Report indicated that 12,000 

permanent jobs have been created along with 6,500 part-time jobs and 18,000 

construction jobs. Additionally, Alliance has contributed nearly USS4 billion in new 

investrnents (96.3 percent of  which were privately funded), and over USS13 million 

amually split between six taxing jurisdictions (Alliance Airport, Apnl 1999, Hillwood 

Development Corporation 1998).~'  Furthemore, Alliance is still rapidly growing with 

frequent announcements of new businesses and new transport services. DFW's estirnated 

annual regional impact is USS 1 1.2 billion with 2 1 1,000,000 jobs and USS6,100,000,000 

in labour income (DallasRort Worth International Airport, March 1999). HSV's total 

multiplier impact in 1996 was USS970,9 1 1,000 in labour income, 28,594 jobs, and 

USS107,700,000 in taxes paid to the numerous jurisdictions (Huntsville-Madison County 

Airport Authority, March 1999; Port of Huntsville 1998). The economic impact of YWG 

5 0  Loreth's model, ho\vever, did anempt to takc Polo Park's influence into account. 



was found to be 7,220 jobs, C$287,516,548 in airport-related expenditures, and 

CS12 1,422.093 in labour income for 1996 (Shurvell et al 1998). Rudolph (1994) found 

that air cargo at ï W G  accounted for over 500 jobs, nearly 58 million in employee 

income and contnbuted over SI00 million to the gross domestic product of Manitoba. 

A meaningful analysis is difficult because of several problems encountered when 

companng economic impact (EI) studies. The most notable is ihat EI studies use different 

methodologies for detemining the economic impact. 

Inconsistent use of teminology and method leads to 
skepticism about the validity of EI study results. Ternis are 
either loosely defined or simply left without definition. EI 
methods are inadequately explained and ofien lack 
references that justiQ approach. To put it bluntly, many EI 
studies are "unscientific" at best. This makes cornparisons 
across shidies difficult (Shurvell and Prentice 1999, p. 
727). 

Shurvell and Prentice (1999) proposed that a standard methodology be agreed upon. 

~Mazerolle and Bisson (1989) and the FAA (1992) have put fonh potential standard 

methodologies for airport EI studies, but neither has been universally accepted. In 

addition, it is generally impossible to include a "before and after" comparison of the 

economy of a region affected by a growth pole airport. For instance, in the case of the 

ARC, unempioyment and income figures could be compared before and after the 

irnplementation o f  the program. No such opportunity exists in the case of airport 

economic impact studies. The numbers cited, while impressive, should not be the only 

measure of success. 

Other elements of  airports and economic development may be better rneasures of the 

airport's effectiveness as a growth pole. Although Horonjeff and McKelvey (1994) do 

not discuss airpons within the context of growth poles, they do discuss the economic 

- - -  

5 1 The taxing jurisdictions are the City of Fort Worth, Denton County, Tarnnt County, the Northwest 
Independent School District, the City of Roanoke and the City of Haslet. 



ramifications of airport infrastructure. Airports impact regional developrnent in the 

following ways: 

the relocation of firms from outside the region requiring construction 
activity: 
increased production or sales of existing firms requiring new or 
expanded capital facilities; 
increased tounsm and recreational expenditures requiring new or 
expanded facilities, and the related increase in retail sales; 
expansion of a,oricultural markets leading to higher productivity and 
better resource utilization; 
higher demand for specialized business or convention facilities; and 
expansion of commercial and financial markets resulting in a demand 
for mors facilities. 

These are a11 possible features of growth pole airports. 

Knowing the potential impacts of airport development is an important preliminary for 

justibing investment in airport infrastructure. The next section examines the positive 

and negative sides of investing in transport infrastructure and growth poles. 

2.5 - Investment in Transport Infrastructure and Growth Poles 

In order for transport infiastructure to have a measurable effect, it requires a significant 

investment. UsualIy this investment comes fiom some Ievel, or combination of levels, of 

governrnent. However, private investrnent in infrastructure is increasing. In order for 

private companies to invest in infrastructure, one of two things must occur. First, the 

organization must be able to get a retum on its investment (through tolls or other 

associated revenue streams). An appropriate exarnple would be the investment by a bank 

to build a road that would experience high levels of traffic - high enough to support a toll 

that would pay back the investment. Second, the Company must see a benefit to itself 

resulting frorn the improved infrastructure, such as a rail Company investing in its own 

port or internoda1 facility. 



2.5.1 - Pros and Cons of Investment in Transport Infrastructure 

Building infrastructure to effect regional development cames nsk. The case studies in 

this chapter were chosen to emphasize the positive - or at least permissive - role that 

int-estment in transport infiastructure can have on development. Even in the cases with 

the most positive of results, the development that did take place required more than just 

infrastructure. In Zimbabu-e, marketing played an important role in expanding the export 

of agriculture. Quebec depended greatly on natural resources, and later, on its 

manufacturing industry to use its transport infrastructure for developing the region. 

North Texas would not be expanding were it not for the transport infiastmcture in place, 

but the expansion is also due to the growth of major international companies with bases 

in the area. It was also noted that the most successhl part of the Cassa per il 

Mez~ogiorno's investment scheme was infiastructure. 

The moderate success of the ARC was not attributable to transport infiastructure. Most 

of the development took place because of the social infiastructure investments. 52 I~ 

addition, firms near Heathrow Airport in England perceived some minor negative 

impacts. Both of  these cases represent opportunities to improve the likelihood of success 

for future investments in transport infiastructure. 

Generally speaking - and despite the predisposition to select positive cases in this study - 

investment in transport infrastructure has beneficial results for the affected region 

(Kessides 1993). Economic activity is attracted to transport infiastructure, and, as Loreth 

(1996) showed, particularly to airport infrastructure, at least in the case of Winnipeg. 

When there have been negative impacts (with Heathrow's "negative" impacts discounted, 

because they are the byproduct of any airport), they have been because o f  poor planning 

and'or implementation. 

j' The highway invesmcnt portion of the ARC was a faiIure and a waste of money. The saving gnce was 
the invesrment in schools, health care facilities and the like that were a part of the growth pole strategy. 



If resources are aliocated effïciently to both infiastructure and other productive activities, 

a positive outcome is more likely. The other activities must have economic potential in 

order for the infrastructure to help develop that potential (Kessides 1993). The quality of 

service provided, as reflected in user satisfaction, best measures the success of 

infrastructure investment. 

2.5.2 - lnvestment in Airport Growth Poles 

One intention of this thesis is to determine whether investment in an airport growth pole 

is worthwhile. While the majority of planned growth poles have resulted in disappointing 

outcomes, closer inspection usually identifies mistakes in the implementation of these 

programs. lnvestment in planned airport growth poles (at AFW and HSV) h m  proven to 

be successful - a concept explored in the remaining chapters. 

Winnipeg is a case where the airport has acted as a natural growth pole to a moderate 

degree without any specific investment to enhance its attractive nature. This chapter 

points out that the best locations for growth pole investment are those that akeady 

possess advantages and growth pole characteristics. The same should hoId true for the 

specific case of airport growth poles. The best candidates for airport growth pole 

investment are those that have already s h o w  the potential for growth. Therefore, YWG 

appears to be the perfect fit for investrnent. 

This chapter also finds that investment must include more than transport infiastmcture. 

Investment in complementary productive activities best supports the development of 

growth poles, whether at airports or elsewhere. Examples of such activities related to 

airport growth poles would be those that support or rely on air freight. Of course, as 

these activities expand, an airport is better situated to attain the critical mass required to 

become a cargo-based growth pole airport. 

Definite cases of misdirected investment at airports exist with Montreal's Mirabel Airport 

being the most obvious example. Built at a time when passenger air travel forecasts were 



far too optirnistic. Mirabel's infiastructure is second to none in t ems  of Canadian 

airports. However. the airport now has less than half the annual passengers of Winnipeg 

International. Part of Mirabel's downfail is a location approximately half an hour from 

urban MontreaI, and at l e s t  one hour from downtown. This is sirniIar to the discussion 

about investment in transport infrastructure earlier in this chapter. The failure of this 

project is at least partly due to poor planning or poor i n t e g a t i ~ n . ~ ~  Mirabel, like YWG, 

is attempting to reach that critical mass en route to becoming a growth pole airport. 

With the remainder of this thesis focusing on the case study airports and the results of a 

close examination of them, it is important to consider the methodology used to determine 

the gowth  pole characteristics of the three American airports Chapter 3 outlines the 

persona1 observation and survey methodologies. 

53 Other cities have bern successfbl at relocating airpons to areas outside the city. However, success has 
otien been forced by closing the older airport (Denver) or placing restrictions on the type of flights chat can 
use the older airport (DaIIas). Montreal has anempted to place restrictions of various sorts on flights to and 
from .Mirabel and D o n d .  but none has worked to aid development of air services at  mirab bel. None has 
changed the preference of the people of  Montreal for Dorval. 



3.1 - Introduction 

Secondary sources on the airport growth pole concept are scarce. The topic of economic 

de\relopment around airpons tends to bs given more weight by business interests than by 

the academic fratemity. but even then it is relatively unappreciated. Therefore, it was 

necessary to engage in first-hand, original research for this study. This nfas accomplished 

in three ways, each with its own source or sources of information. 

(1)  Persona1 interviews were conducted with airport authorities or 
airport managers, and with local p l m e r s  at the city, county, 
provincial, state or even chamber of commerce level. 

(2) Postal questionnaires were sent to managers of airport-related 
industrial and commercial firms. 

( 3 )  Personal obsen-ations were made at each of the case-study 
airpons. 

One key element of this study is the location of airport-related fimis, a focus that renders 

the study inherently geographic. The study is also closely intertwined with economics, 

transportarion and logistics. Therefore the primary research undertaken during the course 

of this study is partially drawn from similar studies in each of the aforernentioned fields. 

The study largel!. ignores environmental issues at airp~rts.~'' While al1 airpons have to 

deal with issues liks noise and air pollution, some airports have more exclusive concems. 

For instance, it  is certain that YWG is more concemed with glycol pollution (used to de- 

ice aircraft) in nearby tnbutary streams than its US counterparts, M W ,  DFW, and HSV. 

However, Huntsvilie has expressed concerns over the amount of pollution it contributes 

to the environmentally-sensitive Tennessee River. DFW .4irport has major noise 

problerns, but nor because of lack of planning on the part of the airport. DFW was 

established well outside the urban parts of both Dallas and Fort Worth. At least partly 

due to the importance and success of the airport, suburban development has flourished 

SJ Environmenral issues arc ignored in this thesis because they tend to be lsss connected to econorntc 
dsvelopment than othsr airport issues, such as cargo facilities and infrastructure, which receive rnuch closer 



around DFW, as noted in Chapter 2. Some of the wealthiest neighbourhoods in the 

Metroples are affected by noise from DFW. The Airport has two full-time ernployees - 

and a state-of-the-art noise monitoring office - dedicated to rnanaging noise problems. 

complaints. and litigation. Alliance is in the best position in terms of  limited 

en\-ironrnental impacts. However, it too is begiming to be surrounded with development 

- mostly commercial and industrial, but growing residential development as well. 

Volumes of research have been done on the detrimental effects airports can have on 

resources and environmental systems. Apart From those concerns raised in the previous 

paragraph, airports are also prone to sanitary sewage pollution, the extensive use of non- 

renewable resources (particularly petroleum), water quality impacts, air quality impacts 

(CO, X0, NO?, NOs), traffic congestion and solid waste - both hazardous and non- 

hazardous (Rudolph 1994). Environmental issues are sufficiently complex as to warrant 

a major study in their own right. 

One obvious means of showing the success of AFCV, DFW and HSV as cargo-based 

growth pole airports is to examine the historical trends displayed by both airport statistics 

and socio-economic data. This approach includes, but is not necessarily limited to, 

in\-estigation of cargo volumes, air movements and number of cargo camers in terrns of 

air cargo statistics. ~vith a\.erage income, migration, regional tax base, and unemplo~ment 

arnong the socio-econornic indi~ators. '~ These figures help to demonstrate that the 

airports bai-e been successful as growth poles and help to indicate the strength o f  their 

impact. However, it is often difficult to obtain histoncal data for some o f  these 

indicators. This analysis constitutes significant parts o f  Chapters 4 and 5. At this 

juncture it  is appropriate to review the tools used in analyzing the data. 

mention. Environmental issues at airports are given extensive consideration in many other resources. See 
Pansrson . .  ( 1999). 
" This is consisrrint with the measurements outlined in Chapter 2 for the ARC. The prirnary indicators \vers 
ri\.sra_ce income. net migration and unernployrnent. Taxation information. \vhere available. further helps to 
show rhe direct positive impact derivins from cargo-based airpon growth poles. Ho\vevrr. positive trends 
in most of these figures are normal. so care musc be taken to consider other data as well. 



For some projects. a sun-ey is nonessential if previous ressarch has been done. The 

seaport hinterland is frequent ly considered in books, articles, and theses," but, wi th the 

exception of economic impact studies, the geo-economic influence of airports tends to be 

ignored. Therefore. without significant voIumes of previous research in the field, the 

aforernentioned combination of interviews, postai questionnaires and personal 

observations was determined to be the best approach. 

Each survey method was originally considered separately as a means to obtain the 

necessary data for this thesis. Originally, a postal questionnaire appeared to be the only 

viable method of obtaining data from locations distant from the University of' Manitoba, 

as costs for travel and/or telephone would have been prohibitive. 

Thrse factors led to the additional option of interviews. First, postal questionnaires 

typically have low responss rates, often 30-10 percent or lower (Parfitt 1997; Townroe 

1971; Chan 1996), rnaking them difficult to use, particularly with small populations. 

Second, preliminary research detennined that interviews allow more detailed information 

to be obtained. Finally. when the opponunity arose to conduct research on a first-hand 

basis in Dallas-Fort LVorth and Huntsville. then the best choice n-as to incorporate 

persona1 and telephone intewiews. 

3.2.1 - Interviews 

Carefully and fairly formulated survey questions ensure that none of the interviewees' 

valuable time is wasted. Interviews also allow the researcher to clear up any confusing 

questions immediately. An unclear postal questionnaire does not provide the researcher 

with this capability. Interviews allow for the greatest arnount of information to be 

transferred. In this case. the interviews were standardized to some degree, as ail 

respondents in each category were asked the same questions. The interviews in this study 

5 0  For example. see Amoyaw ( 1999). Hayuth ( 1952). Van Cleef ( 194 1 ), and LVeigend ( 1956). 

8 1 



~vould best be described as "semi-stnictured" rather than structured or unstructured 

(Parfitt 1997). The inten-iews foilot\*ed the flow of the conversation, something that 

cannot be replicated Lvith a posta1 suwey. Spsakinj in-depth with one interviewe allows 

the researcher to understand that person's experience rather than extracring a sample from 

a larze population to find characteristics of that population.5' 

Understanding such experiences is the single most important key to determining the 

factors that have made .4F\h7, DFW and HSV successful cargo-based groath pole 

airpons. Chapter 7 shows the characteristics of what can be considered cargo-based 

grotvth pole airports - a category into which each of DFW, AFW and HSV faIls. The 

following nvo chapters show how the airports in this study match those traits. This 

chapter, as stated, describes the methods used to Ieam about the experiences of people, 

organizations, airpons and companies that have been componenis in the development of 

airport growth poles; it constitutes, in essence, the bridge between Chapters 2 and 4. 

Ho~vevsr. i t  is stiil important to gather sufficient information. Data collecred from more 

sources help to zive credibility to any study. especially one with a small base from which 

information can be drawn, such as this thesis. 

A complete set of personal intewiews for the planners and airport authorities ~vould have 

been ideal, but supplemental telephone intemiews were necessary due to time constraints. 

"A good compromise between postal and interviewer-administered questionnaires" 

(Parfitt 1997, p. 1 Oz), telephone intewiews tend to have higher response rates than postal 

questionnaires allowing for more respondents per time fiame than persona1 interviews. 

With a limited amount of time in Dallas-Fort Worth and Huntsville, as many interviews 

as possible had to be undertaken as quickly as possible. With telephone interviews, al1 

respondents could be reached €rom one location, and time between interviews could be 

spent on other prodi~cti\~e activities. Usually, the major cost associated with the 

telephone intemien. process is the cost of any long-distance calls. However, since most 

subjects Lvcre Lvithin the local calIing area while based in Dallas-Fort Worth and 

- 

5 7 Although. i t  should be pointed out that this is exactly ivhat the intention was for the survey of airport- 
relatsd firrns. 



Huntsville, that cost was negligible. Therefore, a combination of persona1 interviews and 

telephone interview was used to obtain information from airport authorities and 

p lanners. 

Similarly, the sun-ey of airpon-related f i m s  used more than one method to gather 

information. The postal questionnaire was the prirnary method used to contact airport- 

related G m s  in the US, but it  was supplernented by e-mail and telephone contacts. For 

Canadian airport-rclated firms, a combination of telephone and personal interviews \vas 

iised again. 

Figure 3.1 is a conceptual diagram showing how this study combines numerous methods 

in a tnangulation of sons to obtain the desired results. The diagram shows the split 

between second- sources and original research, which is then broken down into the 

sections discussed above for the purposes of this particular study. 

Figure 3.1 - Conceptual Diagram of hlethodology 

1 RESEARCHSTUDY 1 

1 ORIGINAL RESEARCH 1 

hrTERVIELYS OBSERVATIONS is,J 
IS PERSOS TELEPHOSE MAIL @ 
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3.22 - Su rvey Design and Testing 

Separate qiiestionnaires n-ere designed for each group of  respondents. The surveys were 

originally rnodelled after tn-O other sirnilar suri-eys completed in recent years. First, the 

type of information being sought upas very similar to a survey carried out by Chan (1995). 

Chan's studjr. hoxever, focused on the ability of science parks and electronics firms to 

effect regional development. The second study that the survey used as a rnodei was the 

199s economic impact study of Winnipeg International Airport (Shurvell et al.).j8 This 

study is closely intert~vined with econornics, as well as geography, transportation and 

logisiics, as mentioned earlier in this chapter.j9 

Pre-testing of the surveys took place in order to help identify potential problems o r  

rnisunderstandings. The subjects for this pilot testing included transportation experts 

from: 

the Department of Geograpliy, University of Manitoba; 
the Transport Institute, University of  Manitoba; 
the Tesas Transponation Institute, Texas -4 & M University; and 
lV%mipe~ Airports Authority. 

As a direct result o f  this pilot testing process, the wording was changed for hvo questions, 

one entire section \vas eliminated, and three new questions were added. While the survey 

could have gone ahead without them, these changes helped make the survey clearer and 

mors comprehensive without adding greatly to its length. 

Sirnilar to Townros's 1971 study entitled Indrrstricrl Locatio~i Decisioris, this thesis may 

be open to criticism because of its small sample of airport-related firms. Critics may 

claim that this lacks both tme representation and quantification. McGrew and Monroe 

(1993) argue that small samples may be statistically valid but may also have limited 

practical implications. This study is not an attempt at a comprehensive, continent-wide 

search for answers. It is a case study o f  three specific airports and the experiences o f  

'"he smdy wris published in 1998, but accounted for cconomic nctivity in 1996, the final year the airport 
\vas operated by Transport Canada before privatization. 
j*j Bssides ShumeIl et al. ( 1998). Rudolph (1994) assessed the economic impact o f  air cargo at YWG. 
Tlisrsfors i t  \vas imponmt to avoid replicating these studies and to ensure that original research was done. 



speci fic planning orgmizations and industrial/commercial firms. Townroe ( 1  97 1, p.5) 

defended his own sun-ey, claiming that it "was not intended to generate a calibrated 

seneral modsl of industrial movement, but rather to explore . . . a possible widening of the 

t'rame of  reference of  industrial movement studies". In this study, the case studies of  the 

three successfu1 cargo-based airport gro~vth poles are cornbined with an examination of 

the potential for similar situations to occur at Winnipeg International Airport. 

Some of  the sun-ey questions are deliberately open-ended. A-ain, this could be the basis 

for criticism against the study, but could also be construed as a benefit." Such questions 

enable respondents - most of whom are closely involved with the airports in question - to 

give responses that do not easily fit into a particular category. This is important for two 

reasons. First, it is difficult to create an exhaustive list of potential answers for many of 

the questions. Second, respondents could elaborate on issues that are important to thern, 

including some that may not be addressed with multiple choices. This elaboration is one 

of the keys to understanding the success of certain airports in attracting firms. In this 

case, the benefit and relevance of descriptive answers to open-ended questions outweigh 

the cost o f  limited quantitative analysis. 

The actual questionnaires are included in Appendix B, but it is important here to justify 

the questions asked. For inten-iews of the local planning authorities and airport 

representati~ees, the main idea ivas to understand the relationship between the city, 

county, or chamber o f  commerce and the airport, and the role that each plays in airport 

deveiopment. For the surveys sent to airport-related f ims,  the main goal was to 

determine which factors played the most important roles in their locational decisions. 

The finns' responses also help to demonstrate their own impact on  regional economic 

development. 

- - 

116) Open-endrd questions potentidly allow rcspondents to stray from the issue at hand. something not 
allo\ved in mu ltiple-choict: questions. Furthsrniore, open-ended questions often collect frir too rnuch 
information, more than is needed for the purposes o f  the research. Finally, open-ended questions do not 
sasily lend themselves to statistical anaIysis. one o f  the cornerstones o f  survey analysis. 



Planners were asked to identi fy the chief benefits to the community from the airport, and 

to estimate \vhether the airport fulfills its role in the community. These questions were 

intended to s h o ~ .  that communities benefit €rom airport developnient as welI as firms. 

This is an important component in ternis of measunng the success of an airport growth 

pole. Planners were aiso asked to comment on the :oie of their own organization with 

respect to development near the airports. Finaily, the planners were asked to describe the 

de\-elopment plans for the airport at issue and to approximate a time frame for that 

development. These questions were aimed at identifying future trends in airport 

de\-doprnent at the successful growth pole airports, possibly enabling better long-term 

planning at other airports. 

The questions asked of airport personnel were very similar to those asked of the planners, 

but directed towards the airport point-of-view. For example, rather than asking for the 

c h i d  benefits of the airport to the community, airport authorities were asked to describe 

how the airport aids regional development. The airport's attitude towards development 

would be further dsfined by describing how members of the board of directors are 

chosen. For exampls, a board with many business-oriented members would likely have a 

different perspective than one with predominantly government-appointed mernbers. Each 

airport was asked to outline its own development strategy, including the type of firms that 

it tries to attract. This would enable the researcher to differentiate between the airport 

development plans and, conceivably at a iater stage, provide guidance for future airports 

wishins to use one of the case studies as a model. 

The questionnaire sent to individual fimis was the longest. The survey opened with 

several company-classification questions, followed by a series of questions aimed at 

deterrnining the key factors in each firm's decision-making process that led it to locate 

near the airport. The initial survey also included a section requesting information on 

exprnditures, sales. taxation, and employment, asked in an attempt to quantify some of 

the benefits to the community. In the event, however, this section was eliminated from 

the suwey becauss of the sensitive nature of some of the information. and because 



previous economic impact studies could provide some of the information. The location- 

decision questions that were asked included: 

Does your Company depend on airport operations? 
Could your company operate as it does today if it  were not 
located near the airport? 
Has your company expanded since moving here? 
Could your company operate as it does today if it were located 
in another city? 
CouId your company operate as it  does today if there Lvere no 
major airport in this city? 
What percentage of your business would be affected without 
your current proximity to the airport? * 
Wlat were the main reasons for selecting this location? * 
Has this location met your expectations? 
What other airports in the region are used by your company? * 

(The asterisks indicate questions with more than dichotomous yeslno responses.) 

These questions are relatively straiglitfonvard, with the primary goals of understanding 

firms' decision-rnaking factors, determining the relative drawing power of  those factors, 

and enabling statistical analysis to determine the significance of the difference between 

growth pole and non-growth pole scenarios. It should be noted that some of the questions 

deliberately separate attraction to a particular region (the Dallas-Fort Worth metropoliran 

area, for esample) from attraction to a specific location (like Alliance ~ i r ~ o r t ) . ~ '  This is 

accornplished in the fourth and fifth questions. 

Questions were also designed to obtain information regarding the agglorneration of firms 

at the case-study airports. Agglomeration contributes to the required cnticai mass for a 

cargo-based g o w h  pole airport. Even some of  the negative responses to other questions 

can help to illustrate this point. As a hypothetical example, assume that an aircraft 

manufacturer's Winnipeg plant responded that "yes" the company does depend on airport 

operations, likely for timely shipment of parts and components between plants in Xorth 

Anwica. Sest. assume that a key supplier of structural aluminum to the aircraft 

fi 1 To\vnror ( 197 1 ) reconunended making this distinction. 



manufacturer chose to locate near its main customer in Winnipeg. That finn may 

respond in the nezative \vhen asked if i t  depends on airport operations, but that _oives a 

clue that it niay have made its location decision on the basis of  agglomeration economies, 

\vhether explicit or implied. This type of firm contributes to the critical mass required to 

attract other firms. and, eventually, the growth pole attracts al1 types of firms. This 

notion is revisited in Chapter 6.  

.Al1 respondents - inchding local planners and airport authorities - were asked to outline 

some of the constraints to development. These characteristics ~vould be best avoided by 

future developments at other airpons. When asked of Winnipeg cornpanies. these 

responses could indicate some barriers to development that exist, and need to be 

addressed before YWG can be a successful cargo-based growth pole airport. Al1 l o u p s  

u-ere also asked questions about the time path or development pattern of airport 

development in an effort to determine which types of firms tend to locate first near an 

airport. and n-hich t ims  tend to follo~v others. This question is significant in determining 

the developrnental path leading to the critical mass. 

32.3  - Sampling 

Officiais from the airports - often referred to in this study as airport authonties - urere 

aiso intemiewed. In the cases of  DFW and AFW, the intewiewees were not actually 

airport authorities, but staff members at DFW Airport and members of the deveIopment 

Company for ~ h e  local planning officiais came from a variety of 

organizations ranging from chambers of commerce to city oficials and former mayors. 

Such diversity among these respondents enhanced the quality of the study. 

Each airport's list of airport-related businesses was derived from a different source. 

However, it  is important to justify the number of respondents that are used later in the 

following chapter. Each airport sho~ild be represented by a sarnple that is proportionate 

"' The difference is that the operators of DFIV and AFW are not referred to as airport authoritics. DFW is 
operrited by a dual-cis organization and AFW is operatrd by the Hillwood Developrnent Corporation. 



to the stature of the airport by some measure. For instance, if passenger information were 

the prime interest. DFIV should have approximateiy sixty times the number of  responses 

as HS\' and infinitely more than AFW. [$-hich is not a passenger airport. For the 

purposes of this study, cargo volumes \vould be slightly more appropriate, but even then, 

DFW would have twenty times the respondents o f  HSV. Furthetmore, although it is a 

cargo airport, AFW does not have a significant volume of cargo moving through i t  other 

than through the Federal Express regional sorting hub. Therefore the m e s u r e  used to set 

an appropriate proportion o f  respondents for each airport is growth pole potential. 

Alrhough i t  is a somewhat abstract concept, it  can be appiied to each of the four airports 

considered in this thesis. 

AFW and HSV are both located well outside the urban parts of their respective cities, and 

therefore have substantial land for expansion. Similady, YWG has a vast tract o f  land to 

the West of the airport available for business park expansion, while at the same time being 

relatively close to the urban core and the potential work-force. However, the actual 

dwelopmenr of Yii-G as a growth pole has been limited to date. DFW is hindered by the 

amount of non-airport-related development that has surrounded it - particularly 

residential development. Although it  has the greatest nurnber of passengers and the 

greatest volume of cargo, its potential as a growth pole is approximately the same as the 

other airports in the study. 

The sunrey of firms in Winnipeg has more respondents than each of the US airports to 

accommodate the statistical analysis that follows, and because it likely has the most 

potential for cargo-based airport growth pole d e ~ e l o ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  The details o f  how the 

intewiewees and businesses were chosen and contacted for each airport are presented 

below. 

(7 3 This is rme inasmuch 3s it has the capability to go the furthsst distance in development of any of the 
riirpons. XFlV. DFiI'. and HSV can expand their growth pole characteristics. but they will br building on 
an already-esrablished base. For example, if HSV and YWG were to add the sarne sized buitding for a 
n~anufacturing cornpany. the percentage chançe in development at YWG would be greater than rit HSV. 



3.2.3.1 - Fort Worth Alliance Airport 

Four telephone intsneie\\.s \\-ere conipletsd for Alliance Airport: 

Bob Bolen of Tesas Christian University, former mayor of Fort 
Worth, 
Tom Higgins of Fort Worth Economic Deveiopment, 
Tom Harris of Alliance Airport, and 
Tim Ward of Alliance Air Services. 

Bob Bolen and Tom Higgins represent local planners while Tom Hams and Tim Ward 

represent the airpon's interssts. Cynthia LVeatherby of the Tesas Transportation Instituts 

in Arlington. TX, provided the contact information for each of the interviewees. Cynthia 

Weatherby has been involved in transportation in the Dallas-Fort Worth area for over two 

decades. Consequently, she has wide-ranging contacts, some of whom willingly gave of 

their time to participate in this research. Furthemore, both Bob Bolen and Tom Higgins 

recommended speaking with Tirn Ward and Tom Hamk, convinced that the latter would 

be forthcoming wirh useful information. 

Tim Ward and Tom Hams provided identical lists of f ims located at Alliance. This was 

the most straightfoward procedure of any applied at the three airports in order to obtain 

an appropriate list of contacts. AFW also has the most clearly defined geographic area 

for selecting airpon-related firms. Because the airport is intentionally located at some 

distance frorn the urban area of Dallas-Fort Worth, aII nearby businesses began 

operations only since the airport's foundation, and presumably, because of the existence 

of the airport. In any event, the list was not entirely accurate, for more than ten surveys 

were "returned to sendef' due to inaccuracies with the mailing list. (Chapter 5 details the 

response rates for the entire survey process.) 

3.2.3.2 - Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport 

Interviews for DFii' took place with the following officiais: 

David !Vitcher of the City of Euless, 



Clay Paslay of DFW Airport, 
= Jim Crites of DFW Airport, 

-4ndy Kahn of DFW Airport, 
Dan Tmes of the City of Grapevine. and 
Ed McLaughlin of the Xonh Texas Conlmission. 

Clay Pasla?.. Jim Crites and Andy Kahn provided the airport's point of view, while David 

U'itcher and Dan Tmzx represented the planning interests of two neighbouring cities. Ed 

McLaughlin serves in the capacity of "go-between" the tu.0, as one of the roles of the 

STC is to act as a charnber of commerce for the airport in an effort to brins development 

to the airport and to the surrounding cities. The interview with Dan Tmex was 

anornaIous in that it was neither in person nor by telephone, but by e-mail. 

Unfortunately, this eliminated the possibility of follow-up clarification of any questions. 

If Alliance offered the easiest context both for obtaining a list of firms and for setting 

lirnits on the geogaphical area of airport-related firms, then that provided by DFW 

pro\-ed to be the most difficult. Ed McLaughlin made ôvailable an excellent resource in 

the Yorrh Tesas: Ilor-fd Certter of AvintionE Btrsirress Directop. However, there were 

tw-O major tlaws ~ v i t h  this directory: 

(!) Ed McLaughlin calied it inadequate, saying that the Company 
hired to compile the Iatest version of the directory did an 
unsatisfactory job. Many contact names and much information 
w2re out of date. 

(2) The directory lists over 2000 aviation-related companies in 
Dallas-Fort Worth. Many of the firrns listed would have been 
inappropriate to contact because they have nothing to do with 
DFW Airport. Others are ruled out because they are not airport- 
related in any way. For esample, Bell Helicopter Textron is a 
major aviation-related employer located in Fort Worth but is not 
related to - or located near - DFW Airport. Furthemore, the 
directory included some f ims  already surveyed at Alliance. 

In order to draw a reasonably-sized sample from this massive collection of firrns, a 

preliminaqp sorting of the f ims was necessary. A smaller list of approximately 250 fims 

was established from which 100 f i m s  were drawn. Firms were placed on the "short-list" 

on two main grounds: first, because they were known to be airport-related or, secondly, 

on account of the fact that they were located within a rsasonable distance of DFW 



Airport. While there were certainly other firms in the Director that met these criteria, it 

!\-as felt that nith a list of 250, a random sample of 100 would be adequate. The 250 

fims were d r a w  fiom the 2000 in a nndom rnanner as tveI1. The response rate was 

disappointing. reinforcing Ed ~UcLaughIin's concerns with the directory. Again, Chapter 

5 contains more information regarding response rate. 

3.2.3.3 - Huntsville International Airport 

A total of five intzrviews took place in Huntsville over two days because time was 

panicularly short. The individuals in question were: 

Barbie Psek, Director of Marketing for the Huntsville-,Madison 
County -Airport Authority, 
Brooks Kracke, Director of the JetPlex Industrial Park for the 
Huntsville-Madison County Airport Authonty, 
Ron Hamby, Director of the International Intermodal Center 
for the Huntsville-Madison County Airport Authori tu, 
Steve Finnell of the Huntsville-Madison County Chamber of 
Commerce, and 
Ed Mitchell of Mitchell and iMitchel1 Consulting. 

Barbie Peek. Brooks Kracke and Ron Hamby were al1 members of the airport authority 

while Steve Finnell and Ed Mitchell represented the views of local plamers. In addition, 

Brooks Kracke had many years o f  experience in regional econornic development before 

joining the airport authority. Getting in touch with these contacts was considerably more 

difficult than was the case with DFW and AFW officiais. Warren Thompson - then 

Director of Marksring and Business Development for Winnipeg Airports Authonty - 

pro[-ided the name of Barbie Peek, his marketing counterpart in Huntsville. She, in tum, 

provided the contact information for Brooks Kracke and Ron Hamby. Steve FinneIl's 

name and number Kere provided indirectly by Cynthia Weatherby of TTI. Ron Hamby 

provided the contact information for Ed Mitchell, although each respondent 

acknowledged that Ed Mitchell would be one of the best sources of information. In fact, 

further information has since been provided by Ed -Mitchell, once in a subsequent 



personal communication and once following a presentation he made in Winnipeg in May 

1999. 

Steve Finnell provided a document called the H~orrsville/1Lf1~rlisoii Coutr~,  Clzomber of 

Conritrerce It~lrcso-ici! Directojy: 1997-95. Like the NTC directory of aviation-related 

businesses in Dallas-Fort Worth. this directory provided too wide a covenge of  fimis; 

nothing less. in fact. than al1 industrial firms in the region. Barbie Peek. on the other 

hand, provided a list of the f irms located near the airport, including al1 tenants o f  the 

JetPlex Industrial Park and the Foreign Trade Zone. While there were surely some firms 

omitted frorn this list provided by Barbie Peek that would have been in the more 

comprehensive directoty and would have been appropnate for the survey, it would have 

been very difficult to detennine which firms should be included. The contact list 

provided by Barbie Peek was used for determining where surveys should be sent in 

Huntsville because it was easier to manase, and because it already contained 

approximately 70 airport-related companies. Again, problerns arose with respect to the 

accuracy of  the contact lists provided. Many surveys were "returned to sender" afier 

failing to reach the proper destination. 

3.1.3.4 - Winnipeg International Airport 

Interviews in Winnipeg took place with the following officiais: 

Susan Thompson, Canadian Consul General to Minneapolis, 
former Mayor of Winnipeg, 
Greg Dandewich of Economic Developrnent Winnipeg, 
Warren Thompson, Regional Vice-President, NTERVISTAS 
Consulting, and former Director of Marketing and Business 
Development, Winnipeg Airports Authonty, and 
Soel Dunford, Manager of Real Estate Assets, Winnipeg 
.Airports .?)LutIiority. 

Susan Thompson and Greg Dande\vich represented local governrnent and planning 

intzrests. n.hile Warren Thompson and Noel Dunford provided the airport's point o f  view. 

In addition. many other local personnel were contacted inforrnally, and assisted with 



background information about the airport and surrounding development. This list 

includes CoIeen Rogers, Esecutive Vice President, Winnipeg Airports Authority; Barry 

Feller, Vice Presidsnt. Finance. N'innipeg Airports Authority; and Robert Andriulaitis, 

then \vith hlanitoba Highways and Transportation. 

The list of firms \vas compiled based on knowledge of YWG's airport hinterland, 

although it  was influenced by a list of firms drawn up by Shurveil et al (1  995) which 

were deemed to be airport-related.64 Some fimis \vere chosen o\ving to the fact that they 

are users or providtrs of air cargo, others entered the list simply because they are in close 

prosimity to the airport. Still others were chosen because they are kno\vn to be among 

the city's major esporters of goods, and may be important users of air cargo services. 

One final group of firms was selected because the fimis deal primarily with goods of high 

value relative to n-sight, in other words, goods that tend to move by air cargo. 

Once the data have been collected and sorted, i t  is necessary to subject them to systematic 

analysis, and that raises the issue of suitable statistical methodology. 

3.3 - Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis has long been intertwined with geography. Statistics enable 

researehers to surnmarize information, thereby producing a snapshot - or description - of 

its structure. In addition, statistics allow geographers to infer generalizations about a 

certain characteristic of a population based on a sarnple drawn fiom that population 

(Earickson and Harlin 1994). In the case of this study, inference will be used to make 

generalizations about successful US growth pole airports and potential Canadian growth 

pole airpot-ts. 

The next chapter. in concert with the previous chapters, demonstrates through 

demographic and economic data that the US airports have al1 the hallmarks of gowth 



poles. The statistical analysis in this study has three phases, which are outlined in the next 

section. A chi-square (2) test is adequate to distinguish the significance of the diFference 

in responses for the statistical analysis. 

3.3.1 - Chi-Square Analysis 

Chi-square is an appropriate test of statistical significance for bivariate. or wo-way, 

rabular analysis, such as the data obtained from the survey in this study. In more simple 

tems, i t  is useful when there is a table with multiple variables resulting from the 

collection of data. A "rough estimate of confidencew', chi-square analysis is a non- 

parametnc test, thus acceptins weaker, less accurate data than parametric tests such as t- 

tests and ASOVA (analysis of variance) (Georgetown University, August 1999). By the 

sanie token. chi-square is applicable to a wider array of research. Contingency analysis 

chi-square tests a h-ypothesis as to whether two or more samples Vary substantially 

snough in some characteristic that the populations represented can be generalized to 

diffsr in that characteristic as well. 

In the case of this study, the two comparisons are: 

Phuse 1 
- U W  airpon-related firms vs. DFW airport-related fims i-i. 
WSV airport-related firrns. This is done to show that there is 
no statistical difference between the three US airports, thus 
justifying the use of the airports in Phases 2 and 3 in group 
fonns, 

Phase Z 
- l F W  airport-related firrns p h  DFW airport-related f i rms 
(combinsd to represent growth pole airports in the sarne 
metropolitan a n a )  ils. HSV airport-related firms p h s  YWG 
airport-related I'rrrns (to represent airports with a local 
monopoly on air cargo service). 

Phase 3 
=U.W airport-related firrns pliis DFW airport-related firms plus 
HSV airport-related firms (as a group representing successful 
cargo-based growh pole airports in the US) us. YWG airport- 

tr-l 
In the Shun-sll et al. ( 1998) snidy. a number o f  "airport-dependent" hotcls were also included. Since 

hotsl developmsnt is usually a reriction to econornic activity rrither than 3 stimuIator. they are intentionally 
omitted from this study 



related finns (representing one potential cargo-based growth 
pole airport in Canada. 

Chi-square analysis determines the statistical significance of the relationship betwren the 

tu-O sets of data obrained through surveys and helps to determine if real and/or perceived 

differences exist benveen companies at US growth pole airpons and those at Canadian 

airports. Therefore. the independent variable - or that which is manipulated through the 

ressarch - is the location of the tirm. Specifically, Phase 1 is an attempt to show minimal 

statistically sigificant difference between fimis located at the three US airports. Phase 1 

is designed to determine if local competition plays a role in growth pole success. 

Hou-ever, the results may be umeiiabie pending the result of Phase 3, which determines 

how different YWG is fkom the US case studies, including HSV, with which it is grouped 

for Phase 2. For Phase 3 of the statistical analysis, airport-related fims in the US are the 

proxy variable for those located near a successful cargo-based growth pole airport. 

Airport-related firms in Winnipeg (or Canada for the sake of consistency) constitute the 

prosy variable for those not located near a successful cargo-based gron-th pole airport, 

but one that may have the potential to become such an airpon. The intent is to show that 

differences between the US and Canadian experiences c m  help explain growth pole 

success. 

In other words, statistical analysis should unearth a demonstrable difference between the 

CS set on the one hand, and Winnipeg - the representative of the Canadian set - on the 

other. The dependent variable vanes by question, ranging from "yesho" type questions 

to questions with a larger number of categories, such as business type and location 

setring. For the chi-square analysis, only the dichotomous response questions (yesho) 

are considered. The remaining questions are analyzed in Chapter 5, but without the use 

of statistics. This study hypothesizes that, for Phases 2 and 3, the independent variable 

cari predict or explain the qualities represented by the dependent variables. For Phase 1, 

i t  is hypothesized that there is no difference between the US airpons. 

Specifically, the depcndent variables help the study answer its key question: "Hoir. c m  n 

locliriotr t-erich the criricul iuriss foi Cr crrrgo-bmeù groivrlz pole riirport? " The dependent 



variables for the chi-square anaiysis, as represented by the questions asked of the fims, 

ernbrace the follon-in= considerations: 

a-hether a firm has expanded operations at its airport location; 
the degee  of dependence on the panicular city; 
the degree of dependence on the particular airport; and 
whether the location has met expectations. 

The results of the survey allow direct claims to be made about the samples themselves. 

but it  is only after subjecting those results to a test of statistical significance - in this case 

the chi-square test - that claims may be generalized about the populations represented by 

the samples. The chi-square test indicates the degree of confidence that can be used in 

generalizing the charactenstics of the sample to the entire population. 

Ths chi-square test compares measured frequencies in the samples obtained from the 

sun-eys n-ith the fiequencies that could be expected if no relationship between the 

independent variables existed in the Iarger populations (Georgetown University, August 

1999). The nul1 hypothesis is tnie if no rdationship is shown between the two variables, 

or, in other words, if the observed values are identical to the expected values. This study 

anticipates that the nul1 hypothesis will be accepted in Phase 1, but rejected in Phases 2 

and 3, suggesting a statistically significant relationship behveen the variables. This is in 

keeping with the hypothesis introduced in Chapter 2, that the two populations in Phase 3 

will di ffer signi ficantly in the key characteristics of cargo-based growth pole airports. 

The requirements of chi-square analysis, and how this study fulfills these criteria, are 

listed belou- (Georgetown Cniversity, August 1999; Everitt 1992; Ebdon 1985). 

1 .  The vcrr.iab!e is nssiinled ro be !rot-rtlnlbp ciisrribrlted in the populn~ion. 

This assumption must be made with al1 chi-square populations, and is accordingly 

assumed in this s t ~ d ~ . ~ '  

"' I r  is plausible to assume that the thres Amrrican crises are rcpresentativr of US cargo airports. since the- 
neithsr s in~ le  out stellar pcrfomsrs nor undsr-performers. Consequently. the firms associated with thrm 



2.  TXe scmple ntirsr be rarldonl[v clrnivtt front the poptkrtioti. 

The details of the random selection process are outlined earlier in this chapter. 

thus meeting this requirement. 

5. Dura nimr be t~pot-ted in mir. fi-eqtre~icies. 

In Chapter 1. the analysis tables are displayed in raw frequencies, satisfiing this 

criterion. 

3. The ~neastrred iut-inbles mirsr be firrlepetiiietrr. 

In the sun-ey. none of the dependent variables - at least those responses used for 

the statistical analysis - is affected by another. They are, in fact, dichotomous, 

yesho questions. 

5 .  /ildependetir m d  depe~icienr vurichle vallies nirrsr be ntirtlru& exciusive artd 

e-rhusri\*e. 

Since a sinzle firm location cannot be in both Canada and the US, and since those 

are the only locations frorn which h s  were drawn, the independent variable 

values are clearly mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The dependent variable 

values are of the simple yesho variety. 

6 .  0bset~edfr.eqlrencies tmsr t tut  be roo srnail. 

This final requirement is the rnost problematic for this research. As discussed 

earlisr in this chapter, this was a problem encountered by Townroe (1971) as 

wsll." In this study, there are 21 and 13 respondents representing the two 

populations. Each ce11 of  a bivariate table must have a minimum frequency of 5, 

especially the expected values (Moore and McCabe 1993; Georgetown 

University, .August 1999). With the small sample sizes in this study, there is a 

definite possibility - if not an outright likelihood - that frequencies of less than 

five n i I l  occur. Ebdon (1985) suggests that for a table with more than two 

categories, no more than 1 /5 of  the expected frequencies should be less than 5. I f  

there are tw-O categories, then al1 expected frequencies should be at least 5. 

- -- - - -  

ma). be regardcd as Q-pial  of such firms. Sirnilarly. IVinnipe~ with its attendant fimis is a typical Canadian 
candidate in the cargo riirport stakes. Somsility, thcn. can safely be assumed in both instances. 
1 dl I r  ilid not rrtpresent rhs same obstacle for Townroe. however, as hr did not use chi-square analysis in his 
stiiciy. 



Hotvever, there is not total agreement between statisticians on this point. Phillips (198 1, 

Appsndis C) notes that "tables with at Ieast one dichotomous variable require a minimum 

espected \ -due of at least one. Tables with no dichotomous \.ariables are judged on the 

'20 percent or less with the expected value of less than five' criterion". This criterion for 

detennining the validity of contingency tables is supported by Letvontin and Felsenstein 

( 1965, p. 19) \vho state that: 

A very conservative rule of operation [one in which the true 
probability associated with the test is less than or equal to 
the tabulared X' probability] wvould be that if the 
espectations are one or greater the test is certainly 
conservative at the 5 percent, 2 percent and 1 percent level 
of significance, and that for most cases even fractional 
expectations do not affect the test. 

Craddock and Flood ( 1970, p. 180) "conclude that a moderate oscillation in the frequency 

density does not invalidate a determination of significance levels." 

Due to the disagreement in general regarding minimum expected frequencies, it is best to 

err on the sidr of caution. For statistical analyses where there are expected fiequencies of 

less than fi\-2, those questions are used merely for comparative purposes. The statistical 

results, whether significant or not, should only be interpreted as very rough indicators of 

the relationship beween the variables. This includes Phase 1 in its entirety, and some 

questions in Phases 2 and 3. 

To explain chi-square more clearly, a fictional question - with fictional data - is 

employed. The question is very simple, indeed one that does not give any insight into 

whether an airport is a successful growth pole. It is anaIyzed as though it were part of 

Phase 3 ,  the LrS airpon-refrrredfirnts on the one hand, vs. the Canadiart airport-relared 

J ~ I - ~ I I S  on the other. 



Let us assume that the responses received are as follows: 

Table 3.1 - Sample Chi-Square Observed Frequencies 

Each ceIl in Table 3.1 indicates the number, or frequency, of responses or observations 

thar match the combination of independent and dependent variables. For example. the 

upper left ce11 reads "15", meaning that fifieen of the US airport-related firms responded 

that yes, their firm does own its own air~raft.~' There are row and column totals as well 

that corne into play in due course. 

Qrtesr ion 1 1 Y es 

The next step is to calculate the expected ce11 values E,, which is achieved by applying 

the formula displayed in Equation 3.1. 

No 
6 US Airports 

Canadian Airports 

Equation 3.1 - Expected Count Calculation 

1V 

2 1 15 
5 

Total 

For the abo\.e esample the expected counts are calculated and displayed in italics in 

Table 3.2 below. 

Table 3.2 - Sample Chi-Square Expected Frequencies 

* 

16 3 1 
42 

1 

20 -- 7 7  

Question I 
US Airports 

~xpeeted 
Canadian Airports 

Expected 
Total 

7 

Yes 
15 

No 
6 

N 
2 1 
21 
2 1 
21 

I 

42 

I 

IO 
5 
IO 
30 

I I  
16 
1 I 
-- 33 



With the espected frequencies known, it is now possible to calculate the chi-square 

statistic, using the formula shown in Equation 3.2. 

Equation 3.2 - Chi-Square Statistic 

(O, - E;; 
1x2 =f i=l z ;ll 

4 
- - 

Source: McGrerv ami !tloriroe (1 993) 

where: r = the number of rows (each row represented by i) 
k = the number of columns (each column represented by j) 
O = Observed Sarnple Count 
E = Expected Sarnple Count 

The chi-square statistic for each cell, and finally, the chi-square statistic for the entire 

question, n-ould correspondingly be calcufated as: 

Table 3.3 - Sample Chi-Square Calculated Values 

1 Orlesrion I 1 Y es No Total 
1 

- # 1 I 

US Airports 1 2.50 2.27 1 - 1 
1 Canadian Airports i 2.50 2.27 1 - 1 - 1 r Total 1 - 1 Z 9.55 1 

Degrees of tieedom are calculated by the formula in Equation 3.3. 

Equation 3.3 - Degrees of Freedom 

n-here: r = the number of rows, and 
c = the number of columns. 

In this case. df  = (2-1)-(2-1) = 1. With this chi-square statistic and one degree of 

fiesdom, the nul1 hypothesis - that country of location has no significant effect on aircraft 

oumership - could be rejected at the p = 0.0025 level, or with 99-75 percent confidence. 

I J -  Psrhrips 3 clcirer XI-3y of stating this is to risk: "Hou. m m y  US airports depended on airport opentions'.'" 
The answer is tliteen. 



There would be very little likelihood that the difference in the two samples would be by 

chance. 

For the purposes of this thesis, LLIicrosoft Excel was used to calculate the chi-square 

statistics and the p-values, ut ilizing the software's CHITEST and C H I N  functions. ln 

ail cases, the minimum level of statistical significance sought is O. 1, or 90 percent. For 

eLeery set of \-ariablss found to be statistically significant at the 0.1 level, subsequent tests 

at the 0.05 and 0.0 1 levels take place. 

The next step in the statistical analysis is to detemine the strength of the relationship 

behveen variables, a task that can be accomplished using a measurement known as phi. 

Phi measures the magnitude of a statistically significant chi-square relationship. In other 

words, i t  is an indes of the degree of correlation benveen the variables. When a chi- 

square analysis has a table larger than 2x2, Cramer's version of phi (denoted by V) is 

used. The formula for Cramer's statistic is as follows: 

Equation 3.1 - Cramer's V 

where: V = Cramer's statistic 
9 = the calculated chi-square statistic 
N = the total number of observations 
k = the smaller of the number of rows or columns 

For a 2x2 table, phi is measured by the following equation: 



Equation 3.5 - Phi 

where: !V = the total niimber of obsewations 

For this thesis, Cramer's V calculations are the same as the phi calculations because al! of 

the tables are 1 x 2 .  Therefore, in Chapter 5 ,  which details the staistical analysis, only 

Cramer's V is used. The resultant value for Cramer's V and for phi is interpreted as a 

Pearson r.. The value r' is the shared variance and indicates the total distribution found in 

the chi-square analysis that can be attributed to the statistically significant relationship 

that has already been determined. For example, an r value of 0.5 would give an r2 value 

of 0.23, meaning that 25 percent of the dependent variable findings are explained by the 

independent variable. 

The final part of the methodology to be outlined is the persona1 observations at the case- 

study airpons, which leads into a summary of those observations at the beginning of 

Chapter 4. 

3.1 - Observation Methods at the Airports 

Opportunities made available to the researcher to perform personal observations in 

Dallas-Fort Worth. Texas, and Huntsville, Alabama also made visits to DFW, AFW and 

HSV possible. It  \\-as not feasible to observe the airside infrastructure at each airport, but 

i t  \vas possible to observe the business parks, intermodal facilities and cargo areas- In the 

case OF YCVG, observations o f  both airside and non-airside infiastructure have taken 

place. 

Most of the obsen-ations u-ere made by driving through the areas adjacent to the airpons, 

making note of the ground transportation links and the layout of the business parks. 

Dozens of  photographs n-ere taken at each airport. and notes were taken on the 

distinguishing featrircs of each. In essence, it  was the purest form of observation. Maps 



in Chapter 4 show the general areas in which persona1 observations were made. Also in 

Chapter 4, the obsen-ations at each airport are detailed. 

The impacts of a successful cargo-based growth pole airport extend beyond the bounds of 

the airport propeny or even the related business parks and intermodal facilities. The 

growh pole effect permeates throughout the airport's entire hinterland. The hinterland is 

not a well-known concept, but is important to this thesis because it is within the airport 

hinterland rhat the concentration of airport-related - and some non-airport-related - firms 

occurs. Therefore it is important to note the definition, nature, and geographical extent of 

the airport hinterland and the similarities and differences between the airport hinterlands 

of M W ,  DFW, HSV and YWG, a task accomplished in Chapter 4. However, the 

hinterland deserves more attention than it is given in the next chapter, and could be a 

thesis topic in its own right. With the methodology of the study now defined, the next 

step is to disseminate the findings of the observations, and that is accomplished in 

Chaptzr 3. 



CHAPTER 3 - OBSERV-ATIONS 

1.1 - Introduction 

This chapter breaks the obsen-ations made at each airport into three distinct parts. The 

first pan, besides introducing each city's history, economy and geography. goes on to 

outline the way in which each airport came to play such an important role. The second 

part descnbss the direct persona1 observations made at each airport, and makes reference 

to figures and aerial photographs, each of which helps to illustrate certain points. The 

final pan shows the results of the surveys. first describing the qualitative responses 

provided by airport officiais and local planners, before going on to discuss the results of 

the survey of airport-related firms, which entailed qualitative and quantitative aspects. 

4.2 - Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area 

Csually recogized as one. rather than two separate cities, Dallas and Fon Worth are 

often referrsd to as Dallas-Fort Worth, DFW, or the " ~ e t r o ~ l e x " . ~ ~  The area is the 

lieadquarters of 29 Forrioie 500 cornPanies" (the third highest total for any city in the 

United States) and is rapidly becorning a centre for both technology-intensive and 

financial fimis (Alliance Airport, July 1998; Airports International, September 1998). 

The Metroplex population is 4.3 million (United Nations, July 1998, Cynthia 

Wsatherby). making it the ninth largest city in the United  tat tes." That population is 

also larser than 30 individual States of the United States (NCTCOG 1998). 

crs The -Metropklc is aIso cornposed of numerous srnaller cornmunities surrounding Dallas and Fon Worth, 
the Ixgest of n-hich arc: Arlinçton (26 1.72 1 ). Garland ( 180,650), Irving (1 55.037). Plano (128.7 13). 
Mesquite ( 10 1.483). Grand Prairie (99.6 16). Carrollton (82,169), and Richardson (71.840) (Rand-McSalIy, 
199'). The Sorth Texas Commission defines the iMetrop1e.u as a 12-county Xorth Texas region (North 
T e u s  Commission ueb site, October 1995). 
"" Transponstion-related Fortririe 300 cornpmics heridquanered in Dallas-Fort Worth include: AMR 
Corporation (the parent cornpan? o f  American Airlines). Burlington Nonhern Santa Fr. and Southwest 
.-\idines (Dallas Fort iVonh International Airpon. October 199s). 
-1 1 Dallas-Fon U'onh ranks ninth ;ifter Yeu- York, Los Angeles. Chicago. IVashington, San Francisco, 
Pliiladelphia. Boston and Detroit (United Xritions, July 1998). 



In 1989, the median income in the Dallas-Fort Worth area was USS32,825 (United States 

Bureau of the Census. February 2000)' while the per capita income in 1997 \vas 

CSS30.48 1 ( Dismal Scientist, Septeniber 1999). In Apnl 1999. the unemployment rate 

aeas a merr 3.0 percent (Dismal Scientist, September 1999). 

Figure 4.1 - Map of Dallas-Fort Wortb Region 



Figure 1.2 - Map of Dallas-Fort Worth hletropolitan Area 

Dallas and Fon Worth were established ~vithin just a few years of  each other. In 

February 1541, the Republic of Texas contracted with W. S. Peters and Associates to 

bnng settlers to the region where Dallas-Fort Worth is now situated. But before the 

Kentucky- and Ohio-based settlers arrived, a settlement had already been established in 

the area. 

John Neely Bryan. a lawyer and frontiersman fiom Tennessee, settled along the Tnnity 

River in what is non- downtown Dallas in November 18-11. In 1846, one year afier Texas 

became a state. Dallas County was created. with the town of Dallas designated as the 

coiinty seat. Both n-ere likely named afier George Miffin Dallas who was then Vice- 



President under James K. Polk. The 1870s brought even more growth with the amval of 

thz Houston and Texas Central Railroad and the Texas and Pacific Railroad. By 1880, 

the population was 33,000 and this doubled by 1890. By then. Dallas County was known 

as the \vealthiest and most populated in Texas. Newcomers to the area were now being 

attracted by agricultural opportunities, including Cotton, wheat, corn, oats, barley, rye. 

fruits and vegetables (Fort Worth Star Telegram Online, September 8, 1998). 

At the close of the Mesican war in 1819, Major Ripley Arnold and his Company F, 2"' 

Dragoons sstablished a settlement at Fon Worth on a bluff overlooking the West and 

Clear Forks of the Trinity River (The Mining Company, September 1998). As the last 

major civilized stop on the Chisholm Livestock Trail - one of the main cattle-driving 

routes fiom Texas to Kansas in the late 191h Century - Fort Wonh earned the nickname 

"Cowtown" by the 1860s. Also in 1860, Fort Worth became the seat of Tarrant County 

(The blining Company, September t998). The Texas and Pacific Railroad came to Fort 

Worth in 1576. making the town the major shipping point for livestock in Texas. In the 

1900s, more railroads came to Fort Worth, making it the hub for the industry and giving 

the town its way of life. Soon, in 1903, livestock were bought and sold in the Livestock 

Exchange Building in central Fort Worth. Livestock has lost some of its importance to 

the city O\-er the last few decades, but its historic Stockyards district has become a vibrant 

tourist attraction in ~vhich visitors can experience the old west. 

Each of the other cities and towns that make up the iMetrop1s.u has its own history of 

playing an important role in the region. However, it is unlikely that the area would be as 

significant as it  is today were it  not for the growth of Fort Worth and Dallas. 

While the advantages to businesses locating near the airports in the Metroplex are 

examined in more detail in Chapter 5, the advantages to people choosing to Iive in the 

area can be noted here. First, Texas has no state income tas. Sirnilarly, neither Dallas 

nor Fon Wonh has a civic incorne tax." Second. the climatc is warm year-round with 

temperatures regularly above 30°C in summer and rarely dropping below 10°C in the 

- 1 There rire, however. civic additions to the statewide sales rax in rnost Mctroplex cities. 

1 O8 



winter. Third, the cost of living in Dallas-Fort Worth is lower than any larger 

metropolitan area in the United States. In addition. the Metroplex is home to more than 

IS "~vorld-class" museums. lays clairn to professional teams in every major North 

Xrnerican sports Isague. boasts szveral family-oriented theme parks and historic 

attractions, and has no l e s  than forty-four colleges and universities, including Southern 

~Llethodist University, Texas Christian University, the University of North Texas and the 

University of Texas at Arlington (Alliance Airport, h l  y 1998). 

blo\,ing goods from Dallas-Fort Wonh to the top 50 American consumer markets is 

straightfomard. By air, the Metroplex is within four hours of al1 major American, 

Canadian and Mexican cities (Dallas~Ton Wonh International Airport, September 1998). 

While many other locations also clairn to be in prime geographic locations, few US cities 

can challenge Dallas-Fort Worth in terms of its transportation infrastructure. As Table 

4.1 illustrates, only Sioux Falls, SD and Memphis, Thr have lower total annual operating 

costs for a-arehousing and distribution. Table 4.1 is based on a 42.000 m' (450,000 

square bot)  distribution centre employing 150 labourers and takes into account 

transportation costs. labour costs, utility expenses and occupancy charges. 

Tabte 4.1 -Total Annual Operating Cost, 

Warehousing and Distribution, Selected US Cities 
I' Location 

Sioux Falls, SD 
ihfemphis, TX 

Dallas, TX 
Denver, CO 
Atlanta, GA 

St. Louis, MO 
Cincinnati, OH 
Milwaukee, 11-1 

Chicago, IL 
Minneapolis, hT'; 

Total Annual Operating Costs (USS) 
S15,513,000 

16.00 1,000 
16,508,000 
16, 936,000 
17,125,000 
1 7,163,000 
1 7 2 8  1,000 
1 7 3  12,000 
1 7,98 1,000 
19,101,000 

Sowce: The Boy1 Conipclt~~. 1999. 



The Dallas-Fort Worth area is an important North American and global transportation 

Iiub. As noted abo\.e, transportation played an important role in the development of both 

cities. DFW' Airport was the world's fifth busiest airport in 1998 (by passengers). but "is 

on the threshold of becoming the world's busiest" (DalIas!Fort Worth International 

Airport, JuIy 1998). The rnetropolitan area is also the largest trucking centre in the 

Arnerican Southwest and Texas has the rnost extensive road network in the United States 

(Alliance Airport. July 1998). In terms of infrastructure, if not purely in terms of a 

central location, the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex has transportation advantages over 

other cornpeting areas. 

A complex nehvork of freeways moves citizens around the iMetroplex as efficiently as 

any other systern in North America. The Metroplex is served by eight Interstate 

Highways (1-20, 1-30, 1-35E, 1-35 W, 1-45, 1-345, 1-635 and 1-820). In addition, pans of 

US Highways 67, 75, 80, 8 1, 175, and 287, as well as State Highways 12, 1 14, 12 1, 183, 

3 10. 3601 408 and the Dallas North Tollway are al1 built to freeway standards. There is 

also major construction undenvay on State Highway 190 (George Bush Turnpike), which 

will act as a behvay through the suburban areas of northern Dallas. With fieeways 

estending out from the downtown areas of both Dallas and Fort Worth, inner loops 

surrounding each central business district, at least one beltway or perimeter-style freeway 

in each city and three major freeways joining Dallas and Fort Worth, the road system is 

as well-developed as that in any major urban area, with the possible exception of 

Southern Cali fornia. Dallas is still developing its light-rai 1 transit system (DaIlas Area 

Rapid Transit, or D.A.RT). 

Several major rail networks, including Burlington Northern Santa Fe, Union Pacific- 

Southern Pacific, Sorfolk Southern, and Amtrak serve the Metroplex. However, the 

'krown je\\-el" of the transportation infrastructure network in the region is the airport 

bearing both cities' names, Dallas Fort Worth International Airport. In fact, it is partly 

because of DFW that the Metroplex is home to a multitude of aerospace and aviation 

firn~s. This important part of the regional economy has oniy been strengthened by the 

more recent development of Fort Worth Alliance Airport. 



4.2.1 - Fort Worth Alliance Airport (AFW) 

.As just one part of a major development project, Alliance Airport's hinterland is defined 

simply by the limits of the Alliance development as a whoIe. Biiled as the "international 

business developrnent of the future" (Alliance Airport, July I998), Alliance, in Fort 

Worth, Texas, is much more than just an airpon. It is an intand container port, ar? 

industria1 park. a foreign trade zone, and now a residential cornmunity. Especially 

irnpressive. al1 of this has been accomplished with predominantly private investment and 

has been achieved in only ten years.'2 By the end of 1999, the Alliance complçx had 

attracted 80 cornpanies, 22 of which are Forr~trie 500 companies (Hillwood Development 

Corporation, Fsbruary 2000). 

The Alliance complex is located approximately 24 km north of downtown Fort Worth. 

Due to annexation. it still lies u-ithin the city limits of Fort Worth, although it is 

surrounded by open. non-urban space. It is also 24 km (15 miles) nonhwest of DFW 

-4irport. Interestingly, the suburban area behveen DFW and M W ,  including the 

communitiss of Southlake. Keller. Saginatv, and Haslet, has the fastest growing 

population in the Metroplex. Each of these four towns in the area had growth rates 

greater than 5 percent in 1996 (Freese and Mchols, September 1998). Figure 4.3 shows 

the layout of the airport area and the land-use plan for the entire complex. In this study, 

the t e m  "Alliance" will be used in reference to the entire complex, including the airport 

and al1 of the irnrnediately adjacent development. Sometimes, however, specific 

reference n-iIl be made to certain components of Alliance. For instance, the most 

appropriate way to begin looking at the complex is to outline the airport itself. 

7 1  Alliance Airport opened in Decembcr 1989 (Alliance Airpon, September 1998). 
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Figure 4.3 - Map of AFW Area 

L 

Source: Hi[livood Developnie>zt Corpora rion, Febnrmy ZOO0 

Figure 4.4 - AFW Aetia1 View 

While it is true that AFW is owned by the city of Fon Worth, it is the private Company 

Alliance Air Services, under contract with the city, which is the sole Fixed Base Operator 

(FBO). The name Alliance was given to the airport because it  represented the partnership 

stnick between private and public interests that went on to build the facility. 



Lrpon tint impression, Alliance seems very spread out, with wide roadways and ample 

parkins. The ground transportation infrastructure is designed to accommodate large 

\.olumes of truck traffic stsmming from operations ar Alliance. The roaduays are 

directly c o ~ e c r r d  to Intsrstate-33W, the "NAFTA Superhighway", \\hich links the 

airport with Canada, iMexico and the mid-continent States. Most of the buildings at 

Alliance fit  the stereotype of warehouses, having huge amounts of floor space. but rarely 

being more than nvo or three storeys high. Once Alliance Airport's 2.926-m (9,600-foot) 

mnway is estended to 3,962 m (13,000 feet), the airport will be able to accommodate the 

largest cargo aircraft in use today. 

The impact of Alliance on the region is certainly not as large as that of DFW. However, 

that may also work in favour of Alliance. Congestion - in the air, on the taxiways and on 

nearby roads at DFW - may be one factor contributing to the success of AFW. It was 

congestion at DFW that provided the initial planning of M W .  One of its prime purposes 

is to act as a reliever airport for DFW. Although DFW is still expanding in tems of 

sunounding businesses, "-Alliance is the big grou-th area for distribution in the 

Metroples" (-Michas1 Frame, quoted in Allen 1997). 

Of the USS3.8 billion in new investments received by the region behveen 1989 and 1998, 

95 percent. or CSS3.6 billion. came from the private sector while only 5 percent, or 

USS194.3 million. came fiom city, state and federaI funds (Alliance Airport, Juiy 29' 

1998). The majority of the initial private investment has corne from Hillwood 

De\.elopment Corporation, a firm controlled by the n-ell-known Perot family of Texas. 

Ross Perot, Jr. is the President and Chief Executive Officer of Hillwood. 

.4lliance consists of 3,900 hectares (9,600 acres), 1.3 million rn2 (14.7 million square 

feet) of existing building space, with approximately 400,000 m' (4.3 million square feet) 

announced or under construction. The long-range goal of Alliance is to construct 2.3 

million m' (23 million square feet) in the project. More than 400,000 m' (1.4 million 

square feet) of space has bcçn built in the past Ave years, and more than 92,000 rn' ( 1  

million square feet) of new space was added in 1997 (.4lliance Airport, July 1998). ln 



1999, Alliance leased out approximately 170,000 m' (1 -8 million square feet) of space 

(Alliance Airpon. December 1999). In 1999. a total of 135.000 m' ( 1  -47 million square 

feet) and approsirnately 100 hectares (237 acres) of land were sold or leased (Hill\vood 

De\.elopment Corporation \vsb site, February 2000). 

Alliance has contnbuted significantly to the local tax base. further exemplifying its 

economic impact. Table 3.3 shows the 1996 taxes paid by Alliance. 

Table 4.2 - Taxation Revenue Generated by Alliance, 1996-97 

1 Taxing Jurisdiction 1 1996 Revenue (US$) 1 1997 Revenue (USS) 1 - ,  

1 City of ~ o r t   ort th 1 S2.647.000 1 S3.815.000 1 
] ~ o k h w e s t  independent School District i l 

S3.908,OOO 1 56.536.000 1 
1 Denton Countv 

I 

I ~2231000 i ~272.000 1 
] Tarrant Count 

I l T 

!51,729,000 ] S2,792.000 1 

The geographic advantage of being located in the centre of Xorth Amet-ica is cited as one 

of the major benefits of locating at Alliance. Distributing goods from the ~Metroplex to 

othrr major North .4merican markets is cost-efficient. The hletroplex is lower-priced 

than Chicago and Atlanta, the only other inland .herican cities with busier airports than 

DFCV. AlIiance shares this distinction with DFW, but does have some advantages over 

its nearby counterpart. For instance, Alliance does not have to contend ~vith congestion, 

either in the air or on the ground. Flights into Alliance are not so irequent as to generate 

congestion. There is a constant strearn of air traffic into DFW.~) AFW is located far 

enough from the rest of the urban areas of Dallas-Fort Worth to ensure that highway 

congestion is kept to a minimum, despite the rapidly growing agglomeration of firms. 

-. 
' N'hile DFLV cenainly experiences more congestion than AFW, it is still minimal compared n.ith other 

major airports. Chicago O'Hare, Atlanta Hartsfield and even Toronto's Pearson Airpons al1 sxperience 
considerably more congestion thsn DFW. A tùrther problem plaguing Chicago is the poor quality of air 
cargo service to some markets, in particular Mexico. Cargo. bound for .CIssico on !desicana -4irlines. is 
shipped to Chicago from al1 over the central US, only to end up sitting on the runtvay for days before being 
loridsd and tlo\vn out. For this rerison. rnany central US shippers have sought alternative gatcways for air 
cargo ro hlesico (Bronsrone 1999, personal communication) 



Alliance can point to the prestigious companies that have located nearby. Some of the 

more notable establishments at Alliance are: 

American Airlines' 167,000 m' ( 1.8 million square foot) 
aircraft maintenance and engineering facility; 
Beverage Camers Texas Corporation's (BCTC) state-of-the-art 
bottling and distribution centre; 
BNSF's 300 hectare (735 acre) railyard, intermodal centre and 
automobile distnbution centre; 
FedEx's seven-building regional sorting hub; 
Intel Corporation's new semiconductor manufactunng 
cornples. planned to cover 215 hectares (532 acres) and 
employ 800 people in the first phase of devel~~rnent ;~ '  
ICPemey7s 83,610 m' (900,000 square foot) warehouse and 
distribution centre near BNSF's facility; 
Kraft's 60,385 m' (630,000 square foot) Southwest distribution 
cornplex; 
Nestlé's S20 million distribution centre; 
Xokia's 13'19 1 rn' (1 42,000 square foot) distnbution centre 
and 26.189 rn' (281,900 square foot) cellular phone 
manufacturing plant; 
Texas Instruments' 38,000 rn2 (409,000 square foot) 
warehouse, distnbution and value-added facility; and 
Zenith's 16,150 m' (500,000 square foot) warehouse and 
distribution facility. 

The companies listed are major international firms (al1 Amencan based Save Xestlé and 

Nokia) and have ail made large investments at Alliance, indicating a long-term 

commitrnent to the area. In 1999, AFW welcomed a number of new cornpanies, totalling 

approsimateIy 3,000 jobs. Companies locating at AlIiance in 1999 include: John Deere, 

UPS Logistics Group, Hewlett Packard and Amentrade. All of these developnients will 

be in the range of 15,000 to 30,000 m'. In addition, FedEx announced expansion plans in 

1999 (Hillwood Development Corporation web site, February 2000) 

A question arises, however, as to whether AFW Fits in to the same category as the other 

airports examined in this study. AFW truly is in its own category. It is the first master- 

planned industrial airpon in North America, and, by most accounts, is the most successful 

7 J The construction of Intel's piant has been put on hold, tentatively until 2002-03. 
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at attracting businesses in an expeditious manner. Al1 its success has occurred since 

1989. making it al1 the more remarkable. Perryman (1998) indicates that "the 

development ~ - o u l d  be notable if i t  evolved over a century", in referring to AIliance's 

rapid developmenr as "miraculous". Hourever impressive AFW's performance, in a11 

likelihood its impact \.vil1 faII short of that of the major regionai passenger hub just a few 

miles down the road, DaIladFort Worth International Airport. 

-1.2.2 - DaIladFort Worth International Airport (DFW) 

DaIlas.Fon Worth International Airport touts itself as "the fastest growing airport in the 

world with more than 2500 flights daily to nearly 200 destinations worldwide" 

(DailadFort Worth International Airport, September 1998). It has also been billed as the 

"key economic engine" of the region (North Texas Commission Online, September 1998; 

Cynthia U'eatherby. June 1998), and the "single most important catalyst for economic 

ero~vth in the Metroplex" (Charles Wills & Associates. 1992, p. 1 1). The airport operates - 
as a hub for tu.0 airlines, .her ican Airlines and Delta Airlines. Anerican controls the 

airport to a large estent, as approximately 70 percent of al1 flights at DFW are operated 

by Amencan, whiIs Delta has approximately 20 percent of the market (Dana Ryan, 

persona1 communication, Xovember 1998). Despite a levelling of passenger traffic in 

recent years. DFLLr is still the most important economic entity in the region. 

The joint owners of the airport are the cities of Dallas, which owns 7/l lths, and Fort 

Worth. which owns the rernaining 4/11 ths (Cynthia Weatherby, persona1 communication, 

September 1998). DFW Airport came to fniition after 1964 when the Civil Aeronautics 

Board (CAB) deemed the smaller airports in each city (Meacharn Field in Fort Worth and 

Love Field in Dallas), as well as Amon Carter Fieid in Arlington, unsuitable for future 

needs. The C M  then ordered the two cities to find a site for a new airport to serve both 

communities (DaIladFort Wonh International Airport, September 8, 1998; Cynthia 

Weatherby. persona1 communication, September 1998). 



Figure 4.5 - DFW Aerial View 

In December 1968, construction of the new airport began in a Cotton field 28 km (17.5 

miles) from both downtown Dallas and downtown Fort Wonh. The airport's first 

commercial flight was on January 13, 1974. By 1999, DFW Airport had seven mnways 

and was "the world's first airport capable of handling four takeoffs or landings 

siniultaneously during instrument landing conditions" (Dal1as;Tort Worth International 

Airpon, Scptember 1998). The ultimate plan for DFW Airpon includes eight runways 

and twelve terrninals (Robart, 1995; TransZ1, 1994). The airport - including the land, the 

infrastructure, etc. - consumes over 7000 hectares (17,000 acres), an area Iarger than the 

island of blanl~attan.'~ In addition, much of the industrial and commercial development 

nearby falls within the DFW FTZ, giving firms even more advantages associated with 

locating near the airport. Figure 4.4 shows an aenal view of the airport area, including its 

abundant infrastructure. 

- - 
? G. Chambers LViIliams III cites the area covered by the airport as 736 1.7 hectares or 18,177 acres in the 

Furr lo~-rl t  Srm--Telegr-cut~ (Auçust 6 ,  199s). Gordon Dickson and .hdrew Backover provide an estimation 
of 7290 hectares or 15.000 acres in the Forr I.l/orrli Srar-Tdegrcrm (April 12. 1998). However, the airpon 



Intermodal transportation and air freight are important parts of the DFW Airport mix of 

acti\-ities. Six major rail lines serve the airport along with dozens of trucking companies. 

Immediatel>, around the airport are several major limited-access highways. making truck 

access to the airpon simple. Cargo can be trucked ovemight to a market of over 50 

million people and within 48 hours to most Arnencan cities (Airports International. 

Septsmber 1998). In terms of freight capabilities, DFW Airport handled over 500,000 

tonnes (900.000 tons) in 1998 (ACI, J a n u q  2000). United States Custorns clears 98 

percent of that cargo eIsctronically. Air freight is usually processed within 100 minutes 

of amiving at DFW Airport, approximately 20 percent faster than most airports (Airports 

International, September 1998). 

An indication of the growth trend of passenger traffic at DFW Airport is displayed in 

Table 4.3. 

Table 1.3 - DFW Airport Passenger Traffic, 1982-2010 

Year 
1951 

Dallas-Fort Worth Interrzarional Airport, Decentber 1999 

-4ir Passenger Traffic (millions) 1 Cargo (tonnes) 
21.7 f hUA4 

1986 
1990 
1991 
1993 
1993 
1994 

i 1995 
1996 
1997 
199s 

2000 (projection) 
20 10 (projection) 

On its own web site, Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport States that it has been "a 

significant factor in the relocation and expansion of more than 400 businesses" to the 

Metroplex (Dallas.'Fon Lirorth International Airport, Septernber 1998). Accordin~ to 

itself daims the are3 is 7 143 hectares ( 17,637 zicresj (Drillas/Fort Worth International Airport, Septernber 

Sowce: Trms2 /. 1994; Airports Colrtzcil Inrerrzariolial, Decentber 1999); 

I 

39.9 
48.5 
48.0 
51.9 
49.7 
52.6 
54.4 
58.0 
60.5 
60.4 
73 
1 04 

I J 

X/A 
573,258 
570,156 
603,143 
658,165 
725,708 
777,695 
774,086 

J 
8 10,687 
80 1,968 
875,430 

1,643,302 



other sources, "40 percent of area businesses relocated here or expanded because of DFW 

Airport" (Airports International, September 1998) and "almost every major Company in 

Sorth Tesas credits the airport with adding oomph to its bottom line" (Moffeit 1999, p. 

20.4). Howver, nons of these statements provides any further support information, such 

as sumey data. One of the main goals of this study is to determine the actual role that an 

airport location plays in a firm's locational decision. It is hdypothesized that many 

businesses lrcri-e chosen their location because of the airport's influence. However, this 

study is not merely interested in examining the firrns that have chosen to Iocate in Dailas- 

Fort Worth. but is more concerned with the circumstances influencing those firms that 

have iocated near the airpon itself. 

DFW Airpon takcs an active role in attracting businesses to locate near it. The airport's 

main method of  doing this is through the direct and indirect control it has over much of 

the undevdoped land near the airport. There are over 2000 hectares (5379 acres) of 

undeteloped land on DFW Airport property - most of it with easy access to freeways and 

rail lines. The airpon and its neighbouring cities are in the process of planning the 

development of that prime vacant commercial property (Dickson and Backover 1998). 

"In 10 to 20 years. the airport property could attract an influx o f  industrial companies, 

creating millions of  dollars in additional airport leases and tas revenue every year" 

(Dickson and Backover, 1998, p.7). 

The airport has jurisdiction over the land within the airport boundaries, but that land also 

lies within the boundaries of several surrounding cities; namely, Grapevine, Euless, 

Irving. Coppell and Bedford. The advantage heId by these cities is that, until recently, 

they al1 received 100 percent of al1 sales taxes (including city and school district taxes 

that rnay be added on to the state sales  ta,^) generated by businesses on land falling within 

the boundaries of  the city. A business may be located at the airport, and may never deal 

with ordinary citizens outside the airport, but its taxes would go to the "loca1" city rather 

than to the airport, or  to Dallas and Fort Worth. More desirable from the standpoint of 

Dallas and Fort CE'orth is for each of  these subsidiary cities to agree to share airport- 



generated tau revenue with the larger cities. So far, such an agreement has been reached 

with only one of the cities. The city of Euless, (directlu south and west of the airport) has 

ogreed to a re\-enue-sharing system whereby each of Dallas, Fort Worth and Euless 

recrives one-third of future airport revenues from airport land technically in Euless. 

Other cities (Irving. Coppell, Bedford and Grapevine) have not reached such agreements 

and have been lefi out of  development projects already undenvay. For instance, DFW 

Airport will consolidate irs two rental car facilities in Euless, eliminating the facility in 

Grapevine. The facility will definitely be a benefit to the srnall community of Euless. 

For Grapevine. just nonh of the airport, the decision spurred renewed negotiations with 

airpon officiais to minimize the chances of it being overlooked in future decisions taken 

by the a i r p ~ r t . ' ~  The city of  Irving is also close to a similar agreement with the airport. 

Two major business parks are located adjacent to DFW. To the north is DFW Freeport 

and to the south is CentrePort. Both have numerous airport-related firms as tenants, but 

also a number of firms, like Alliance, that do not seem to be dependent upon the airport. 

Some of the notable fims at DFW Freeport - so-called because of the tax exemptions 

firms enjoy in the business park - include the vanous major hotel chains in the area, 

Honda and SEC. .At CentrePort, the most important tenant is the corporate headquarters 

for AMR Corporation, the parent Company for both Amencan Airlines and Sabre 

Technologies. Othcr tenants are a multitude of hotels, Union Pacifie Railroad, Mattel, 

Keebler, Johnson and Johnson, Mercedes Benz (now DaimlerChrysler) and cal1 centres 

for OfficeMax and Southwestern Bell. Both parks have room for expansion and both are 

undergoing construction of new facilities. 

:t, I r  should br pointsd out. however, that Euless is also the most logicd location for the rental car faciIity. 
its location to the south or' the airport is on the route taken by the vast rnajority of  airpon users, tvho 
gensrrtlIy corne from Dallas (to the southeast), Fort Wonh (to the southwest), and Arlington (dus south). 
Grapevine is dirsctly nonh o f  the airpon, wherc fewer rental cars would be heading or rrnirning. 



4.2.3 - Other Airports 

Despite DFW Airport's importance in the region's economy, and its importance as an 

international hub, it is not the only airport in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. The Metroplex 

is home to several other airports. A 1985 study by Wilbur Smith and Associates 

concluded that the next largest 23 airports in North Central Texas generated 36,000 jobs 

and USS3.2 billion in economic impacts. Already mentioned are Fort Worth's Meacham 

Field (FTM'). \vhich is now a busy general aviation airport, and Dallas' Love Field 

(DIi\L). which is an important passenger airport and corporate headquarters for Southu-est 

Airlines. The locations of these airports are noted in Figure 4.2. ln addition, several of 

the surrounding communities in the ~Metroplex have small, commuter-style or general 

aviation airports. 

Meacham Field (FTW) was an important passenger airport for Fort Worth for about 50 
-- 

ysars afier its opening in 1925." Now, however, the activities at Fort Worth -Meacham 

International Airport centre on general aviation, executive airlines, and pilot training 

(Meacham International Airport, September 1998). Meacharn is only 8 km from the city 

centre of Fon Worth. 

Dallas Love Field (DAL) \vas the primary airport for the City of Dallas until DFW 

Airport was built. When DFW Airport was being planned, the major airlines at Love 

Field aoreed to move their operations to the new airport. However, Southwest Airlines 

was not part of this agreement because they were not operating out o f  Love Field at the 

time. So, when Amencan Airlines, Continental Airlines, Delta Airlines, and others 

moved to DFU' Airport, Southwest moved into Love Field with something akin to 

"squatter's rights" following airline deregdation in 1978 (Cynthia Weatherby, September 

24, 1998). 

- - 
" The airport \\.ris called FOR Wonh   municipal Airport when it opened, but chrtnged its name to Meacham 
Field in 1927. In 1985. i t  becanis Fort Worth Meacham Airpon and tinally Fort Worth hieachrim 
Intttrnzrionril .Airport in 1995 (Mericham International Airport, September 1995). 



Aftm Southwest's move, in 1979, United States House of Representatives Speaker Jim 

Lbight established an amendment to protect DFW Airport from espanded senrice at Love 

Field (-4rnarillo Globe Ssws Online, September 1998; Hunt and Lopcz 1998). The 

ii'right Amendment originally limited the destinations served by Love Field to those 

within the state of Texas and the imrnediately surrounding states, Louisiana, Arkansas, 

Oklahoma, and New Mexic~. '~  Recently, the states of Mississippi, Alabama and Kansas 

have been added. This allowed DFW Airport to corner the market on long-haui national 

and international flights (Amarillo Globe News Online, September 1998). Some, 

including Southwest Airlines, the dominant airline at Love Field, support repealing the 

Wight Amendment - specifically so that flights can serve larger markets, like Kansas 

City. Others, in particular American Airlines, which controls the majonty of the gates 

and flights out of DFW Airport. vehemently oppose repealing the Wright ~rnendment. '~  

Love Field may be good for the users of the airport because it is conveniently placed for 

Dallas - only 11.2 km (7  miles) from downtown, but continued expansion of airlines and 

desrinations is thought to have detrimental consequences for DFW ~ i r ~ o t - t . ~ ~  In fact, the 

City of Fort Worth sued the City of Dallas for a violation of bonds for DFW Airport. 

Fort Worth's claim is that the expansion of services from Love Field jeopardizes the 

vitality and growth of the shared airport (Cynthia Weatherby, September 24, 1998). 

To balance the odds. Alliance Airport has been envisaged by the city of Fort Worth as a 

weapon in its armoury. M W ,  while not a passenger facility, enables the city of Fort 

LVorth to plan the developrnent and expansion of its own airport. Like Love Field, this 

has spurred opposition from DFW officiais. Ironically, it has also sparked opposition 

from Love Field. A confusing picture has emerged: DFW's position is that Alliance 

takes away commercial business, while Love Field's grievance rests in the possibility that 

-3 The lf'right Amendment also prohibits a passenger from remaining on the same plane from Love Field 
to. tbr esarnple. Oklahoma C i l .  and then continuing to Kansas City. Instead. a passenger would have to 
deplans in Oklahoma City. get re-ticketed. pick up and re-check baggage, and board another airplane to fly 
to Kansas City (United States House of Representatives, October 1998). 
"1 Thers are many in support of repealinç the Wright Amendment who feel rhat American Airlines' 
support for it derives from their bclief that it helps them keep air fares anitkially high in the rcçion (Dallas 
Obscn-er Online. September 199s; DaIlsis.Org. September 1998). 
i o  This is separrite from any neptive impacts perceived within the city of  Dallas because of  increased noise 
or increased traffic in the area around the airpon. While these concems are important. they are not within 
rhs scope of this study. 



Alliance could extend its service geographically further than Love Field is capable of  

doing so by itsclf.':' 

Thers are no such disputes in Huntsvitle, Alabama. With only one major airport in the 

region, Hunts\.ille International Airport finds regional interests to be much more 

sympathetic to its 0n.n interests. 

4.3 - The Cit?. of Huntsville, Alabama 

The city of Hunts-iile and its surrounding rnetropolitan area defy common stereotypes of 

Alabama. The population resident in the Huntsville region in Northem Alabama is 

wealthy and well-educated, contrasting markediy with the common preconception of 

Alabama as a state inhabited by poor, largely uneducated people.s' Steve Finneil of the 

Madison County Chamber of Commerce stated that Huntsville has closer reIations with 

Tennessee than neich the rest of  Alabama and that it would be more fitting if Huntsville 

ivere a pan of Tennessee (persona1 communication, 4 Decernber. 1998). Huntsville has 

the highest annual nledian income in the Southern United States. Huntsville International 

-4irport is a major contnbuting factor, as is the presence of the military and the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Indeed, Madison County has the highest 

per capita income in the southeastem United States (Huntsville Convention and Visitors 

Bureau, February 1999). Wowever, the per capita income was Iower than the median 

incorno, at S23,159 in 1997 (Dismal Scientist, September 1999). 

i I To funlier exemplify the reIationship between the cities, when Dallas proposed building a commercial 
riirpon south of the  ci^. - one thsit would cornpete with AFW - Fort Worth proposrd a plan to expand a 
nerirby landtill. The FA,\ prohibits airpons near IandfiIls because birds. which are a m c t e d  to Iandfills, are 
hazrirdous to aircraft (Gxr i son  1997). For a surnrna l  o f  the dispute over Love Field, see Hunt and Lopez 
( I99S). 
'' This "stereotype" o f  -Alabama is not entirely unfounded. Ron Harnby of the International Intemodal 
Centetr and Dr. Ed Brunin3 of the Faculty of Management, University o f  Manitoba (a graduatr of the 
L'nivt-rsity of Alabama in Tuscaloosa) agree that rnuch of  Alabama kits that negative profile. 



Table 4.4 - Median Income, Selected Alabama Cities 

; Alabama Cities 1 Median Income ! 
Huntsvi l ie S29.300 1 
Dscatur S23 ,420 1 

i Birmingham , S17,lOO 1 
Soro-ce: Hruzrsville Converitio)~ and Visilors Brrrectu. Febr-uun. 1999 

In terms of unemployment, Huntsville's figures have traditionally been similar to those of 

the Dallas-Fon Worth Area, behveen 3.5 and 4.5 percent. In April 1999, the 

unemployment rate for the Huntsville rnetropolitan area was 3.2 percent (Dismai 

Scientist, Septembsr 1999). 

European settlement in the region began in 1805 when John Hunt of Virginia amved. 

The community \vas called Twickenham until 18 11, when it incorporated and was 

renamed Huntsville for its original settler. In 18 19 the Alabama remtory constitutional 

con\-ention met in the city, as did the first state legislature. In 1862. during the 

American Ci\.il ilvar, Union troops occupied the city (Huntsville Convention and 

Visitors Bureau. Febmary 1999). 

Huntsville '*was high-tech before high-tech \vas cool" (Infanger 1998, p. 7). In the 

earlier half of the 2oth Century, Huntsville did conform more closely to the rest of 

Alabama. It was shortly afier World War II that Huntsville adopted its current 

charactenstics. \iTernher von Braun and his team of  1 17 Gerrnan rocket scientists were 

brought to Huntsville at the end of  World War The German influence was - and 

still is - profound in the region. Apart from their considerable achievements at the US 

A m y  Redstone Arsenal just outside Huntsville, the Germans helped turn Huntsville 

iiito a high-tech city with a well-educated and cultured population. Von Braun became 

the nucleus of NASA's George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) at Redstone 

Arsenal. The MSFC was home to the Apollo rnoon program. During the four years 

leading iip to the successful launch in 1969, Huntsville's population gre\kr by more than 

-- 

" Houcver. \.on Braun '~  orisinal =\mericm location \vas 3 t  White Sands. S e w  Mexico, frorn 1845- 19%. It 
\vas not until 1950 char lis relocated to Redstone ..l\rsenril in Huntsville (Microsoft Encarta Encyclopedia 
1998). 



50.000. Between the time o f  von Braun's arriva1 and the end of 1999, the population of 

Huntsville incrrased tenfold. The estimated 1997 population of Huntsville was 

171.S12. wirh a metropolitan area population of 347,036 (Huntsville-Madison County 

Chamber of Commerce 199~a)." 

Figure 4.6 - 3Iap of Huntsville/Northern Alabama Region 

s4 The metropolitan are3 is dstïnsd. in this case. as Madison and Limestone countirs. 



Figure 1.7 - Map of Huntsville htetropolitan Area 

Figure 4.8 - Map of Huntsville 



In the l96Os, Huntsville was still too small to influence the location of Interstate 

Highway 65 ivhen the Interstate System was being established. It was only in the 1980s 

that Huntsi-ille n-as connected with the Interstate Systsm, the result of the completion of 

1-565 (Barbie Peek and Brooks Kracke, persona1 communication 3 December, 1998). In 

Huntsville, this connection is considered to be of vital importance. Currently, Huntsville 

is lobbying to be incorporated into the route of a proposed Memphis-to-Atlanta highway 

(Barbie Peek. persona1 communication, 3 December, 1998). 

Huntsville is a1so home to the United States Army Missile Command. the US. A m y  

Space and Strategic Defense Command, and the Army Corps of Engineers (Microsoft 

Encarta Encyclopedia 1998). The US A m y  employs approximately 16,000 people in 

Huntsville, with an additional 3000 employed by NASA and MSFC. 

The 1540 hectare (300-acre) Cummings Research Park (CRP), one of the top research 

parks in the United States. employs 26,000 people (Huntsville Convention and Visitors 

Bureau, February 1999) and is the second-largest in the country (Huntsville-Madison 

County Chamber of Commerce 1997-98). CRP has an excellent strategic Iocation 

between do\vntou-n Huntsville and the airport. It is also adjacent to the University of 

Alabama in H u n t s d e  and very close to Redstone Arsenal and MSFC. Huntsville's other 

major university, Aiabama .4&M University, is to the northeast of CRP. 

The JetPlex Industrial Park, near the airport is another important industrial Iocation in 

Huntsville. -4Ithough this particular facility is examined in grsater detail in Chapter 5, it 

should be noted that there is a significant aggtmneration of technological and electronics 

firnls in this area of the city. 

The diverse nature of local firms, the strong presence of CRP and the various industrial 

parks have al1 contributed to Huntsville having stable econornic growth that has been 

recosnized by the Ilicll Street Jotrrtial and the Nariori 's B~tsirress arid Employmetir Revierv 

(Hiintsville-Madison County Chamber of Commerce online. February 1999). Local 



econornic development effons, primarily by the Huntsville-Madison Ccunty Charnber of 

Conimerce. focus on sis key initiatives: 

Ir~~cge E~zhaticenienr - Promote the region as a leadiris 
technolog-based community in the world. 
Reretrtioir ntcd Exrpaizsioir - Enhance business growt h 
opportunities for industries and entrepreneurs. 
Space a d  Defeme - Expand existing local federal, industrial, 
and academic capabilities and enterprises in the space and 
defence industries. 
Tm-gered Mcrrketitig - Attract speci fic value-added industry 
sectors to cornplernent and diversify the existing economic 
base. 
Teclitioloa? It~iriorives - Augment research and development in 
inforrmtion technology, life sciences, physical sciences, and 
manufac turing. 
FVork-fouce Developmenr - Ensure an available labour force 
with the skills and education levels necessary to meet future 
employment demands. 
lsour-ce: filrirsiaiïïe-?Clanison Cortn h Clranrber of Conmerce 
otilitie, Febr-uac. 1999) 

4.3.1 - Huntsville International Airport (HSV) 

Huntsville International Airport is owned by the City of Huntsville and Madison County, 

and is operated by the Huntsville-Madison County Airport Authority. The area 

surrounding HSV is u-el1 planned and organized. The airport was intentionally locateci 

several kilometres outside the city of Huntsville so that its negative impacts on the city 

would be minimal. The airport encompassed over 1 ZOO hectares (3000 acres) in 1967 

when it was first constructed. Today, the airport covers 2350 hectares (5800 acres), tvith 

the potential to gron- to 3 JO0 hectares (8400 acres) as the airport authority continues to 

acquire land to "ensure the airport's long-terni future success" (Infanger 1998. p. 16). 

The extra land is plrtnned for both airfield use and for further industrial and business park 

de\-elopment. The two parallet runways - 3,000 m (10,000 feet) and 2,400 m (8,000 feet) 

- are separrited by almost 2 km. allowing simultaneous operations. 



The area south of the airport is mainly undeveloped, but is controlled by the Airport 

-4uthority. The main airport-related finn south of the airport is Boeing. but there are 

other hea-y industries located in this area as ivell." Pririrate famis take up inost of the 

land to the west of the airport. Hoivever. should the airport need to develop this land, it 

has the aurhority to do so. The airport is directly connected to Interstate-565 to the north 

of the terminal. To the east of the airport are the JetPlex Industrial Park and the 

International Intermodal Center. This is the part of the airport hinterland that qualifies it 

as a planned groii-th pole (as described in Chapter 1). The Industt-iaI Park is honie to 

many airport-related firms and falls within the Huntsville Foreign-Trade Zone 5 0 .  53. 

The Intermodal Center combines air cargo loading, unloading and warehousing n-ith an 

efficient rail container facility operated by the Airport Authority and served by Norfolk 

Southem Railway. Some of the key tenants near the airport include: Chrysler (now 

DaimlerChrysler). LG Electronics, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, TDK Electronics and 

Xavistar. Figrire 4.9 shows the airport area and tenant locations. 

x j  Boeing's Huntsville Iocation specializes in air-defence sysrerns and space operations rather than 
commercial aircrafr. 



Figure 4.9 - HSV Aerial View 
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, Huntsville's International Intennodal Center was partially 

f~inded by the ARC and EDA, with those two organizations prot-iding approxirnately 

CSS9 million. That fundinj was complernented by USS3 million gsnsrated by airport 

bonds. The incenti\-es pro\.ided by the federal regional development agencies - both of 

which employed specific growth pole policies among their programs - have been 

returned to the federal government many times over in the form of duty and taxes 

generated by impons at the International Intennodal Center and the international Air 

Cargo Center (Infanger 1998). 

The hinterland of Huntsville International Airport (HSV) is nearIy as well-defined as the 

hinterland at Alliance. The two airports hold an important factor in common: both are 

located outside their respective cities, HSV is located to the west of the city of Huntsville 

and is well rernoved fiom any residential areas and other incompatible land uses in 

Huntsville. The main problem associated with land use at HSV concerns the town of 

Madison, AL. discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 

The most telling measure of HSV's effect in the community is the change in total regional 

impact behvsen 198s and 1996. The figures cited earlier in this thesis (28.594 jobs and 

$970.1 million in income) represented increases of 25.8 percent and 75.5 percent 

respectively since 1 988 (Huntsville-Madison County Airport Authorit y 1 997). 

Six passenger airlines serve HSV: Delta Airlines, ComAir, American Airlines, Northwest 

Airlines. US Ainvays and US Ainvays Express. In 1998, HSV's passenger traffic totalled 

1.037,676. Accentuating the airport's cargo presence, cargo airlines outnumber passenger 

airlines, n-ith seven: CargoLux/Panalpina, FedEx, UPS, Atlas Air, DHL, Airborne 

Express and Emery World~vide. The most important airline is CargoLux, which operates 

14 tlights per week between Luxembourg, Huntsville and Mexico City, using Boeing 

747s. To recall, the total air cargo through HSV in 1998 was 44,825 tonnes. 



4.4 - The City of Winnipeg, Manitoba 

iL-iiinipeg. Iike Dallas and Fon Worth, owes niuch of its history to transponûtion. its 

original First Sations' settlements chose the location because Winnipeg was at the 

junction of two important transportation watenvays, the Red River and the Assiniboine 

Ri\-er. When Europeans began to immigrate to the region in the 1700s, Winnipeg 

became onz of the key fur-trading posts in Western Canada. More than a century later, 

Canada's first transcontinental railway was routed through Winnipeg. It was. hou-ever, 

originally planned ro run north of Winnipeg, through the town of Selkirk. The City of 

Winnipeg promised the railway that it would never have to pay any property rases if it 

chose to run its main Iine through ~ i n n i ~ e ~ . ' ~  

Winnipeg is located in Southem Manitoba, near the precise east-west centre of Canada, 

and approsimately 100 km from the Canada-US border. This provides many advantages 

for the movernent of cargo. sspecially as a Nonh Arnerican transshipment point for other 

transcontinental routes. For example, Winnipeg is along the New York-Tokyo flisht 

route and the Los Angeles-London route. Loreth (1996) notes that it is more economical 

to ship by air betu-een Europe or Asia and Winnipeg, and subsequently truck goods 

between other Yonh Arnencan cities and Winnipeg, than to have the entire joumey by 

air. Loreth ( 1996) estimates cost savings of up to 20 percent by using this routing. 

"' This has since been amended. The Canadian Pacitic RaiIway now pays ri gant, equsl to the value of its 
assessed property taxes. in lieu of those properry taxes. 



Figure 4.10 - M a p  of hIanitoba 

al Pians 



Figure 4.1 1 - Map of Winnipeg Metropolitan Area 

The city's population is in excess of 620,000, but the city has been experiencing slow 

orow-th in cornpanson with most other Canadian cities. Economic Development - 
Winnipeg (EDW) is a non-profit organization charged with improving the quality of 

bïnnipeg's zconomy. Like the Huntsville-Madison County Charnber o f  Commerce, 

EDLV implements a number of initiatives aimed at improving the city's econornic 

welfare. However. EDW's initiatives differ vastly from those on offer in Huntsville. 

EDW initiatives include Aboriginal Economic Development, Young Leaders Committee, 

Francophone Econornic Development and the Manitoba Call-Centre Tearn (Economic 

De\.elopment Winnipeg, December 1999). These pale in cornparison with the ambitious 

technolog and aerospace initiatives launched in Huntsville. However, EDW repressnts 

a kcy potential parmer in creating initiatives aimed at developing a cargo-based airpon 

gro\v.th pole in Winnipeg. 

Winnipeg does have a very diverse manufacturing industry, particularly compared with 

other Western Canadian centres. According to Economic Development Winnipeg 



(February 2000). some of the major industries in and around Winnipeg - including the 

zro\i.th industries - are: - 
agiculture (Canadian Wheat Board, Canadian Grain 
Commission, Winnipeg Comrnodity Exchange, and nearly 
rrery Canadian grain company); 
financial and insurance services (Great West Life, Investors 
Group, Assante Corporation); 
aerospace (Standard Aero, Bristol Aerospace, Boeing Canada, 
-Air Canada Maintenance); 
fashion industry (Nygard, Western Glove Works. ~Mondetta); 
film industry (Buffalo Gai Pictures, Credo Productions); 
food and beverage (Maple Leaf, McCain, Schneider, Oid 
Dutch); 
hsalth-care products (Canadian Science Centre for Human and 
Animal Health, National Research Council institute for 
Biodiagnostics); 
information and telecornmunications (IBM Canada, CanWest 
Global Communications, Mind Computer Products); 
n-ood and building products (isobord, Palliser, Loewen 
iC'indon-s); and 
transponation equipment manufactunn,o (Motor Coach, New 
Flyer, Lode King). 

\irinnipe_s is also home to two major universities, the University of lManitoba and the 

University of Winnipeg, as well as  a number of technical colleges, the largest being Red 

Ri\-er Collsge and Winnipeg Technical College. 

According to Statistics Canada (February 2000), the unemployment rate in the Winnipeg 

metropolitan area \vas 5.8 percent in 1999, higher than either Dallas-Fort Worth or 

Huntsville. Average income in 1995 for LVimipe,o was 524,184, while the average 

household incorne \vas S45.707 (Statistics Canada, February 2000). It is very difficult to 

compare these resuIts with the US cities, because they mesure  different statistics 

(rnedian income vs. average income), they are measured in different currencies (US$ vs. 

CS), and because the relative costs of living in the cities are unknown (including taxation 

levels). 



4.4.1 - Winnipeg International Airport (YWG) 

LVinnipeg International Airport originaily was named Stevenson Aerodromz in 1928. and 

was designated as Canada's first international airport (Thompson 1999). Y W G  operates 

as a regional passenger hub, a transborder airport, a gateway to Northem communities, an 

integator cargo hub, a training facility for the Canadian military, and as a centre for 

aerospace maintenance and overhaul. The airport is open 24-hours per day and it  is 

available in 97 percent of al1 weather conditions. Transport Canada owns YWG, but has 

leased the nianagement and operation functions to the Winnipeg Airports Authonty for a 

60-year period beginning in 1997. YWG has three runways of 3,353 m (1 1,000 feet), 

2,652 m (8.700 feet), and 1,524 m (7,000 feet) (WAA Master Plan 1999). 

It currently operates as Canada's sixth busiest airport in t ems  of passenger volumes 

(Transpon Canada. October 1999). Table 4.5 shows the annual passenger figures for 

YiVG. Airlines currently offering scheduled service are: Air Canada, Air BC, Canadian 

Airlines, Canadian Regional, WestJet, Canada 3000, Royal Airlines, Northwest Airiines, 

Calm Air. First Air, Athabaska Ainvays, Bearskin Airlines, Perimeter Airlines, and 

.Vinistic Air. 

Table 4.5 - YWG Air Passenger Traffic, 1982-2012 

Sowce: Wilinipeg Airports clurhority (1999) m d  web site (Febnrnty 2000) 



I t  is currently impossible to detemine accurately where Winnipeg tmly ranks in tems of 

cargo throughput because of the incomplete method of data coliection effected by 

Statistics Canada and Transport Canada. The official cargo data, which ignore courier 

and integrator cargo volumes, rank YWG seventh in Canada. That ranking is based on 

the approxirnately 13,425 tonnes that moved through the airport in 1997, the most recent 

ful l  ÿear for which data arc available (Transport Canada, October 1999). However, by 

collecting cargo \-olurnes directly from carriers on a monthly basis, the Winnipeg 

Airports Authonty has amved at a more realistic picture of YWG's true cargo activity. 

Unofficial estimates for 1999, the first year for the new reponing system, indicate that 

YWG's cargo activity is most likely to total between 90,000 and 100,000 tonnes, possibly 

as high as 110,000 t o ~ e s . ~ '  This likely moves Winnipeg into the top five or six cargo 

airports in the country. In tenns of integrator cargo vohmes, Winnipeg and Hamilton are 

the most important. Airports such as Toronto and Vancouver handIe much more belly 

freight than LVimipeg, but are not as important in tems of express air cargo. 

3: There are still a number of issues that cloud the reponing systern. For instance. the system is not 
harmonizrd. Somr carrisrs report only inbound and outbound totals, whik others report inbound, outbound 
and in-transit volumes. Sot  al1 carriers moving cargo at YWG are currently reponinç volumes. but ail of 
the major carriers are panicipating. including the largest belly-cargo carriers and the major integrritors and 
couriers. The reportin- process is still being rrfined in order to makr it as effective and simple as possibIe. 
Siniilrir processss are undsrway rit other Canadian airports as local airport authorities realize the increasing 
importance of cargo activity to thsir revenue snsams. 



Figure 4.12 - Map of YWG Airport Area 



Figure 4. I3 - YWG Aerial View 

k'WG has a distinct location for its hinterlands, and that lies south and east of the airport, 

~vith some commercial and industrial activity to the west. Not surprisingly, the location 

of the current hinterland coincides with the main ground transportation routes leading to 

and from the airpon. The primary access road to the passenger terminal is Wellington 

Avenue, \\-hile Sargent Avenue connects more directly to the cargo areas to the southeast 

of the terminai. Dsvelopment in this area is dense, with relatively little room for existing 

companies to expand. Slightly further north there are a number of parcels of land on the 

east side of the airport that are still available for development, totalling approximately 

3 1.3 hectares (53 acres). It is on the east side that YWG reveals minimal growth pole 

characteristics, but it  is the underdeveloped West side of the airfield that has the greatest 

potsntial to act as a growth pole for future econornic development. 

The west side of the airport has about 1,200 hectares (3,000 acres) of land available for 

dewlopment. Some major airport-related tenants are already located to the west: Boeing, 

Air Canada Maintenance, and NavCanada. The Winnipeg Airport Lands Corporation, a 

joint effort of W.4-4 and adjacent landowners in Winnipeg and the Rural LMunicipality of 



Rosser, controls approximately 1200 hectares (3000 acres) available for business park 

dewlopmsnr on the west side of the airport. This land closely fits the profile of the land 

surrounding the successful growth poles at the US airports included in this study. It is 

adjacent to the airport infrastructure; i t has adequate highway infrastmcture. connecting i t  

directly with the Trans-Canada High~vay and the major highway leading to the United 

States from W i ~ i p e g ;  and it has rail infrastructure nearby. However, there is currently 

no intermodal container facility in the area to the west of YWG, despite the best efforts of 

sorns groups to establish a third-party operated (non-rail~vay) multi-user container 

temiinal. From the sxpenences at MW and HSV, such a facility could be a viral part of 

Y\{-G's con\-ersion to a successful growth pole. Such plans were a part of Winnpori's 

initial strategy. 

Wmport, touched on earIier in this thesis, made an investment on the west side of the 

airport. took a large gamble on a specific air cargo routing, and lost. The company built a 

S5 million warshouse facility, a tasiway and an apron to connect with the existing 

infrastructure. The Company proceeded to sign a 55-year lease for the site on airport 

land. Winnport received the Canadian bilateral rights to the Chinese airports in Shenzhen 

and Nanjing in Febmary 1998 (Cash 199Sa). Even at this early stage, officials were 

acknoivled_oin_s the risk being taken by the Company, risks that nrere repeated throughout 

the compan>.'s short time flying betneeen Canada and China (Cash 1998b; Cash 1999a). 

When Winnport \vas flying. it had relatively Full loads coming from China to North 

Xmerica, including 70 percent of capacity on the inaugural flight (Cash 1998b). 

However, Sorth America-to-China cargo never increased enough in volume. That fact, 

along with difficult Chinese regulations, the Asian econornic collapse, new freighter 

capacity elsewhere. and the under-capitalization of the company (Cash I999a) forced 

U'innport to suspend operations in January 1999. Most recently, the company has 

abandoned its 737 in favour of a smaller 727, and has found a strategic partner in Royal 

Air Cargo (Cash 2000). U'innport is espected to be flying again in the first half of 2000, 

\rith its "asssts" - the Chintse bilateral agreement and its air cargo licence in Canada - 

intact (Cash 1999b). Despite its troubles thus far, Winnport may still be viable. The 

HrintsviIle sxperience should show that the size of the city is not the only variable that 



leads to a successful cargo-based growth pole airport. YWG can be successful by finding 

its niche in the air cargo market - a process that may or may not be assisted by Winnpon. 

4.5 - The Cargo-Passenger Activit?. Ratio (CPAR) 

This study considers cargo to be the key determining factor in airport growth pole 

success. To that end, an indicator has been employed to determine an airport's 

dependence on passengers in relation to cargo. The Cargo-Passenger Activity Ratio 

(CP.m) is calculated by dividing an airport's total cargo tonnage for a gi\-en year by its 

total passenger tonnage in the sarne year. The passenger tonnage is equal to the total 

number of enplaned and deplaned passengers in that year divided by the number of 

passengers (including their baggage) that equals the weight of one tonne of cargo. For 

the purposes of this thesis, each passenger represents 90 kilograrns, meaning that 1 1.1 1 1 

passengers are the equivalent of 1 tonne of cargo. A value of 1.000, or unity, indicates 

that an airpon movss exactly the same weight of passengers as Freight. However, only 

the nine most cargo-intensive airports in the n-orld have CPAR values in excess of 1.000. 

It is fundarnentally easier to amive at an accurate figure for US airports, simply because 

the reporting of cargo and passenger data is mandatory there. In Canada, official 

statistics collected by Statistics Canada ignore the cargo camed by couners and 

integrators. incorporating only the major scheduled passenger and charter airlines. For 

the  US airports, data conceming the nurnber of  passengers and cargo tonnage are 

obtained from the Airports Council International (ACI) and their web site, 

uv-w.airports.org. For YWG, the data are provided directly from the Winnipeg Airports 

Authority. 

Interpretation of the CPAR for V ~ ~ O U S  airports abides by the following convention: the 

higher the CPAR value, the greater the relative roIe of cargo at a particular airport. 

Lo\\.er CPAR values indicate a greater role for passenger traffic. The CPAR formula is 

as follows: 



Equatioo 4.1 - Cargo-Passenger Activity Ratio 

Where j = the year being analyzed. For example, 1998. 

For the four key airports in this study. the CPAR values are sho\vn in Table 4.5. 

Table 1.6 - Cargo-Passenger Activity Ratio, Case Study Airports, 1998 

I Passengers Cargo I 

The CPAR \values are difficult to analyze with such a small sarnple. For a better 

cornparison. Table 4.6 sho\vs the total passengers, cargo tonnage and CPARs for the 

\vorld's top tn-enty-five passenger airports and the top twenty-five cars0 airports. (Note, 

O\\-ing to some ovsrlap, there are thirty-six airports in the anaI>.sis.) The waved lines in 

Table 4.6 indicate where this thesis' case-study airports rank. The first two lines 

represent HSV and YWG, respectively, while the third underscores DFW's position. 

AFW is not incIuded since its CPAR value is undefined. 

Airport Passengers (tonnes) (tonnes) CPAR , 

'' This tïtj,ure i j  ~v i th in  the range of the esrirnrirsd cargo totrils for 1999 for \'li'G as caIculated by the 
\Vinniprg Airports .Authority. 

A O 
DFW 1 60,482,700 

' O 1 NIA ( undefined 
O. 1473 
0.4800 

5,443,497 
HSV i 1,037,676 f 93,392 

Y\\.G 3,050,000 / 274,503 1 95,000"" 1 0.3461 

80 1,968 
44,825 



Table 4.7 - CP.1R Values, Top 25 Passenger and Cargo Airports, 1998 
- / Pas Passengers Cargo 

1 Rank Airport Passengers (Tonnes) (Tonnes) CPAR 
j 240 DAYTOX ( DAY) 2.193.918 197,367 893.239 4.5258 
? 17 1 LOL'ISC'ILLE (SDF) 3.674.629 330,720 1,393,999 4.ZlSI 

144 ASCHOKAGE (ASC) 5.0 16,489 45 1,489 1.289266 2,5556 
87 ME1,IPHIS i 1IEiM) 10,063,883 905,759 2,368,975 2.6 155 

1 1 15 FIDI-WAPOLIS (KD) 7.292,13 2 656,298 S 12,664 1.2383 
90 OAKLAXD (OAK) 9.6 16.24 1 865,370 698,77 1 0.8074 
3 2  TOKYO(>RT) 24.33 1.365 2,199,745 1,637,52 1 0.7444 
23 HOSG KOSG (HKG) 27.9 19,935 2,5 12,8 19 1,653,356 0.6584 
58 TAIPEI (TPE) 15,725.448 1,415,304 9 16.88 1 0.6378 
34 SiSG-QORE ( S N )  23.803,180 2,143,308 1,305.592 O. 609 4 

33.935,39 1 3,054225 1 -793,009 0.587 1 
16 NEIV YORK (EK) 3 1.436,478 2.829,3 1 1 1,604,322 0.567 1 
20 SEOCL (SEL) 29,329,044 2,638,640 1,435,009 0.5380 

os-AKA (KL.) 
A!ISTERD.1LCl (Ais) 
FR4SKFCRT M A N  (FRA) 
NEWARK ( EWR) 

LOS AKGELES (LAS) 
E3-ASGKOK i BKK) 
PARIS (CDG 1 

LOSDON ( LHR) 
CHICAGO ( ORD) 
S.AS FRAXCISCO (SFO) 

6 TOKk'O(KXD) 5 1 .230.704 3,6 1 1,709 693,191 O. 1503 
5 DALLAS-FT IVTH (DFW) 60,JS2,700 5,443,497 80 1,968 O. 1473 

25 TORONTO (JYZ) 
1 ATLANT.4 ( ATt) 
10 DEWER(DEI I )  

1 18 iLf3TLSiST P-AUL (MSP) 

[ 19 LAS VEGAS (LAS) 30227.287 2,720,483 73,846 0.027 1 
Sortrce: Airpoi-rs Cotritcif Irlterrratiunal. November 1999, a~zd author's research 

! 

17 HOUSTOh; ( IAH) 
14 PHOENIX (PHX) 
2 1 LOWON (LG W) 
15 DETROIT (DTW) 
24 ORL.\INDO i 1ICO) 
2 2  ST LOUIS (STL) 



Some funher calculations from Table 4.7 show that the average CPAR is 0.7032, while 

the median CPAR is 0.324s. I f  the one hundred airports with the greatest number of 

passengers rire considered. the mean CPAR is 0.2327 and the median CPAR is 0.1635. If 

the top one hundrrsd cargo airports are considered, the mean CPAR is 0.6710 and the 

median CP.4.R is 0.2508. E\-idently, of the four airpons of prime concern to this study, 

one cannot be compared with these comparative indices but three can: HSV and Y WG 

would be considercd "cargo-onented" in any of the three sets of airports, esceeding the 

rnedian in each case. while DFW falls short of each median. However. DFW is fairly 

typical of  major passenger airports, approaching the median for that categoiy. Figure 

4.14 shows how the case-study airports compare with the median CPAR values for the 

top 15 cargo and passenger airports (TOP 2 5 ) ,  the 100 largest cargo (100 CARGO), and 

100 Iargest passengsr (100 PAX) airports worldwide. 

Figure 4.14 - CPAR Value Cornparison 

HSV YWG TOP25 100 100PAX DFW 
CARGO 

All in d l ,  the comprinsons highlight the cargo content of  HSV and YWG, while leaving it  

slightly understated at DFW. One implication of these findings is the prominence of 

HSV and YWG in the cargo-airport stakes; a situation that might auger well for their 

future developrnent as growth pole airports. 



4.6 - Growth Pole Characteristics of the Case Study Airports 

I t  is iiecessaq to rs\-isit a point that was made in Cliapter 2. Parr ( 1  999) oiitlined four 

characteristics that are common to ail growth pole settings. To reiterate, they were: 

cncouraging the gron-th of employment and population at 
pianned poles over a spscified period; 
a definite limit on the number of planned poles, depending 
upon the nature of the setting; 
oronrth poles are selected based on their potential for - 
supporting economic acti\-ity and growth; and 
the spatial structure of rmployment and population in the 
region \vil1 be modified. 

It is now rime to assess these characteristics with respect to their presence (or lack 

thereof) uithin the setting of airport growth poles. 

First. an airpon gronth pole clearly influences regional employment, as is evidenced by 

the number of fimis locating nearby. For example, AFW has intentionally drawn a 

multitude of new companies to the pole, f ims  that have not onIy increased employment 

leveIs, but have caussd labour shortages in some fields. As the pole develops, i t  is also 

apparent that the nzarby residential population increases. This was only becoming 

evident at A J 3 V  in the late 1990s. exposed as housing developments begin to be 

established. The fact rernains, however, that the fastest-growing community in Northern 

Alabama is Madison, located adjacent to HSV and the JetPlex Industnal Park. The 

changes in smploqment and income generation were also noted in the HSV economic 

impact studies of 1988 and 1996, inrroduced earlier in this chapter. Meanwhile, DFW 

has acted as a magner for employment and popuIation as a natural growth pole. 

Second. the iimit on the number of planned poles is not as obvious, especiaiiy 

considerin_o that tu.0 of the airpon growth poles in this study are in the same metropolitan 

area. The premise behind this limitation is that there is a decreasing trend in t e m s  of the 

marginal bonefit of sach additional growth poIe. In other words, as growth poles are 

established in cIoss seographic prosimity to each other, the newer poles will have far less 

impact than the first poies had upon introduction. Furthemore, there is a possibility that 



additional growth poles within a panicular region may lessen the positive impacts of the 

esistins grou-th potes. To be sure, rhis has not been the case at Dallas-Fort Worth. The 

inrrociriction of AFii- has not lessened the impact of DFW, although it  has taken some 

business an-rty (FedEx). DFW has b e n  able to grow in tandem with MW. However, if 

another de\-elopment were to be p i a ~ e d  within the metropolitan area, it would be 

unlikely to have as significant an impact as either of the estabIished airport growth poles, 

and could lsssen the impact of AFW and DFW. To illustrate this point even more 

clearly, if trn additional airports n-ere piamed to be converted into growth poles in the 

Metroplex. it would be virtually impossible for each to have significant economic 

impacts relative to the existing poles. This topic is addressed in Chapter 5, where part o f  

the statistical analysis tests whether significant differences exist between the experiences 

of finns at - G W  and DFW on the one hand, and firms at HSV and YWG on the other. 

Third. gron-th poles are said to be selected on the basis of their potential for supporting 

economic activity and gro\vth. In the case of DFW, this was not the case. The airport 

was constructed to replace outdated facilities and became a natural growth pole. For 

MW and HSV, they were selected in part because of their potential for continued 

econornic growth. For AFW, Ross Perot Jr. saw the future possibilities and invested to 

brins that \vision to rsafity. In Huntst-ille, Ed Mitchell is credited with being the visionary 

leader. Mitchell, however. did not use his o\vn investment, rather he secured federal 

economic development funds. In that regard, however, the agencies overseeing those 

funds must also ha\-e agreed - rightly - that HSV had the potential to support the 

economic activity and growth that would follow. 

Finally, the spatial structure of emplo-ment and population in each case-study region has, 

in fact, been modified. At AFW. the growth poIe's geographic area was farmland in 

1985 and is now one of the major foci of  economic development, employment and 

population growth in North Texas. DFW has undergone the same process since 1975, 

altering the spatial distribution of jobs and population in the region for a quarter of a 

century. Although downtown Dallas and Fort Worth are healthy, other centres of 

employment and population have developed in neighbourins cities since the airport's 



construction. To make the point more clearly, i t  is the area of North Texas behveen AFW 

and DFW that is esperiencing the most npid growth in population in the region. HSV. as 

rnsntioned. has altered the population pattern in the region as the town of Madison 

continues to gron-. In addition, the airport and the industrial park have shifted the 

employment focus of the region further west, straying from the traditional centres in 

downtown Huntsville and the Cummings Research Park (although both are still vital parts 

of Huntsville's economic development and employment profiles). 

Winnipeg's spatial structure is partly defmed by the airport's presence. Planners have had 

the foresight to prohibit residential development to the west and nonh of the airport, 

something that cannot be said for DFW or HSV. Since no new housing has been 

permissible in the St. lames-Assiniboia area - other than infill developments - the city 

has expanded to the north. east and south rather than to the west. On the micro-levei, the 

majority of airpon-related developments are still crowded into the area along Sargent and 

Wellington Avenues near Berry, King Edward and Century Streets, the main routes 

surroiinding YWG. There are hvo other areas with notable airport-related development. 

Immediateiy south of the airport, adjacent to CFB Winnipeg, are YWG's general aviation 

facilhies, operated by Esso Avitat, SheIl Kelly-Western, and a new executive aviation 

hangar built by Fast Air. To the southwest of the airpon is iMurray Industrial Park, home 

to Boeing and NavCanada. AIso nearby are the Air Canada maintenance hangar and 

Winnport's facili ty. However, the southeast portion of the airport's hinterland is the most 

sisni ficant employment centre of the three. 

A cargo-based airport growth pole, partially represented by an airport business park, 

could give Wimipeg the opportunity to change the spatial structure of the city 

discemibly, by creating a new focus of employment near the airport. This would be one 

of the implicit goals of any such development. If the west side of YWG is to be 

converted into a cargo-based airport growth pole, it will require, at the very least, targeted 

government and private industry programs to stimulate development. If programs are 

focused on growing the airport business park - and identifying the west side of the airport 

as the single grouth pole in the resion - then employment and population could grow at 



the pole for the duration of the programs. Eventually, the business park couid reach the 

critical mass of agglomeration, as  discussed in Chapters 1 and 2.  so that government 

programs N-ould no longer be requirsd. Firms would Iocate at the Winnipeg airpon 

business park because i t  n-ould be the best location for their business. 

II is also important to reduce local cornpetition for the same investment dollars. To be 

successful, the business park must be a full. coIlaborative effort with the support of the 

entire community. In other u-ords, i t  rnakes little sense to invest in multiple growth poles 

in the same city siniultaneously. This notion is consistent with classical growth pole 

theory. 

The Winnipeg grolrth pole must De shown to have the potential to support future 

economic activity and growth. Winnipeg has an excellent strategic location, in the centre 

of North h e r i c a .  It has already been shown that Winnipeg has the lowest distribution 

costs in Canada for a single warehouse/North American distribution system. YWG is one 

of the continent's most reliable airports, with just a few hours of  average shutdown time 

each year. The airport offers 24-hour operations and the city has excellent flying 

weather. i i ' innipe~ currently lacks the visionary leader, likely resembling Ed Mitchell 

more than Ross Perot, Jr. Lihen that leader emerges and takes on the role of establishing 

the airport business park, h * i ~ i p e g  can move towards fulfilling the last of Parr's growth 

pole setting characrens t i~s .~~  

A successful business park on the West side of YWG would change the region's spatial 

structure of employment and population. In a similar transformation to AFW, familand 

could become the nsw home of  air cargo companies or technology-intensive firms. An 

intermodal facility could function from where a barn once stood. Employment could 

grow and u-ould likely be followed by an increase in population. 

3'1 The notion of the necessary leadership is discussed tùnher in Chaptsr 6. \Vhile not a rraditional 
component of grotvth pole theon. a case crin be made for the visionary or entrepreneurial "superman" or 
"champion" t'or airpon growth poles. 



The positive picture just painted is still far from reality. Leadership of the Winnipeg 

Airpon Lands Corporation has been ineffectual thus far, Economic Development 

LVinnipes has had no real impact on an airport business park, and neither the city nor the 

provincial go\-srmient has stepped forward with any discemible positive action. The 

first step for the cases of AFW, DF\V and HSV was the provision of infrastmcture. At 

. G W ,  one p o t i c  is to have buildings and infrastructure ready so that when a fimi 

indicates a desire to locate there, the' can move in within 90 daYs." Ifany firms wanted 

to locate on the west side of  YWG. the lead time would be much longer. A 90-day 

"\vindow" - or even building on speculation (l'on spec") at al1 - is umealistic for the 

current situation at YWG,~ '  but to show that the Winnipeg airpofl business park is in 

earnest, the provision of itz/rnstn<crzo-e is a necessity. F i m s  must be assured that there 

are excellent roadn-ays. high-quality municipal services (including water, sewer, 

electrical, telephone. high-speed telecommunications network), and an attractive 

environment - both aesthetically and financially - in which to do business. 

-4 number of these issues are revisited in Chapter 6, which bnngs al1 the information 

togerher, arriving at a set of policy recommendations for Winnipeg. Before amving at 

thai point, hou-ever. the results of the survey process need to be disseminated, and that is 

the object of Chapter 5 .  

' W  J Building "on spec" 1s not a new concept, honxver. From the I93Os, British regional poIicy çncouraged 
the construction of spesxlritive frictories to encourage regional dcvclopment. The idea is not foreign to 
Sorth hmerica eithsr. Industrial Estates Lirnitsd laid out roads and rnodular hctory units in Xova Scotia in 
the hte 1950s (Todd 13953). 
') 1 Houe\.er, building "oz spec" does occur in 11ïnnipeg on a lirnited scale. Morgurird Investments recently 
invested 53.1 million in 3 new mid-sized \var<-house in North Winnipeg without ri tenant in place (Santin 
1999 1. 



CHAPTER 5 - AS.4LYSIS 

5.1 - Introduction 

This chapter is composed of two main components. The first encompasses the responses 

cathered from local planning authorities at various levels and from airport management - 
responden t S. These two categories of respondents are zrouped together because their 

srin-eys x s r e  very similar, and because the responses are al1 qualitative. The first part is 

split into subsections dealing with each airport separately. followed by a brief cornparison 

of some characteristics of the three US airports and the Canadian case in Wimipe,o. The 

second part of this chapter presents the results of the survey of airport-related firms. It 

groups together the survey results from al1 three US airports to find some cornmon 

threads. The responses from the US firms are compared qualitatively and statistically 

with responses garnered from firms in Winnipeg 

5.2 - Qualitative Survey Results 

This section for the most pan consists of information given by planners and airport 

O fficials. Howevsr. i t also includes sorne qualitative responses given by airport-related 

firms. The first airport examined is M W .  

5.2.1 - Fort Worth Alliance Airport 

Job creation and taxation reLVenue were the prime benefits cited by plamers associated 

with AFW. Specifically, respondents mentioned that numerous jobs were high-paying 

and that the tax base had increased every year since Alliance was created. One 

respondent regarded the birth of AFW as a turning point for the community, while 

another agsed  that it was one of the best things ever to happen in the region. The 

uniqueness of the airport development \vas noted. and in particuiar the Texas Motor 

Speedn-ay. n-hich siirely \vould not have located where it is (a few km north of the 

airport) were it not for the success of Alliance. Furthemore, the joint attraction of the 



airport with the intermodal rail facility was highlighted. One respondent called the BNSF 

facility "as important" as the airpon in terms of attracting firms. Betu-een !994 and 

1995. the intermodal facility increased its annual number of lifts from S.000 to 35.000 

(\rret.dokimot- 1999). There was consensus that AFW had esceeded its expectations 

within the community. 

For the future, AFW is expected to be a major part of the regional development pian. 

The ernphasis for the future is definitely on employment; to be more precise. in erisuring 

that there are enough trained workers in the region to fil1 the jobs that continue to iocate 

at M W .  For instance, a local junior college certified Lockheed Martin (ex-General 

Dynamics) employees to work at Alliance's American Airlines maintenance facility. 

The City of Fort Worth has limited duties with respect to Alliance because the latter is 

mostly a private de\-elopment. The City is responsible for semices (for esample. there is 

a Fort Worth Fire Station on the airport site), and zoning and planning la~vs. In addition, 

the City onms the actual airport, while Hillwood Development otvns the surroundins 

land. Alliance Air Services. a Hillwood subsidiary, is contracted to operate the airport by 

the City of Fort it-orth. The City is also heavily involved in the recruitrnent of firrns 

(providing business incentives) and the provision of infrastructure. Overall, the City has 

a "give-and-take" relationship with Hillwood Development and both have the same goal 

of economic development in mind. 

At .Alliance. the American Airlines maintenance facility was the original anchor tenant, 

iocating at the brand-new airport in 1989. American gave Alliance credibility, especially 

given the airport's remoteness from the city. According to one respondent, many firms 

have indicated that they would have located elsewhere if Arnerican were not there, or if it 

had failed. A lucrative tax exemption was one of the key factors that led American to 

choose Alliance O\-er Tulsa, OK, according to respondents. BNSF was the nest key 

Company in establishing the critical mass. Together, Amencan and BNSF convinced 

numerous companies that Alliance was "for real"; that is, a facility of some permanence. 

This is con fi rmed by Hi llwood Development Corporation (February 2000): "after the 



airport was built. American Airlines became the first corporate 'custorner' at Alliance. 

soon to be follon.ed by" BSSF. Other key early tennnts included FedEx, the United 

States Dmg Enforcsnient Agsncy (DEA), and Xokia. 

The time path of development is fairly clear at Alliance. The early years of the project 

upere rnarked by aviation-related development; up until 1992, the airport itself was the 

prime focus of dsveloprnent. The high quality of Alliance's infrastnicture attracted 

distribution h s  rhat reiied on highways and railways. American Airlines established its 

maintenance base in 1992, foIIowed by BNSF, the DEA, Nokia, Michaels, Marriott, and 

Kestlé. Xokia addsd a manufacturing facility after the success of its distribution centre, 

and, today 10 percent of the world's cellular telephones are made at Alliance. One 

respondent listed sis key developrnent steps for Alliance: 

1. the initial airport development; 
2. BNSF connecting the airport to Houston and the West Coast by 

rai 1; 
3. American Airlines giving the area credibility; 
4. FedEs becoming the airport's first major cargo user; 
5 .  Sokia becoming the area's first major manufacturin,o tenant; 

and 
6. Intel, solidifying the high-tech devslopment and bringing 

numerous support firrns. 

Aviation, distribution and manufacturing will stiil be the main types of development at 

Alliance. but will be complsmented by residential development and more commercial 

development at the nearby Circle T Ranch. The airport will play no real role in this 

developrnent, for i t  is al1 managed by Hillwood. Development will continue until, as one 

respondent termed it. "total absorption" takes place, pmbably in 25-30 years. 

One of the current measures in progress is the construction of housing for employees of 

Alliance firrns with varied price ranges to accommodate the different salary Ievels found 

at M W .  As mentioned in Chapter 4, the runway at AFW is planned to be expanded by 

the year 2004 to 3962.4 m (13,000 feet) from 2926 m (9.600 feet) and this will boost the 



attractiveness of the airport to usen of large air~raft .~ '  Intel is expected to build a 

n-iicroprocsssor-manufacturing plant at .Alliance. and FedEx and BXSF bath have 

expansion pians. One of the successful aspects of AFW has been the constniction of 

u-arshouses and office space on speculation (or "on spec"). In other words, Hillwood 

builds buildings without having a tenant. Then, when a firm approaches and wants to 

move into Alliance as quickly as possible, it can be accornmodated, usually within ninety 

days. 

The airport respondents (technically not an airport authority) cite the m a s  of new 

industrial drveIopment as the key element of  the airport that has aided regonal 

development. The airport's development strategy initially focused on aviation-related 

firms (like American Airlines), but has since expanded to include technology-intensive 

firms. manu factunng. air cargo, and warehousing and distribution. Now, the chief targets 

of the airport's marketing efforts are Forrutte 500 fims, or firms of similar quality, 

according to one respondenr. 

Constraints to developrnent at M W  are few and comparatively slight. The most 

significant is the lack of quality infrastructure, since it is quite removed from what is 

available in the rest o f  Fort Worth. One respondent noted that the City's ability to deliver 

w t r r  and sèwer semices is being challenged as -Alliance grows. Airport respondents 

claimed thar no bamers to proper developrnent existed, but that ordinances were in place 

to ensure that certain types of incompatible development - churches, schools, or high 

structures - may not be built near the airport. 

Firm respondents added some valuable qualitative information as we11. At M W ,  the 

responding firms indicated that without their current proximity to the airport, 

approximately 20.5 percent of their business would be affected. As the following 

"' Lengthening the runn-riy at AFLV is an example o f  an invesmicnt in infrasnucture. with the çoal o f  
cittrricting mors sconomic development. Longer runwriys aIlow for more cargo to be carried on aircraft. 
ivhich rneans inxsased revenues for an airport, and more economic spin-offs in the region. Anchorage 
lntemational Airport Ienghened its main runway in 1995 and experienced a 57.9 percent increase in cargo 
rictivity bsnveen 1995 and 1998 because aircraft could increasr their payloads significantly (Govemment o f  
.Alaska. Jrtnuary 2000: Airporcs Council International January 2000). 



sections show, this is a comparatively low dependence for the US airports. indicating that 

there are other benefits to locating at M W  apart from the airport. This notion i s  

supported b>. the location-decision factors cited by tirms near .\FW. Proximity to 

customers \\.as the most frequently mentioned factor (37.5 percent), followed by 

proximity to the airport (18.8 percent). The total distribution of location-decision factors 

is shown in Fisure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1 - Location-Decision Factors - -4FW Firms 
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5.2.1 - Dallas Fort Worth International Airport 

In the view of city and county planners, the main benefits to the Dallas-Fort Worth 

community stemming fiom DFW were what one wouid safely predict. Convenience for 

business travellers and access to international cargo service stand out as two of the most 

important responses outside of those dealing with the airport's economic impacts. Those 

responses included references to stimulation of retail, hotel and tourist industries, 

warchouse and distribution business, and the enormous employrnent engendered by 

airport operations. One respondent pointed out that taxes generated on the airport site are 

particularl>- important, as a large proportion goes back into the airport's budget, thus 

çnabling the airport to lower its fees, making it  more attractive for airlines. lnterestingly, 

although the airport's prirnary focus is on passenser transportation, more respondents 



indicated the importance of cargo service as a benefit to the region. One suggestion was 

made that the airport could n i se  its service level to the comrnunity."' 

One respondent detined DFtV's role in the community as: "to work regionally with 

comrnunities to provide efficient transport of people and freight". There was full 

agreement that DFli' has fulfilled its role in the community, with one respondent stating 

i t  has exceeded what was expected when the airport was built. The airport is also 

espected to play a "pivotal" role in the region's development plan, moulding the types of 

businesses attracted to the region. A rnaster plan has recently been conlplsted 

encompassing airport developrnent, as well as commercial and residential deveiopment 

and ground transportation for at least one nearby city (Euless). 

Respondents were reluctant to give any finn the title of "anchor tenant" at DFW. In fact, 

there was little knowledge arnong respondents about any aspect of the development 

pattern at DFW. S o  one could identiQ firms that w-ere among the first to locars near 

DFW. Respondents suggested two development patterns. The first was that local rstail 

and hotel de\-elopments were followed by warehousing and distribution companies. This 

pattern, hon-ever, does not seem to have much to do with airports specifically. The 

second pattern bsgan w-ith the initial presence of irnporters. exporters, sub-contractor 

manufacturers and light-industry manufacturers drawn to an airport location by the FTZ 

(kvhich, paradoxically, was judged to be unnecessary but, yet. acted as a strong positive 

influence in terms of attracting firms to DFW). These h s  were followed by freight 

fom-arders and cargo handlers and, finally. corporate headquarters. Freight fom-arders 

are sri11 located predominantly around DFW, despite the loss of some cargo business to 

Alliance (prirnariIy FedEx, an airline less frequentty used by tieight fowarders). hlost 

Merroplex air cargo moves through DFW simply because there are so many domestic and 

international passenger flights - and the corresponding aircraft belly space - and a large 

number of  all-car20 flights serving numerous markets. 

6 ) ;  

The brliefthat the sirpon offers ri poor level o f  service may stem from the dorninsnco o f  American 
Air11nc.s at DFIV. Man'. ksl that the high proportion o f  flights operated by .\mericm at DFW 



The airpon representatives agreed with the planners that the FTZ, in combination with 

the international cars0 facility at DFW, \vas an economic stimulus for internationa1 

acti\-ity. The de\-slopment pattern focused less on manufacturing f ims  and niore on 

international JIT businesses. Again. the respondents did not give any single firm the title 

of anchor tenant. One called the air service the anchor for development, while another 

listèd American Airlines, Delta Airlines and UPS as the first firms to tocate near the 

airport. 

Each of the organizations that responded indicated involvement in either the recniitment 

and attraction of businesses to DFW or the expansion of services at DFW. In particular, 

their involvement concerned: 

attracting air service; 
"cherry-picking" domestic airlines to fil1 particular markets; 
assisting businesses with location decisions; and 
the cornmon provision of tas exemptions to attract fimis. 

One respondent pointed out the necessity for the individual cities around the airport to 

de\-elop their otvn infiastructure should they hope to attract any firrns. One of the 

responding organizations, rather than concentrating on attracting new firms, was more 

focused on issues that affect businesses already located in the region. Section 5 - 2 3  

details the incenti\x policies of the cities rele\-ant to this study. 

Each respondent indicated numerous development plans for the airport area, ranging from 

"big-box" retail stores to car-rental facilities to new cargo tenninals and speculative 

building construction. In t ems  of a time frame for the development, the consensus 

among respondents was that they \vere "ongoing" and about to occur "as soon as 

possible". 

The airport representatives. for the most part, concurred with the planners. One 

respondent called aiding regional development the airport's "fundamental purpose", 

(approsimritely 70 percent of the tlights) lerids to highsr costs, fewer options, and poorer sewice. 

1.50 



stat ing that ports have always stimulated economic d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~ '  Another respondent 

mentioned part of the airport's mission statement, which aspires to exceed customers' 

sxpoctations. AI1 respondents noted the economic impact study already discussed in 

Chapter 2. citing the USS 1 1 billion impact. 

Respondents described the types of f ims  the airport tries to attract as being aviation- 

reIated (passenger and cargo), but maintained that new agreements would focus more 

upon non-aviation development. Master plans were being developed for t~vo  of the 

neighbouring cities. Development at the airpon is expected to be cornplementan. to the 

cors businesses of passenger and cars0 transportation, alloxing them to feed off one 

another. 

The airport orsanization (again, not called an airport authonty. but serving the same 

purpose) controls al1 development within the 7000 hectares (17.000 acres) of DFW 

Airport. Leases - there are only Ieases for land on the a i rpoc  no purchasing is psrmitted 

- are controlled b'. the airport, as are any design or code changes. The airport assesses 

de\-elopment possibilities on a case-by-case basis with the notion of providing services to 

the  region as the grounds for its decisions. 

Constraints to devslopment at DFW, as cited by respondents. are as foilows: 

Because the airport only leases land rather than s e h g  it. there 
is a disadvantage for dsvelopers who would normally purchase 
a large section of land for development into a business park. 
Development must be consistent with the airport's core 
businesses. 
The surrounding cities can hamper development in their own 
cities through not agreeing to share taxation revenue with the 
airport's owner-cities. 

Despite thess constraints, DFW has ample land on which it can expand and is indeed at 

the centre of one of the fastest growing parts of the Metroples. 

-- - 

'J4 .--\gain. this 1s similcir to the hinterland concept (Arnoyaw 1999). 
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For the airport-related firms at DFW, an average of  54.2 percent o f  respondents' business 

a-ould be affected ithoiit their current proximity to the airpon. a much higher proportion 

than that occurring at either AFW or HSV. This reinforces the claim that the airpon is 

responsible for an immense impact in the region. In other aords. on averape, over half o f  

each company's business would be impaired without the airport. This observation is 

supponed by the responses given as reasons for the companies' location decisions. 

Prosimity to the airpon [vas the most frequently-mentioned response. gamering a full 

one-third o f  al1 responses, three times the total for any other individual response, as  

Figure 5.2 - Location-Decision Factors - DFW Firms 

Total Responses 

5.2.3 - Huntsville International Airport 

Planners in Huntsville put less emphasis on traditional economic impacts than did their 

Texas counterparts. The benefits listed for Huntsville include the movement of people 

(more notable whsn the city in question is smaller); effective shipping of "hiph-tech" 

cargo bet~vsen Hunrsville and al1 parts of the world, with direct air connections with 

Europe and Latin .-\merka especially valued; and filling the need for effective ground 

transportation, with the International Intermodal Center playing a cntical role. Again, the 

belisf was unanimous that HSV fulfilled its function in the community. 



In terms of development actually on the airport site, it is the City of Huntsville that has 

planniny autliorir~-. not Madison County. How-ever, this creates some inte rjurisdictional 

issues esamineci latzr in this section. The Huntsville-Madison County Airport Authority 

is responsible for securing land for development and creating a land-use plan. 

The development pattern can be pieced together from the answers given by respondents. 

The first firms to locate near the airport were Onan (nou a power-generation division of 

Cummins Engine Company) and the pharmaceutical cornpany, Cheeseborough Ponds 

(both of which have since closed in Huntsville), and LG Electronics in 198 1. Chrysler 

and Boeing both located at Huntsville in the mid-1980s. Boeing's facility in Huntsville is 

closely associated with the city's military presence and space industry and does not 

manufacture any aircraft or aircrafi parts. Intergraph, Hitachi and Dunlop Tires soon 

located in nearby Lowe Industrial ~ a r k . ~ ~  In 1989, Raytheon located in JetPlex Industrial 

Park. follon-ed soon after by electronics fimis such as TDK, .Motoroh, Futaba and JIT. 

and a perfume cornpany, Parfum de Coeur. 

The development path described by airport offrcials closeiy resembled that noted above. 

The first firm to locate near the airport was Onan. Today, the types of finns the airport 

attracts are often involved in the technologically intensive space and defence industries. 

The military and space programs long associated with Huntsville have drawn many f ims 

to the a r a ,  but this drawing power is a -'double-edged s ~ o r d " . ' ~  Many of the firms that 

<i 5 Cnfomnately. it \vas not possible to include the firms Iocated in other nearby industrial parlrs in the 
suney  of firnls at Huntsville. despite the fact that some of them are airport-related (such as distribution 
comprtnies). Hoivever. the rnajority of firns in the other nearby parks are not airport-related, but are 
rnembers of  hsrtvier industries. Therefore, their omission from this smdy shouid not bias the results. (This 
bclief was confirmed in ;i personal communication with Ed .Mitchell, February 2000.) Apart from the 
Jetplex Indusnial Park. park-specific contact lists could not be acquired during the author's short stay in 
Huntsville. 
'Mi Other airpons are aiso intluenced by a military presence in the city. For example, San Antonio's recent 
efforts to establish an International Trade Processing Crnter at the t'orner Kelly Air Force Base. have been 
strongly supported by local companies that originally located in the city to support the military. and Boeing 
recrntly prevailed as an snchor tenant (Bronstone et al. 1999: Greater Kansas City Devclopment 
Corporation. Ftbruar). 2000). Austin's neiv Bergstrom International Airport is on the site of a former air 
force base ("Austin". About.com. January 2000). Airports in Xashville and Xew Orleans were once 



set up in Huntsvilk are on short-term contracts with NASA o r  the US A m y  and are 

frequently gone €rom the city within three to five yearr. Although this quick tumaround 

leads to a lack of stabilitl- for the work-force. invariably another company quickly moves 

in to f i l 1  any \-oid Ieft b>- emigrating companies. According to Ron Eiamby of the 

Huntsville-Madison County Airpon Authority, there has historically been a net gain in 

such companies. 

The Huntsi-i Ile-Madsion County Chamber of Commerce works closely wi th a11 of the 

area's industrial parks to promote development, holding, amongst others, a contract with 

the airport authority Planning respondents did not indicate specific projects that might 

be in the offing for HSV, but mentioned that the marketing of  the area to firms is an 

ongoing process. One respondent pointed out that marketing efforts often try to separate 

Huntsville from the rest of .Alabama, because firms located elsewhere in the country have 

generally negative imases of the state. The FTZ at HSV was called crucial to the 

dewdopment of the airpon area, particularly for the easy movement of international 

soods. One additional factor highlighted by two respondents is the construction of 

Interstate-565 in 1991, making the project a truly regional one, including al1 of Northem 

Alabama and Southem Tennessee. 

Another respondent cited the uncongested nature of Huntsville as the prime reason it has 

been able to attract an international cargo company like Cargolux. Cargolux wants to be 

able to land whensi-er it amves over its destination (from Luxembourg), a circumstance i t  

enjoys at HSV, but could likely not achieve at Atlanta, for instance. Because Atlanta's 

airport is quite congested, most flights are assigned a particular slot that must be met, 

soniething Cargolus cannot guarantee if i t  is forced to wait for any late-arriving cargo in 

Europe. Also undsrscored by the same respondent was the importance of  cooperation 

with customs officials. The airport and the planners stressed that no delays occasioned 

by customs procedures had taken place. Carriers came to Huntsville because of a 

milirxy fields as tveI1 (Sash\-ilIs International Airpon, January 2000; New Orleans International Airport. 
Jrinuriry 2000). St. Petersburg-Clctanvarrsr tnteniationd Airport is a commercial facility. but is also home to 
the busiest Coast Guard air station in the tvorld (St. Petersburg-Cirarwriter International Airport, January 



combination of quick tumaround times and the necessary equiprnent in an uncongested 

en\-ironnienr . 

Respondents from the Hunrsville-Madison County Airport Authority viewed thernselves 

as being integral pans of the regional development plan and process for an 18-county 

region surrounding Hunts\-ille. The development strategy has ahvays been to develcp 

more than just an airport; on the contrary, it has ambitions to transform the area into a full 

transportation centre. For this reason. the International Intermodal Center became the 

drearn of the authority in rhe Iate 1970s. However, the focus of HSV - nght from the 

beginning in the 1960s - n-as to be an economic catalyst for international commerce in 

the region. There is also consensus that the driving force - or the visionary leader - 

behind al1 of the development at HSV was Ed Mitchell, a man who arranged financing 

for both the original airpon and the International Intermodal Center at a time when 

container tsrminals were unheard of at airports. 

One respondent indicated that projects like Huntsville are not usually a quick success and 

~sneral ly  require "deep pockets". An airport authonty respondent stated that eamings 

non. exceed outlays for Huntsville International Airport, in conjunction with the 

industnal park and intermodal facility. 

The airport authority has done everything it can to ensure continued growth around the 

airport, having purchased several t housand hectares reserved for future development to 

the West and south. Directly east is the JetPlex Industrial Park and slightly further east is 

Redstone Arsenal and the Marshall Space Flight Center, ensunng no incompatible 

de~*elopment in that direction. The only major constraint lies immediately north of the 

airport in the city of -Madison. AL. Much smaller than Huntsville, Madison is located just 

to the north of the airport and just outside the city lirnit of Huntsville. As can be 

obssrved in Figure 4.7, Madison is actually closer to the airport ihan the main urban pan 

of Huntsvills, Compounding this prosimity, Madison is the fastest growing urban centre 

2000 1. YWG is also an important site for the Canadian military at 17 LVing. CFB Winnipes. The military 
aspect of the riirpon niakss Winnipeg unique arnons major Canadian airports. however. 



in the region, and its population is cornposed mostly of high-income families. For these 

people. the noise gznerated by HSV is an issue despite the decision to locate the airpon 

\\-el1 outside the ci::- of Huntsville in order to avoid any such conflicts. When the airport 

\\.as built. hladison's population a-as little more than 5,000 and development kvas not 

espccted to affect the airport. Its population had swelled to more than 10,000 by 1999 

and population go\\-th represents an issue that was cenainly unanticipated in the 1960s. 

and one that probably could have been avoided. Madison's population grew by 228.2 

percent ben\-ren 1 3SO and 1997 (Huntsville-Madison County Chamber of Cornnierce 

1998). 

Airport-related firms indicated that, on average, 29.2 percent of their business would be 

affected without thsir current proximity to the airport. This was higher than AFW, but 

considerably lower than DFW. Responses regarding location-decision factors were in 

line with those givcn by firms at AFW. A total of 2 1.4 percent of the responses indicated 

tliat prosiniity to îxtomers entered into the decision. Responses of proximity to the 

airport. price of !3nd/lease, and proxiniity to railway/highway each represented 

approximately 14 psrcent of the total responses, as s h o w  in Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3 - Location-Decision Factors - HSV Firms 
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5.2.4 - Winnipeg International Airport 

The respoiidents for Winnipeg reflected the minimal developrnent to date. In general. the 

responses indicated fnistration with the current state of airpon development and some 

pessimism that de\-elopment will continue to be hindered under the current set of 

circumstances. By the same token, there was a significant degree of optimism that 

Winnipeg - as both a city and an airport - could be a successful airport growth pole, 

gi\-en proper leadership and CO-operation. 

The responses penaining to the community benefits ansing from the airport represented a 

widsr array than at the C'S airports. One respondent stressed the marketability aspect 

ivith which the airport provides the city. The 24-hour nature of the airport is an integrai 

marketing tool for attracting firms. Two respondents identified ease o f  travel as another 

bensfit. Major conlpanies are concerned about access to their branches, something that is 

pro\-ided at YWG. although not to the same estent as an airport like DFW. One specific 

esample citsd \vas Winnipeg's burgeoning film industry, which places a high value on 

accsss to Southem california." 'part from the passenger-side benefits. one respondent 

mentioned that air transponation For cargo is increasing in importance as concepts such 

as Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing and electronic commerce grow in popularity and 

usage. Ha\-ing a major, congestion-free airport, capable of handling al1 types of aircraft 

purs LVimipeg in the position to try to capitalize on these trends. Al1 respondents ageed 

that YWG is a strong piece of the city's infrastructure and an important tool for economic 

and commercial de\-elopment. 

No consensus was reached regarding YWG's role in Winnipeg's regional deveiopment 

plan. One respondent called the airport a catalyst, helping to ensure consistent zoning 

and transportation planning, including stimulating land development. Another 

respondent indicatsd that the airport was just one part - albeit an important part - of a 

large o\?erall plan. One of the airport authority respondents ernphasized WAA's 

'1 T I'\ivG's accsss to Sourhsrn Californiri \vas upgndsd in 1999 with the commencement of daily service to 
Detii,er (u i th  .Air Canaia panner, Air BC). with connections to Los Angeles (via Unired Airlines). 



developing relationships u-ith al1 three levels of govemment, particularly with the city in 

rems of the dwslopment of an airport business park. 

There was agreement that the airpon fulfils its current role in the community. However, 

there \vas also gsneral agreement that that role should be altered, as discussed later in this 

section. According to more than one respondent, with "decent" passenger service. YWG 

is well respected and has the community's confidence. One respondent indicated that 

businesspeople in Wnnipeg particularly like the location of the airpon close to 

downtown and are impressed with the visible evidence that WAA is reinvesting in the 

airport's infrastructure. 

Constraints to dewlopment at YWG range frorn noise (the Silver Heights and West 

EnaEast St. James residential areas are imrnediately below the flight path for the 

airpon's most frequently-used runways) to accessibility (particularly ground access on the 

w s t  side of the airpon) to environmental issues (specifically dealing with nearby Truro 

Creek and Omand's Creek). However. one respondent called YWG's community 

consultativs cornmittee (a group that addresses airport development issues with the 

community's best interests in mind) one of the most active in Canada. Some other 

constraints noted u-sre quite specific. For example, Winnipeg's cold climats makes rapid 

construction difficult. Iimiting the possibilities for fims that desire a short lead-time for 

stan-up. In addition. one respondent indicated that Winnipeg suffers from an image 

problem, specifically in the eyes of people who have never visited the city. The negative 

perception of outsiders is predominantly inaccurate, according to this respondent, but it is 

a difficult problem to overcome. It was also pointed out that Winnipeg's labour-force is 

eenerally unskilled. although one individual firm respondent disagreed, stating that - 
Winnipeg's labour-hrce is skilled in particular industries. 

While not tnIy a constraint, one respondent identified an issue that could potentially have 

a negative impact on development. The respondent called WAA reactive in its planning 

èndeavours. The respondent expressed the opinion that WAA should be more involved, 

and be a n x e  of potential opportunities. Furtherrnore, it was recommended that the 



airport and the land be assembled and presented in an attractive package that can be 

quickly dispsnsed and mcirketed to specific users. 

Land developrncnt near YWG sparked several varying points o f  view, especially in terms 

of respondents indicating their oum opinion as to how development could best be 

encouragsd. The land near YWG \vas referred to as "good" but in need of infrastructure 

investmenr. The lack of  commitment and lack of infrastructure (on land bordering the 

airport) rr,Acs the \\-est side of  Y\VG not as attractive as other locations that do have 

infrastrucrure. according to one respondent. h o t h e r  respondent posed the question: 

Who \vil1 invest in the infrastructure? 

hIultiple respondents agreed that one of the most effective ways for Winnipeg to compete 

in terms of  attracting Brms is through the provision of  incentives. Such a strategy would 

have the effect of putting Winnipeg on more equal terms with othrr airport business 

parks. panicularly those based in the USA, which routinely provide such advantages. 

One respondent specifically recommended that the city provide long-term tax 

abatements. rather than merely givins land to some developments. 

Sone  of the respondents firmly identified an anchor tenant, but more than one grouped 

tossther the aerospace firms of  Standard Aero, Bristol Aerospace, Boeing and Air 

Canada as beiny ~ e r y  important for airport area development. Two other respondents 

identified LI'S as a potential anchor tenant for new development on the west side o f  the 

airport. h o t h e r  esplained one perspective of the benefit o f  an anchor tenant. A strategic 

anchor (ths example given in this case was Standard Aero) sends positive signals that the 

airport is cornpetitive and potentially attracts suppliers. In any event. developen need to 

be aware of  international changes in order to ensure competitiveness. 

That same respondent identified a three-step prc'cess for the development of an airport 

business park in ifïnnipeg: 

1 .  The local air cargo nirtrket needs to grow, and part of that 
gron-th entails mo\-ing more products by air and expanding - 



the local esport economies. This also includes building 
neu- or expanded facilities for inteyrators. 

2. In order to take advantays of any irnrnediate developmental 
opportunities. on-site infrastructure development nseds to 
be addressed on the airport lands. 

3. In rhe airpon vicinitj.. new infrastructure is also required. 
An economic case must be made as to why those lands are 
needed and what decisions and policies could spark 
developrnent. including the development of a Canadian 
version of an FTZ. 

.4irport-related firms indicated that, on average, 42.7 percent o f  their business would be 

affected n-ithout their current proximity to the airport. ln terms o f  their location-decision 

factors, the most frequently mentioned response was proximity to the airport, the 

importance of which is reinforced in the statistical analysis o f  YWG. Proximity to the 

airpon accounted for 3 1.1 percent of al1 responses, followed by proximity to customers 

with 20.0 percent. price of land with 17.1 percent, and pro~irnity to suppliers with 14.3 

percsnt o f  responsss. Figure 5.4 shows the totaI distribution of responses at YWG. 

Figure 5.5 shou-s the YLI'G responsss in cornparison with the responses from the US 

Figure 5.4 - Location-Decision Factors - YWG Firms 
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Figure 5.5 - Location-Decision Factors - Al1 Firms 
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Firms at YWG also identifisd a number o f  constraints to development, an issue that was 

not prevalent at the CS case studies. As discussed later in this chapter, eight of founeen 

respondents at YWG indicated at least one instance of a constraint to developrnent. Five 

respondents mentioned Iand development and space on the airport site as major 

irnpediments. a fast substantiated by de\-elopmental difficulties at YWG. Two 

respondents indicatcd that n'.LA and govemment organizations represented obstacles in 

the path of development. Surprisingly, onl). one respondent indicated that a lack of 

quality infrastnictiire was a constraint. Hoivever, the lack of infrastructure is clearly a 

greater impediment for firms that are considering relocation to YWG than for the firms 

that are already there. These constraints are real and they are panly responsible for the 

lock of de\-elopment at YWG. Recommendations in Chapter 6 address many of these 

irnpediments. 

One final note that rvas raised by two respondents \vas the entrepreneurial spirit that 

seems to be more evident in the USA than in Canada. One respondent suggested that the 

difference in population densities between thc two nations contributes to this difference. 

Another respondenr stated that there will ne\-er be a "white knight" for YWG as there 

\vas for AFW and HSV. Chaptsr 6 addresses the issue of a leader in the development of 



caroo-based airport growth potes. At this point, however, some o f  the other 

c hzrrictèristics attendant on the case-stlidy airports are discussed. 

5.2.5 - Cornparing Some Factors 

Thsre are some other factors that play a role in the relationship between the airports in 

this study and regional economic development. The most salient of them are discussed 

herc. in particular the maks-up of each airport's Board of  Directors, the occurrence of 

intz jurisdictional issues, the existence of  ta.^ abatements and incentives, and the issue of 

foreign trade zone status near cargo-based airports. 

The board of directors o f  each airport is selected in a way peculiar to itself. For example, 

the Board of Directors o f  Hillwood Development Corporation - a11 members privately 

appointed - gor-erns development siirrounding Alliance Airpon, but the City of Fort 

Worth on-ns the airport itself. EIeven members comprise the DFW Board o f  Directors. 

Four membsrs are appointed by the city of Fort Worth, while the city of Dallas appoints 

se\-en (in accordance with the proportion o f  the cities' populations at the time of the 

airpon's construction, and with the proportion of each city's ou-nership of  the  airport). 

One of the membsrship positions for each city is given to its mayor. The non-mayoral 

positions (nine in total) are made up of local business leaders. providing a mix of  civic 

zowrnment and business concems on the board. The Board o f  Directors at HSV is made - 
up of fil-e rnembers. Two are appointed by the Huntsville city council and  two are 

appointed by the Madison County ~ o r n m i s s i o n . ~ ~  The fifth member is jointly appointed 

b>. both organizations. As of  December 3 1, 1998, the YLVG Board of Directors was 

sisteen strong. The federal government. the City of  Winnipeg. and the board itself each 

appoints three members. The Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce appoints two, and 

Economic Development LVinnipeg, the Assiniboia Chamber o f  Commerce, the Rural 

hlunicipalities of  St. Andrews and Rosser, and the provincial govenunent each appoints 

one. thus rnaking the YWG Board the most diverse and balancsd ;roup of the  case-study 

ai rports. 

.4 < 
The XIadison Counry Commission is essmtially the county-level equivalenr of a city council. 
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Each of the airpons in this study deals nith interjurisdictional factors. For instance, 

AFs\\* is a-el1 outside the City of Fonh Wonh. but  is technically located within tlis city 

lirnits. I t  actually has as much of an impact on the smaller towns nearby as it does on 

Fonh Wonh. Furthemore. AFW is situated directly on the boundary between two 

counties. DFW is physically spread over several cities betu-een Dallas and Fort Worth. 

and two counties. In Huntsville, there are issues surrounding the airpon concerning the 

rapid development of the City of Madison. HSV also straddles two counties, 

gso~raphically speaking. The land adjacent to YWG lies both within the City of 

Winnipeg and the Rural Municipality (Rhl) of Rosser, presenting a number of challenges 

that must be addressed p i o r  to any large-scale development to the west of the airpon. 

O~ving to the inte junsdictional issues at YWG - that is, because it involves the city and a 

KM - the provincial government is also necessarily involved, making the situation even 

less clear. In any ment, cooperation among jririsdictions appears to be the best remedy in 

ternis of sconomic development. as witness the selection of project sites by DFW 

Airport. 

Vany f ims  are nrituraliy attracted to airport locations by the benefits accruing to 

passznger and'or caryo air transportation prosimity. Others are slightly more "footloose" 

and are drawn to n-hiche~~sr  site is most attractive economically. This often results in 

communities offenng tas exemptions and business incentik-es in an effort to attract 

additional major firms. The idea is not only to attract the major firms, but also their 

suppliers, who, upon locating near their major customers, pay their full share of taxes. 

Therefore, the region's t a s  base expands through new industrial h s  locating in the 

rezion, while employment and incorne are generated by a11 firms. further enhancing 

regional development. Such exemptions and incentives figure prominently in each of the 

three Arnerican airports in this study. 

Fort Worth has a clear program for offering incentives, aimsd at regional economic 

development. Conipanies pay a nonrefundable fee of USSl5.000 to apply for a tax 

abarement ( hicCain 1998). The city does not accept applications from companies Iocated 



in othcr parts of the Metroplex, demonstrating its cornmitment to a regional approach. 

.\fier a fimi is approt-ed for an incenti\*e. Fon Wonh closely monitors its compliance 

~ i - i r h  the terrils of the abatenient, including an annual audit. The city has, on occasion, 

\\.ithdra\t-n or reduced abatements for companies that do not comply with the agreed-upon 

terms (McCain 1998). Some examples of the abatements offered at AFW are s h o w  in 

Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 - Alliance Tax Matemen ts 

] 1991 i Xokia 
I I 

/ 557.2 LM 1 1,800 1 100% on real and personal 

Fe:: 1 Company 
1989 i hmerican 

) -4irlines 

1 Development 1 ! ! for interchange 
/ 1996 JC Penney i S 142 M / 400 / 30-90s on real and persona1 

l 
0 ! 

1 2009 

Value 
SZOO M 

1 I 1 1994 Hillwood 1 S 10 M 
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i i l i ~ r o ~ e r t ~  1 
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1 i I 1 1 (extra abatements for new I i 1 

N A  

f I I j construction) I 
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J 
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Jobs 
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ProPeflY 
Loiver of SZ.5 million or city costs 2004 

1 1996 Best Power 1 SS.1 M 1 450 1 10-80% on real and personal 1 2007 

Terms 
2,200 1 100% on personal property 

I 

DFW Airport does not directly offer any incentives. but the surrounding cities do so 

i l 

esrensively. For esample, the cities of Grapet-ine, Euless, Coppell and Dallas each offers 

I ProPeflY I 

a Freeport Tax Exemption. whereby goods are exempt from business and property taxes 

Sorrr-ce: Cf[). of Fort Wot-rh. Decetn ber- 1 999. 

pro\-ided they 1eai.e Texas within 175 days. Euless, Coppell and Dallas also consider talc 

abatements on a case-by-case basis for finns that invest or espand in their jurisdictions. 

Eulrss considers sharing the cost of infrastructure with companies as well. Coppell's 

economic incentives can also include rebates on sales taxes and development fees. The 

City of Ining's economic development plan recommends that civic leaders ensure Irving 

rernains compstiti\-e in terms of business incentives with neighbouring cities. In essence, 

this means that Ining would have similar programs to Grapsi-ine, Euless, Coppeil and 



Dallas (City of Graprvine. January 2000; City of Euless, Sanua. 2000; City o f  Coppell, 

Janiiary 2000: City of Dallas. January 3000; City of In-ing, January 2000). 

Huntsville olfers fimis exemptions from state and local taxes, but firrns must pay school 

taxes. The City o f  Huntsville offers some funher assistance in the f o m  of preparing land 

for development. The Tennessee Valley Authonty also aids firms locating in the region 

by providing Ion. interest loans up to USSZ million for equipment and construction 

c o ~ t s . " ~  The International Intermodal Center was built predorninantly w-ith federal 

regional developmsnr funds from the EDA and ARC, two programs discussed elsewhere 

in this thesis. At the time of the construction of HSV, Ed  mitc ch el! was a member of  the 

ARC and ensured assistance for his hometown. 

The Econornic Development Partnership of Alabama (EDPA) is a privately-funded, non- 

profit organization. composed of  business leaders across the state (EDPA, November 

1999). The EDPX offers a corporate income tax credit o f  5 percent for 20 years, totalling 

100 percent of the capital cost of  a project. The organization aIso offers industrial 

revenue bonds for land, buildings, machinery and equipment, industriai site preparation 

grants, economic dcwlopment loan programs, and economic developrnent infrastnicture 

grants for new and espanding industries (EDPA, November 1999). 

In Winnipeg, limitsd incentives are offered, but no comprehensive plan exists to attract 

fimis to an airport business park. For example, the City o f  Winnipeg offen a program 

whereby finns can dsfer their property taxes, but no abatements are offered. For its part, 

the provincial ;O\-smment has programs in place offex-ing certain cargo air camers a 

rebate on the provincial fuel tax. The airport is also limited in its ability to offer 

incentives. primarily being confinsd to offering land on the airport site for discounted 

lease or rental rares. In other industries in ~Manitoba, the incentives are much more 

significant. For esample, the provincial government has teamed with the City of 

* P l  The Tennessee \'alle!. .Authorin. ( l3 'X)  is the larçest producer of electricin. in the USA and manages the 
sn~.ironmentrilly-sensirw Tennessee River system. More important to this context is its role as a regional 
econornic developrnent 3gency. The sprcific information about the TVA's role in Huntsville \vas provided 
directly by Ed Mitchell. but more information can be found on the TVA web sire at www.tva.gov. 



Brandon and the City of Winnipeg to provide incentives associated with the hog- 

processins i n d u s t ~ .  encouraging the construction of a net\. facility for Maple Leaf in 

Brandon and expansion of the J.iM. Schneider facility in Winnipeg. The Schneider deal, 

tvhich \vas Lorged in reaction to the deal given to Maple Leaf, contains the components 

outlined in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.1 - Government Incentives for J.M. Schneider Expansion in Winnipeg 

Goverornent 
a 

i Incentive Amount Provisions 
City of \i.innipes S2.3  million 1 Traffic Lights 

j 

i Infrastructure 
1 Lower Sewer Rate 

Province of ~Manitoba ; S300.000 1 Trunk Sewer Rate Charges 
t S650,OOO 6 ha of Land 
1 $3 iMillion Sewage Pre-Treatment Plant 
l 
I $3 ~MilIion Job Training 

In comparïng the four airpons, particularly the three CS airports compared with the lone 

Canadian airport, there are a few similarities and also a number of differences. Some 

differences are rooted in the sovereignty of countries \vith different laws, regulations and 

attitudes towards airports, However, nationaIistic excuses cannot account for a lack of 

leadership and a lack of cooperation in Winnipeg. 

Another element lacking in Winnipeg, but present in the three US airports, is a foreign 

trade zone, or FTZ. In other countries, FTZs are also known as Export Processing Zones 

(EPZs), Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and Free Trade Zones (also abbreviated as 

FTZs). FTZs are particularly attractive to companies that ship intemationally, many of 

which are found at each of ,*W, DFW and HSV. FTZs, in their Amencan incarnation, 

are speciall>. designated areas adjacent to ports of entry (seaports and airports usually, but 

increasinsly at inland intermodal centres), that are considered to be outside of US 

Customs jurisdiction. Howsver, domestic activities - primarily manufactunng - are 

perniitted n-ithin the zone. FTZs are designed to offset some of the advantages of 

overseas producers that inlport goods into the USA, allowing their tenants to compete 



with them using domestically-manu factured goods. Table 5.3 shows the benefits to 

companies locating in FTZs and to t he  public. 

Table 5.3 - Foreign Trade Zone Benefits 

Cser Benefits 1 Public Benefits 
;\;O duties or quota charges on re-exports ) Facilitates & expedites international trade 
Duties and taxes deferred on imports 1 8 

Helps local tir& compete ivith foreign 
i firms 

Payable d u 5  1s lowrr of end product or 1 Attracts offshore activity & retains 
componènrs : domestic a c t i v i ~ .  

i Goods held for export are exempt from , Assists local cconornic developrnrnc efforts 
inventon- rases I I 

1 . Goods c m  bc alteredimanipulated 1 Creates ernployment oppo~unit ies  1 
Sow-ce: Z~itertlational Trnde Adniinisrratioti, Febnruty 2000; 

Foreign Trade Zone Corporario,z. Febnrav 7000 

Winnpon piamed to develop a FTZ at its cargo centre, but Canadian regulations did not 

permit the establishment of geographically-detined zones. The federal govemrnent is 

currently addressing this issue' and is expected to redefine the Customs and GST laws, 

allowing Canadian FTZs to be effective. When new legislation is passed in Canada, it is 

likely that most major airports will establish a FTZ on-site. In the case of YWG, WAA 

\vil1 likel!. need to take a leadership role due to the decreased presence of Wimport in 

tems of land de\-elopment. 

Chapter 6 assesses the key differences in the conclusions and discusses methods to 

narrow the "growh pole gap" between the US airports on the one hand, and YWG on the 

other. First. hoive\-er, the analysis continues with an examination of the quantitative 

survey results. 



5.3 - Quantitative Anafysis 

5.3.1 - Introduction 

Obtaining usable responses from airport-related firrns proved to be onerous. For US 

firms overall, the response rate was low. In total, 226 questionnaires were sent to firms 

near the US case-study airpons based upon the Iists discussed in Chapter 3. In the event, 

only 1 1  usable sur\-eys were received. Cjsing these numbers, the retum rate is just 9.79 

percent, extremely low for this type of r e s e a r ~ h . ' ~  However, there are some other factors 

that must be taken into account. A disappointing 76 surveys were retumed by the US 

Postal Service, after being deemed undeliverable. iMany of the returned envelopes 

indicated that the address - which was copied directly from the lists provided by each 

airport - did not esist. With those 76 surveys removed from consideration, the response 

rate irnproi-es to 1 1  surveys out of 150 ,  or 14.0 percent, which is still quite low. One 

additional factor should be noted. There were sorne returned surveys, particularly during 

the phase of follo\v-up e-mails to companies (mostly to firms surrounding DFW). that 

iïere not usable (4  firms). By the same token. some companies that received the 

questionnaire replied that it  was not relevant to their business (8 firrns). For some of 

tliese cornpanies, this was true, as they were part of the aviation or aerospace industry in 

Dallas-Fort Worth. but were not related, or near, either AFW or DFW. The updated 

response rate is I l  out of 138,  or 15 .2  percent. For official purposes, this figure is 

considered to be the response rate, but it is possible that it is much higher. If the actual 

responses (2 1) are added to the non-usable responses (4), they total 25. There are also 8 

firms for \vhich the survey was not applicable. In other words, 25 out of 33 fims felt the 

survey was applicable to them. If these ratios hold true for the entire sample that 

received surveys (assuming that al1 non-deliverable surveys were returned to sender, and 

none was lost), then the true maximum number of respondents for which the survey 

would be applicable could be calculatsd by using Equation 5.1. 

1lUi  Such a response rate is not unhsard of. even for well-designed surveys. Economic impact studies 
titlquently have response rates ranging from less than 10 percent to 25 percent. Xgain. other factors - such 
as population definition and the nature of the industry - partially esplainrd this responsr rate (ShuweII, 
personal communication. February 2000; Shiin-el1 and Prentice 1999). 



Equation 5.1 - klodified Response Rate 

where r- = the actual number o f  usable plus unusable responses; 
r = the total of usable plus unusable responses plus non- 
applicable responses; 
T = the grand total nurnber of surveys sent out (not 
including returns to sender); and 
s = the maximum applicable returnable responses, taking 
into account the non-applicable firms that did not respond. 

In this case, r = 23. t = 33, and T = 138. Therefore, x = 104.55, or 105. If  the actual 

maximum number of respondents that could be expected is 105, then the response rate is 

2 1 out of 105. u-hich equals exactly 20 percent. That approaches respectabiiity, but 

remains disappointingly Ion-. 

I t  was difficult to determine any reasons for the low response rate for the US 

questionnaire process because the survey was mainly distributed by mail. Some firms 

simply could not provide the requested information, while others indicated that they 

would not be appropriate for the survey, since they were not tmly airport-related in any 

way. It  is also possible that more questionnaires were undeliverable, but tvere not 

returned to the sender. The rernaining firms that did not respond likely considered the 

suwey to be unimportant to them, especially since they had no real vested interest in the 

study's results. nor u-ere they offered an incentive to respond. 

For Canadian firms. the response rate was much higher, primarily because the survey was 

iindertaken by telephone and in person. In tota1, 21 firms were contacted and 14 were 

~~~~~eyed. Hou.ever. the process was still made difficult due to unretumed phone calls 

and e-mails. The high response rate was only achieved t h r o u ~ h  persistent efforts to 

contact cornpanies. Again. the sun-ey, although very brief, was not important to most 

respondents. 



Having prefaced this section with a discussion on the response rate, one more cautionary 

note is reqiiired. This study does rely on both qualitative and quantitative resulrs to 

analyze the four case-stud?. airports. H0li.e~-er, owing to the low number of responses 

from airport-relatcd firms. the statistical analysis is not as reliable as the qualitative 

anaI>.sis. Thereforc. the staristical analysis should be considered as a support mechanisrn 

for the qualitative analysis, rather than independent evidence of significant differences - 

or non-significant differences for some questions - between the US and Canadian case- 

stiidy airpons. In terms of the ultimate conclusions and recommendations in Chapter 6, 

the quzlitatiw analysis is given much more tveight than the quantitative analysis.'O' With 

this in mind. the remainder of this section outlines the statistical findinzs."' 

5 . 3 2  - Phase 1 : AFW vs. DFW vs. HSV 

To create a usable data set. the survey responses from al1 three airports were combined to 

fomi one group rspresentins cargo-based groa-th pole airports in the United States. The 

intent was to compare the results of this unified group with f i m s  located in Winnipeg. 

the latter representing a potential cargo-based growth pole airport in Canada. In total, 2 1 

usable responses n-sre received from the US cities. 

In order to ensure that the US airports accurately represent a single population, it is 

necessary to compare the responses given by the firrns in each city. This is done by using 

a chi-sqiiare test. However, the chi-square test should only be considered as a very rough 

measure in this case. since at least one of the key requirements of chi-square analysis is 

not satisfied. Because the small sample size is split into three groups, there are numerous 

instances of expected values of less than five; constituting infringements of the limit of 

one-fifth of the cells. as discussed in Chapter 3. However, the chi-square test confirms 

what can be fairly accurately judged upon close visual inspection of the obsemfed 

Io! .Aithouzh the statisrisal analysis is frequently refcrred to as "quantitative analysis". i t  can be considered 
yurilitarive data as wcll. Everin (1992, p. 2) States that "counts or frequencies are ... qualitative data" and 
that quantitari1.e data are "obtained from msasunble variables such ris height. temperature. and so on". 
Io: Also. note that one rrspondent from D F I '  did not respond to questions 9 and 10. Therefore, the number 
of rcspondenu varies jlightly benveen the tlrst questions and the Iast questions. 



frequencies: for the most part, firms located near the US cargo-based growth pole airports 

g a w  consistent answrs regardless of geographic location within the USA. 

-4 number cf fim-classification questions ivere asked. but anal>-sis of these responses is 

resen-ed for the companson of the US airports with the Canadian case, YLVG. later in this 

chapter. 

To begin n-irh. it  is espected that the nul1 hypothesis will pre~~ai l  in each case. This 

portion of the analysis is anticipated to demonstrate that there is no significant differencr 

betn-een the three CS airports. If the nu11 hypothesis prevails, then the three U S  airports 

can be considered to represent one group. The alternative hypothesis is that there is a 

statistically signi ficant di fference between the three airports, indicating that they cannot 

represent the same group w-ith any validity. 

Ho = There is no significant difference between the airport-related firrns near .WW, DFW 

and HSV. 

H, = There is a statistically significant difference between the airport-related f i m s  near 

.*IV, DF\V and HSV. 

For Phase 3 of the study to be valid, it is important that the three US airports tmly 

represent one group, meaning that there should be no statistically significant difference 

between them. The statistical analysis, although flawed, should confirm that there is 

consistency arnong the US case studies. For each section of  the statistical analysis, the 

detailed results are found in Appendix A. 

The first question analyzed with chi-square is whether the Company depends on airport 

operations. As is the case for al1 chi-square analyses in this study, the pre-selected 

significance level is 0.1 or 90 percent confidence, for which the critical p-value is 4.61 

~ v i t h  two degrees of fresdom. For this question, X' = 3.597. which is not statistically 

significant at the 0.1 Ievel of confidence. in fact, even at the 0.15 level, the difference 



between responses is likety attributable to chance. The nul1 hypothesis is supported in 

this case, as espected. 

Thc nsst qirsstion is in a similar vein, asking svhsther the f im~ cùuld operate as it does 

today if i t  w r e  not located near the airpon. but still in its current city. There was very 

little \manation in the responses between AFLV. DFW and HSV for this question, yielding 

a %' of 0.80s. meaning that any difference benveen groups is almost cenainly attributable 

to chance. and is not a tme difference betwesn the populations. Again. the result supports 

the nul1 hypothesis. as espected. 

There was similar agreement a s  to whether or not the respondent firms have expanded 

their operations. With %' = 0.597, again there is very little evidence supporting a real 

difference in the populations. For each airport, the average increase in area was over 100 

percent. 

Firrns were also asked if their Company could operate as it currently does if it were 

located in another city. The resulting %' statistic for this question is 1.909, which is still 

insufficient ro reject the nul1 hypothesis at the 0.1 level. The next question was a follow- 

up, asking n-hether the Company in question could operats as it does xithout a major 

airpon in the city. The calculated %' is 4.463. which is very close to the cntical value for 

significancs at the 0.1 le\-el (4.61), but slightly beIow, rendering it non-statistically 

significant as ~vs11. Thus far, each question supports the nul1 hypothesis. 

Two further questions are used to demonstrate the commonalities of the US airports. In 

the first, n-hich posed the question as to whether the airport has met the firm's 

espectations. there is complete unanimity for al1 airports that yes, the airport in question 

has met espectations. Therefore, no ;(' value can be calculated, and is displayed as 

"gDIC' O!" in Appendix A. The final question has nearly the same unanimity with respect 

to the perception of any constraints to deveIopment at the relevant airport. Only one 



respondent indicated any t)pe of constraint at a US airport.lO' The %' value is 2.456. not 

statistically significant at the 0.1 Ievel. 

Xons of the questions that could have shown differences between the three U S  airports 

did so. even with the relatively unrefined statistical analysis providedm '" Despite the 

resen-ations incident to the method. it  can be safely assurned that the three US airports do 

not differ significantly in their experiences and do, in fact, represent a single point of 

view. that of firms surrounding successfut US cargo-based gron-th pole airports. 

One additional test is performed prior to the main test comparing Canadian with CS 

airpons. It is possible that because two of the airports in this study are in the sarne 

metropolitan area ( . G W  and DFW), they may have a different set of  expenences and 

responses as a group than the two airports which dominate their own hinterlands (HSV 

and Y\\'G). This possibility should be explored. especially since AFW and DFW are 

located in a signiticantly Iarger metropolitan area than either HSV or YWG. The 

follon-ing test determines whether the Dallas-Fort Worth area, o r  a large urban centre in 

general. may Iead to di fferent responses than those associated wi t h other, smaller locales. 

.4FL\r and DFW are two components o f  the "multi-airport system" that serves the Dallas- 

Fort Li'orth market (de Seufville 1994). The nul1 hypothesis again represents the 

outcome wherein there is no statistically significant difference between the responses of 

AFLV and DFW compared uith those provided by respondents near HSV and YWG. The 

alternative hypothesis is that AFW and DFW differ in their responses as a group from 

HSV and YWG. It is believed that the null hypothesis will be rejected in this scenano. 

indicating that either city size or the presence of two growth pole airports in the same city 

Ill: The sprcific consn3int \vas thrit the required on-site retention ponds in the JetPlex Industrial Park in 
Huntsvik cut back on availablr square footage for development and lessensd avriilable space for truck 
parkinc. not a major concem. 
IIJJ Although none of  the questions resulted in a finding o f  significrince at the O. 1 leveI. hvo were, in fact. 
significmt at the 0.25. 0.20 and 0.15 ievels. However, this is the more liksly source of  error for 3 chi-square 
rinalysis ~vith srnall espected freyuencies. Misukenly rejecting the null hypothesis is a Type 1 Error. 



has a significant impact on carso-based airport growth pole success. This relates to one 

of the key elzmsnts of growtti poles. that there be a limit on the nurnber of planned potes. 

Ho = There is no significant difference bet~veen the airport-related firrns near (AFW plus 

DFW) and those near (HSV plus YWG). 

H, = There is a statistically significant difference between the airport-related firms near 

(AFLV plus DFW) and those near (HSV plus YWG). 

The results are presented in .4ppendis A, and, for the most part, the nul1 hypothesis is 

once again supported. Only hvo questions deserve in-depth examinarion here. 'O' 

First, the question regarding whether a fim could operate as it does today without a 

major airport in the city produced a moderately significant result, but not significant at 

the 0.1 level. The calculated %' value is 1.591, with firms in the Dallas-Fort Worth 

Metroples favouring the "no" response more than firms in HuntsviIle and Winnipeg. 

Although the difference is only significant at the 0.25 level. it may represent an 

underlying factor in terms of locational preference for firms. In particular, it likely 

applies mostly to firrns that have established themselves in the area and would find it 

difficult ta re-create their existing supply-chains and customer bases. Firms near HSV 

and YiVG appsar to feel slightly less dependent on localized charactenstics. In 

Huntsville. this may be due to the relatively transient nature of some of the firms given 

their time-limitsd contracts with the federal government. In Winnipeg, the difference 

may simply be a reflection on the city's underdeveloped status as a growth pole airport. 

Firms have not attached themselves to any particular characteristics of the city. In any 

event, this difference should not be overstated, as it is not significant at the pre-selected 

level of significance. 

Second, the question regarding any perceived constraints to development had a 

statistically significant difference, with a %' value of 8.568, significant at the 0. L Ievel, the 



0.5 level and the 0.01 level. There can be no doubt that the result is statistically 

significant. Hon-el-er. this result is almost entirely due to the collective responses of the 

t ims associated n.ith YMG. rather than HSV. Therefors. analysis of this question is 

resenped for the nest section. The next step is to analyze the CS responses as a group 

compared \vith the responses received from Canadian firms. 

5.3.4 - Phase 3: CS Airports vs. Caoadian Airport 

This section goes into detail on the rernaining questions of the questionnaire process, as it 

is the most imponant pan of the statistical evidence supporting the hypotheses. First. 

sorne firm-classification questions can be assessed, comparing the three US cases with 

YWG. Responding firms represented a wide array of firm-types, ranging from air carriers 

to govenunent agencies to a fire depanment. Over half of the US f ims were categorized 

as either Retail Services or Logistics/Distribution. The Canadian fims represented a 

similar array of activities, displayin2 an even greater emphasis on RetaiVServices firrns, 

ivith a panicular focus on aviation senices within that subzroup. The overall distribution 

of firrn types is dispIayed in Figure 5.1. 

I l l 5  Ho~vcvrr .  i t  should also be notsd chat for rach o f  the questions discussed bsloiv, there is one ceII with an 
espectsd frrqurnc' of  lrss than 5 .  But, especially for the second question. tlic diffsrencr can rasily be 
noted by comparing the a c ~ a l  tiequencies visually. 



Figure 5.6 - US and Canadian Firms: Business Type 
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The setting of the firms did Vary significantly between airports, but it is presumed that 

many respondents may have misinterpreted the question slightly. For exarnple, at 

Alliance, i t  is known that a11 of the finns are located in one of the business!industrial 

parks on site. al1 of nehich is a FTZ, yet only one respondent confirmed that it was locared 

in an industrial park and one more indicated that the fim was in a FTZ. In addition, for 

the Canadian firms. the response of "FTZ" was not applicable because such zones do not 

exist in Canada. The most fiequent response for US firms was an industrial park 

location, with 40 percent of responses, followed by on-airport with 24 percent and FTZ 

with 20 percent. For Canadian firms, the most common setting was on-airport, with 42.9 

percent of the responses. The next most common was an industrial park setting, with 

28.6 percent of responses. The setting responses are displayed in Figure 5.7. It should be 

pointed out that firms could select more than one response and that the percentages 
106 reflect the total number of responses given, not the total nurnber of respondents. 



Figure 5.7 - U S  and Canadian Firms: Physical Setting 
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There was a clear delineation between the US airports in terms of the year the fim was 

established. and the distance the firm is located tkom the airport. DFW, being the largest 

and most passenssr-oriented, noticeably differs frorn AFW and HSV on both counts. 

Table 5.4 shows the average year of establishment for frms at the three US airports. At 

AFW. the averaze starting year is 1995, ptimarily because the airport itself did not exist 

rintil 1999. For DFW fims, on average, the first year of operations was in 1993, while 

for HSV, i t  was 1991. Overall, the average first year for US fimis was approximately 

1990 ( 1  989.5 1 ). The average start-up year for Canadian firms was 1977, as shown in 

Table 5.4. In this regard, YWG resembles DFW more than either AFW or HSV, likely 

because it. too. is an older airport. The difference between years of the US airports 

makes cornparhg them with YWG less valuable. It can be concluded that the first year 

of operations sheds little light into the success of a growth pole, other than measuring 

ho~v quickly it has attracted firms. However, this must be combined with a measurernent 

of the total number of airport-related firrns surrounding the airport in question. For 

example, M W  and HSV have been very successful over a short period of time (since the 

I l  KJ There are ri total of twenty-fivs responses given by the nvçnty-one US fims, while each of the Canadian 
tlrn~s indicated on[>- one response. 



mid-1980s as a group), but neither has had as iarge an impact as DFW, although its 

growth pole nature has been spread over a penod almost twice as long. 

Table 5.4 - AI1 Firms: Average First Year of Operations 
I 

1 YWG 1 1977 1 

Airport 
AFW 
D F W  
HSV 

US TOTAL 

Table 5.5 shows the average distance in miles and kilometres fiorn the surveyed firrns to 

the airport in question, and the average travelling time in minutes. Overall, there is very 

little difference is observed between the US airports as a group and W i ~ i p e g .  Again, 

Average First Year 
1995 
1983 
1991 

1939.8 1 

DFW stands out with an average distance of 10.73 km (6.67 miles) and 1 1.33 minutes. 

The average distance for AFW firms is 0.40 km (0.25 miles) and 1.17 minutes. For HSV, 

the average distance is 1.61 km (1 -00 miles) and 2-00 minutes. For the US firrns as a 

group, the average distance is 5.02 km (3.12 miles) and 5.57 minutes. At YWG, the 

average distance is 3.7 km (2.3 miles) and 5.7 minutes. The differences across airports 

can be partially explained by the relative sizes of the four airports. Due to the immense 

land area taken up by DFW, it is logical that firms would have to be further away from 

the central areas of the airport. For example, a fim may be located 8 km from DFW's 

boundaries, but the respondent may indicate a distance of 15 km, considering onIy the 

distance between the firm and the passenger terminais or cargo areas. Again, the only 

conclusion that can be drawn from this information is that the more rapidly-developing 

growth poles tend to have f ims closer to the airport. This characteristic does not appear 

to contribute to YWG's slower development, as its results are very comparable with those 

of the US airpons as a group. 



Table 5.5 - -411 Firms: Average Distance/TraveIling Time frorn Airport 

For the remainder of the statistical analysis, it is anticipated that the nul1 hypothesis will 

be rejected, as in Phase 2, but unlike Phase 1. In other words, it is believed that there is a 

significant difference in the characteristics of the US airports by cornpanson with those 

of YWG, representing Canadian, non-growth pole airports. This is hypothesized to be 

the case for each question, although, in view of data limitations, it is very likely that sorne 

questions will result in the nul1 hypothesis being supported. 

1 Airport Kilometres Miles 1 Minutes 

For al1 questions, the hypotheses are as follows: 

i -4FCV 

Ho: There is no sipnificant difference beween the US airport-related firms and the 

Canadian airport-related firms. 

H,: There is a statistically significant difference between the US airport-related firrns 

and the Canadian airport-related firms. 

Ajain, the full set of responses in tabular f o m  is located in Appendix A, but the notable 

results are discussed here. The first question, asking if the Company depends on airport 

operations, resulted in a statisticaIIy significant difference between the US and Canadian 

expenences. The Canadian firms were more likely to depend upon airport operations. 

The %' value is calculated to be 2.763, which is marginally higher than the critical value 

for the 0.1 level of significance. The result is not significant at the 0.05 level. The 

resultant Cramer's V statistic is 0.281, which, when squared, indicates that only 7.89 

percent of the difference between the populations can be attributed to this variable. 

Essentially, this result indicates that firms around YWG are more dependent upon airport 

operations than the f ims at the US airports. This may seem confusing at first, given that 

the US airpons are deemed to be more successful than YWG. However, upon closer 

0.40 
1 DFW 1 10.73 6.67 11.33 

0.25 1.17 



inspection. the result is logical. The US airports have, in fact, been more successful at 

attracting firms. indsed ones that do not nesd to be near an airport. Firnis at W G  tend 

to bs there because rhey have to be near an airport, at least to a greater deyree than those 

around the CS airports. I f  YWG becomes more of a growth pole airport, it is likely that 

this trend would be reversed, that more non-aviation-related firms would locate in the 

vicinity, as has occurred at M W ,  DFW and HSV. Table 5.6 shows the observed and 

expected frequencies, the %' statistic, the p-value, Cramer's V, and an interpretation of 

Cramer's V as an r- value, showing the rneasure of the relationship. 

Table 5.6 - Statistical Analysis: Phase 3, Question 1 

Chi-Square 
Cramer's V 
r-squared 

The nest question that warrants discussion is Question 9, which asks whether the airport 

in question has lived up to the firm's expectations. While the resultant %' value is only 

1 A71, which is only significant at the 0.15 level of significance, this result cannot be 

deemed reliable due to extremely small expected frequencies. In two of the four 

contingency tabIe cells, the expected value is not only less than 5 ,  but less than 1. In fact, 

the results are skewed because of a single firm that indicated its dissatisfaction with its 

location. Therefore. this question should be ignored, despite the fact that the %' value is 

moderately significant. It is safe to accept the nul1 hypothesis. 

. 

The final question. which addresses perceived constraints to development at the various 

airports, is the most telling for this study. Firms at the US airports were nearly 

iinanirnous in indicating that there were no constraints to development. Only one US 

firm indicated any sort of constraint. For the Canadian firms, the case was very different, 

p-Value 0.0965 
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as over half of the firms indicated some form of constraint to development. The resultant 

x' value is 1 1 .%M. \\.hich is significant at the  0.1 level, the 0.05 level, the 0.01 level. and 

even the 0.001 lewl. With a Cramer's V sratistic of 0.583. this variable has a strong 

correlation with the difference in the airpons, expiaining 33.83 percent of the difference. 

Although it was not expected that the other questions would support the nul1 hypothesis, 

i t  is important that this particular question does not. It is this question that points out the 

key difference between the US airports and YWG. Despite the desires of local 

companies that may wish to expand, or companies from elsewhere that may nish to 

relocate to U'imipeg, impediments to doing so are beyond their control. Factors such as 

these influence the decision-making process for firms with respect to location, and, 

despite having some of the characteristics of a growth pole airport, most f ims are 

choosing not to locate in Winnipeg. Table 5.7 shows the detailed statistical information 

for this question. 

Table 5.7 - Statistical Analysis: Phase 3, Question 10 

r-squared 0.3383 33.83% 

: 10 . :: - 
YWG - &i.rt-:i. --:< - . - - 
AFW+D&+HSV;~:: ; . 

- ,:?Jota1 
Expected - 

YWG 
AFW+DFW+HSV . 

. Total 

The questions that did support the nul1 hypothesis show that Winnipeg does have some 

characteristics in comrnon with the growth pole airports in the USA, including Company 

p-Value 0.0007 
Chi-Square 1 1 -5035 
Cramefs V 0.58 17 

Y 
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Y 

3.71 

espansions, re1atiF.s dependence on the city as a ~vhole, and operations in relation to a 

major airport. Hon-ever, until the constraints hampering development are addressed, the 

other factors will be fmitless in terms of attracting the critical mass of economic activity 

required for YWG to become a true growth pole airport. 
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5.4 - Lessons Learned for Winnipeg 

The statistical anal>-sis demonstrates what was already made erident from the qualitative 

responses gii-en by the airport and planning respondents: Winnipeg presents a different 

situation from that obtaining at the US case studies. Although the responses for YWG 

did not differ significantly from those of M W ,  DFW and HSV for several questions, two 

key questions did stand out as being significantly different, with one more being worthy 

of further investigation. 

However, the most significant response related to constraints to development at YWG, an 

issue that was also alluded to by the airport and planning respondents. A number of 

constraints to development at YWG are not present at the US airports. Some of the 

anecdotal references to constraints are discussed earlier in this chapter. 

Hoivever, Winnipeg - and YWG - has a number of advantages to its credit. iMost of 

these are mentioned in Section 4.1.6, but Table 5.8 shows that Winnipeg has the lowest 

total annual operating cost for warehousing and distribution of any major city in Canada. 

Table 5.8 is based upon the same criteria as Table 1.1, which displayed the total operating 

costs for L'S cities. 

Table 5.8 - Total Annual Operating Cost, Warebousing and Distribution, 

Selected Canadian Cities 
I 

Location 
Winnipeg, Ml3 

Ottawa, ON 
Mississauga, OX 

Montreal, QC 
Toronto, ON 

Saskatoon, SK 
Calgary, AB 

Edmonton, AB 
Halifax, NS 

VancouiVer, BC 

Total Annual Operating Costs (USS) 
SI 7,3 16,000 
17,778,000 
1 8,074,000 
18,165,000 
1 8,432,000 
18,929,000 
19,852,000 
20,257,000 
22,658,000 
23,114,000 A 

Source: T/le Boyci Conrpcrry 1999. 



Swings of nsarly USS6 miIlion annually by relocating a distribution centre from 

Vancouver to Winnipeg, or USS2.5 million annually by relocating from Calgal.  indicate 

tiiat WTinnipeg is the rnost efficient location for North American distribution from 

Canada. Such reductions in total costs would normally offset relocation costs tvithin a 

few years, meaning that it should be possible to convince companies of the economic 

advantages associatsd with moving to Winnipeg. Some of the reasons for Winnipeg's 

low overall costs relate to lower than average labour costs, lower costs for land, and the 

abundance of major tnicking fims headquanered in ~ a n i t o b a . ' ~ '  Some of these factors 

were mentioned in passing by some survey respondents in Winnipeg. 

The final chapter summarizes the findings of this study. It also assesses the results of the 

analysis with respect ta growth pole theory and the relationship between transport 

in frastmc ture and regional economic development. Chapter 6 also revisits the 

quantitative. and especially the qualitative, analyses so as to make conclusions about the 

case-study airports and to make recommendations for YWG's bid to become a cargo- 

based grow-th pole airport. 

1 4 1 -  Manitoba is a net prot-ider of nrinsponation services, particularly trucking services. The relatively high 
ntirnbrr of rruckrns conipclnirs locrited in the province means that competition is heahhy. which. in nirn. 
leads to lou.sr freight races. 



CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 - Meeting the Growth Pole Criteria 

The cargo-based growth pole airports in this study fa11 into one of hvo categones. Fint, 

as is the case around DFW International Airport and around Winnipeg International 

Airport, there is the unplamed hinterland. Firms move into the area because they believe 

certain adïantages exist for them near the airport. This process is more evident around 

DF W, by far the larger of the two. Second, there are planned hinterlands, such as those 

found at Alliance Airport and Huntsville International Airport. Especially in the case of 

Alliance, the entire process of firm immigration and location is carefùlly planned and 

managed. 

.4ny piamed airport hinterland should be one contiguous area (FAA 1965). This is 

important for several reasons, not the least of which is the applicability of  foreign trade 

zone s ta tu  in the United  tat tes.'" While this is not an issue - at least geographically - 

in Canada, it is still advantageous to have one contiguous package of land developed as 

an airport business park. A single area eases zoning and transportation access, and limits 

the region's exposure to noise, truck traffic, road congestion and other side-effects of an 

airport business park. One contiguous area also eases the process of marketing the 

business park and provides shippers with the "one-stop-shopping" approach that is 

deemed to be valuable in Huntsville. 

The three US case-study airports have been shown to have overall positive impacts on 

their respective regions. There may be dispute, however, as to whether AFW, DFW and 

HSV are growth poles. In Chapter 1, several factors were cited that are instrumental in 

engendenng a successful airport growth pole. These factors were also said to measure 

the critical mass of a cargo-based growth pole airport. Each of them is now assessed with 

respect to the case-study airports. To recall, the factors were: 

10s Hokvever, subzones of e~isting FTZs can be set up iit more remote rnanufacturing plants. 
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expansion of airport-related companies; 
the vaIue-added by airport-related manufacturing companies; 
employment generated by airport-related companies; 
cooperation between the airport, industry, and govemment 
(including incentives and abatements); 
the critical nature of a third transportation mode (rail or sea); 
and 
the take-off point for the airport growth pole. 

The expansion of airport-related cornpanies was equally prevalent in the USA as it was in 

Canada, according to the survey results. However, three firms - al1 in Winnipeg - 
indicated that they had undergone a decrease in size, rather than an increase. So, while 

the survey asked about expansion, it ignored the possibility of firms contracting. Other 

sources note that corporate expansions in Dallas-Fort Worth numbered almost 400 in 

1995 (Smith 1996). The Huntsville area, as noted earlier in this thesis, regularly 

instances firms that expenence changes in company size (and company turnover) as a 

result of the cyclical and short-term nature of govenunent contracts that are so prevalent 

in the region. In Wmipeg, the strong aerospace industry has undergone relatively steady 

expansion compared with most other industries; a fact exemplitied by Standard Aero's 

current patchwork of Locations southeast of the airport. To conclude, the expansion of 

airport-related finns is a rneasure of the critical mass and does lead to a successful growth 

pole. However, the tendency of firms at YWG to contract rather than to expand indicates 

that YWG has not yet reached the critical rnass. 

Airport-related companies are fiequently members of industries that focus on value- 

added activities. This is verified by considenng the companies that surround each of the 

airports, as noted in Chapter 4. To mention just one at each of the US airports: 

Yokia manufactures mobile phones at M W ;  
Boeing manufactures rockets and air-defence systems at HSV; and 
XEC operates a production, engineering and marketing office at DFW. 

YWG's aerospace industry only partially fulfils this measure. For example, Boeing and 

Bristol do some value-added manufacturing, but Standard Aero and Air Canada are more 

service-oriented, performing maintenance on engines and aircraft. 



Each of the US airports in this study has generated ernployment for its respective region. 

For the most part, the developrnent has not occurred at the expense of other parts of the 

metropolitan areas. Gron-th at Alliance has not hurt the economy of the rest of Dallas- 

Fort Worth. On the contrary, the growth at the airports only breeds more growth in the 

entire region, displaying the "tnckle-down" effect discussed earlier in this thesis. In 

Huntsville, the airport development is one of several foci of employrnent in the region 

(along with downtown, Curnrnings Research Park and, increasingly, Madison), but it  is 

one of the Iargest and one of the most important. In Winnipeg, the airport area is ako  a 

centre of employment, but certainly not as significant as it could be given the large tracts 

of land nearby. Development is slower at YWG than at M W ,  DFW, and HSV. This 

was a point that was made clear by the airport and planning respondents. In addition, as 

pointed out by Loreth (1996), growth at YWG has taken place at the expense of other 

parts of the city. Most notably, growth has been somewhat retarded in St. Boniface and 

Transcona, despite the available land and infrastructure there. YWG lags behind the US 

airports in terms of this measure. To compare the three US airports, the generation of 

ernployment is the most clear (geographically speaking) at AFW and HSV. However, it  

is the largest, by far, at DFW. 

To varying degrees, each of M W ,  DFW and HSV has registered success in forging 

public-private partnerships. In each case, the initial investment in inliastructure was 

made, at least in part, by governrnent organizations. At AFW, the public investment was 

considerably less than at either DFW or HSV in terms both of real dollars and the 

proportion of the total cost. M W ,  therefore, has had a greater degree of public-pnvate 

CO-operation. DFW and HSV were funded in different manners. DFW was a process 

begun and funded by the federal govemment, while HSV was a local initiative that then 

secured regional development money fiom the federal govenunent. In each of the US 

cases, governrnents and businesses work together to create an environment that is 

attractive for business, including the provision of incentives and abatements. In 

Winnipeg, the initial investment was also made by the government, as Transport Canada 

owned the airport until December 3 1, 1996. However, public-private CO-operation has 

produced no significant, tangible business park development since Transpcrt Canada 



transferred responsibility to W U .  For instance, the Winnipeg Airport Lands 

Corporation was a partnership designed to market the land to the west of the airport, but, 

to date, has proved ineffectual. .4lthough most of the organizations have the same 

ultimate goal of economic development, there is generally very little CO-operation 

between pnvate organizations - such as W U ,  the aerospace industry or the air cargo 

carriers - and public organizations at the civic, rural municipality and provincial level. 

This shortcoming includes a complete lack of any CO-ordinated plan for incentives and 

abaternents for companies that may wish to locate near the airport. This issue is raised 

again later, since it is one of the most significant impediments to development in 

Winnipeg. 

For M W  ami HSV, the additional transportation mode offered by an intermodal 

container facility has had positive impacts on regional economic development, and has 

strengihened the attractive pull of each airport, confirrning its standing as a grow?h pole. 

The previous chapter noted one response to the survey that indicated that the intermodal 

centre at M W  \vas as important as the airport in terms of attracting development. 

Because of its role as a major passenger hub, in addition to its role as a cargo centre, a 

third transport mode is not regarded as being of equal importance for DFW. YWG's size 

is more in line with AFW and HSV than DFW, and it  follows that a new intemodal 

facility near any new intermodal business park would play a similar roie as those 

currently existing at Alliance and Huntsville. Although it is mentioned in the YWG 

.Master Plan, there is no specific plan for a new intermodal centre at YWG. Currently, 

C N R  and CPR each operates its own intermodal facility in Winnipeg. The CNR facility 

is crowded and leads to traffic congestion where the rail line crosses Kenaston Boulevard 

and Waverley Street. Nevenheless, C N R  has stated that relocating the facility would be 

too costly. At CP Rail's facility, there is some room for growth. However, a cornbined 

facility near YWG. operated by a third party, would offer Manitoba's international 

shipping comrnunity a number of advantages in addition to complementing the truck-air 

nature of an airpon business 

- -  - - 

I I N  Although this section focuses on international container shipping, a combined intermodal facility would 
have positive impacts for domestic container shippers as well. 



Manitoba is a small and fragmented market. There are over 
two dozen freight fonvarders and a handful of larger 
shippers that use a vat-iety of marine carriers to access 
overseas markets. Because of market size, ~Manitoba 
shippers are discriminated against, in terms of "service 
commitment" and "rate incentives" by marine carriers. 
Ocean containers are essentially sold to the highest bidder 
(Crockatt 1998, p. 35). 

The consortium operating the facility would have to be sizeable enough to be able to 

negotiate volume-discount rates from marine carriers (Crockatt 1998). 

Besides its role at growth pole airports, intermodal traffic is the fastest growing segment 

of the rail industry (Pemington 1994; Master 1998). At AFW and HSV, the intermodal 

centres share the core of the development with the airports. At HSV, intermodal traffic is 

projected to triple between 1998 and 2008 (Infanger 1998), while at AFW, 30-40 percent 

of businesses make "significant use" of the BNSF intermodal facility (Master 1998). 

S ynergy benveen transportation modes and carriers results in savings for manu facturers 

and distributors. Apart fiom the economic advantages it provides, intermodalism is also 

beneficial to the environment and has positive social impacts. For example, 

intermodalism reduces road congestion, fuel consumption, pollution and accidents, and 

can help serve as a solution to a shortage of long-haul truck dnvers in North Arnerica 

(Master 1 998). This issue is revisited again in the recommendations. 

Each of the three US case-study airports has reached its critical mass. This is not to Say 

that no effort is required to continue the growth and development of the airports and 

business parks; rather, it indicates that the facility does not have significant risk, and does 

not require investment without a greater degree of certainty in the results. In other words, 

until an airport development reaches its cntical mas ,  the process is an uphill battle with 

risk. There m u t  be a firm belief by the private and public sectors that the hard work will 

ultirnately pay off and the risks will prove to be worthwhile. Furthemore, it requires a 

firm commitment in the forrn of financing and policy. Without long-terni commitment, a 

government that initiates a growth pole policy is inviting wasted investment, for only a 



development over a reasonable arnount of time will enable the pole to reach the critical 

mass. This gestation could be a very long process, possibly ten years or more, often 

longer than a particular ~overnment's term of office. The investment could also be 

wasteful if a new government cancels the previous administration's prograrns. Although 

M W  has achieved success in a reIatively short time fiame, others have not. North 

Carolina Global TransPark has been developing since 1990, but has only experienced 

minimal growth (FAA 199 1 ; North Carolina Global TramPark Authority, November 

1 999). 

It iç now opportune to pose the original question that was asked at the begiming of this 

study; narnely, 

Ho w does a locatiort reach the critical mass for a cargo-based growth pole airport? 

The first key to reaching the critical mass for a cargo-based growth pole airport, and 

likely the most important, is appropriate airport infiastructure, including ground access 

and cargo facilities. With~ut  adequate airside and grotmdside infrastructure, no airport 

c m  realistically expect to be a successfûl growth pole. One official at M W  considered 

the initial provision of infrastructure, in conjunction with the first few tenants, to be the 

critical mass (Garrison 1997). Regardless of the nature of the remaining critical-mass 

characteristics, none can be effective without the presence of infrastructure. The cargo 

infrastructure is important, as mentioned, but is useless without a healthy Iocal air cargo 

market, something that is determined by other parts of the critical mass. 

The local air cargo market is determined by the firms in a particular region - specifically, 

an airport's catchment area - that are users of air cargo. As discussed in Chapter 1, such 

h s  typically produce or require goods that are high in value relative to weight, or deal 

with goods that are time-sensitive. An example of the former is Nokia at AFW, which 

manufactures vaIuable - but small- mobile telephones. The classic example of the latter 

is FedEx, with a sorting hub at AFW, but also having operations at DFW, HSV and 

YWG. FedEx moves packages with time-definite deadlines. Part of the critical mass is a 



local air cargo market that is diverse enough to withstand fluctuations in any particular 

industry, and large enough to have a significant and constant demand for a variety of air 

cargo senices, spawning cornpetition by air cargo providers in the local market. This 

includes both the integrator market and heavier air cargo associated with wide-body 

passenger and freighter aircrafi, a service clearly lacking at YWG, and a pnmary reason 

firms divert air cargo away fiom YWG (Thompson et al 1999). 

It is possible that there is an actual number of firms, or a volume of air cargo that 

constitutes the minimum point beyond which an airport has reached the cntical mas. 

However, it is likely that this value varies by airport. For instance, HSV has lower 

annual air cargo volumes than YWG, but in this study, HSV, unlike YWG, is considered 

to have the cntica1 mass for a cargo-based airport growth pole. Having said that, HSV 

has higher relative cargo volumes than YWG; that is, the air cargo share of Huntsville's 

total regional economy is proportionally larger than ~ i n n i ~ e ~ ' s . " ~  Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the air cargo market must be strong, steady, diverse and large relative to 

the market as a whole. The Winnipeg air cargo market is growing steadily, but owes 

much of that growth to integrator traffic, meaning that the diversity aspect - represented 

by heavy and outsized cargo - is not as well developed as it is in DaIIas-Fort Worth 

(where some thirty cargo carriers fil1 every niche market) or Huntsville (where Airbome 

Express, CargoLux, FedEx, Emery and UPS can satis@ nearly every shipper's needs). 

Other components of the cntical mass include the environment in which the airport and 

business park operate. In this case, the tenn erivironment means the business 

environment, including locational advantages, tax implications, CO-operation between 

relevant organizations, and ease of establishing a new location. This is the one area in 

which YWG rnost seriously lags behind its US counterparts. The interviews and surveys 

revealed a number of constraints at YWG, rnany of which are bureaucratic in nature 

rather than physical impediments to development. As the recommendations of this 

-- - 

1 IO  HSV's total cargo volume for 1998 was 34,525 tonnes, which, when compared with the city's 
population, equates to rouçhly one-third. YWG's most positive esrimate for air cargo volumes in 1998 
would be approximately 100,000 tonnes, which is less than one-sixth o f  the city's population. A better 



chapter show, this is one area YWG needs to address in order for it to reach the critical 

mass preparatory to assuming the status of a growth pole airport. 

What can be said with certainty is that the critical mass for a cargo-based airport growth 

pole is not easily quantifiable. 

6.2 - Other Cities' Perspectives 

A number of other cities, particularly in the mid-continent region of North America, are 

also contemplating airports and intermodal facilities in various combinations that are 

desisged to spur economic development. A quick review of experiences in Kansas City, 

San Antonio, Monterrey, Kinston (North Carolina) and NewburghINew Windsor (New 

York) show that Winnipeg is not alone in considering a multimodal transportation centre. 

The fact that other cities have rnoved fonvard should also encourage Winnipeg's 

decision-makers either to commit to the notion of funding infrastructure for an airport 

growth pole. or to abandon the idea altogether. 

In Kansas City, MO, a former military base - Richards Gebaur Airport (RG) - is in the 

process of being converted into a major internoda1 facility and International Trade 

Processing Center (ITPC)' ' ' to be served by Kansas City Southern Railroad (KCS). The 

airport has been used only for general aviation in recent years. However, Kansas City 

has another excellent GA and corporate airport in the heart of its downtown. The KCS 

facility will utilize the current RG runway as a truck driveway, the primary base for the 

raihed, and for stacking containers (personal communication with David Malecki; 

Bronstone et al 1999). There is a possibility that the Kansas City Aviation Department 

could constnict a new mnway to keep the aviation aspect of RG intact. However, it 

would remâin a GA airport rather than trying to follow the examples of  Alliance and 

estimate would be to compare the cargo volumes with the regional GDP. However, it was not possibie to 
obrain GDP information on a cil-by-city basis. 
" ' .=\ large share of the COS( of establishing the International Trade Processing Center cornes from the US 
federal govemment, an example of the US government's cornmitment to developing multimodal facilities. 



Huntsville, by trying to attract air cargo services to complement the intermodal (rail and 

truck) freight movements. 

San Antonio is also converting a military base - Kelly Air Force Base - into a 

multimodal trmsportation centre. The air infrastructure is already in ptace at Kelly, with 

plans to constnict an intermodal facility. The effort in San Antonio is a fully-co- 

ordinated one, with CO-operation fiom al1 government levels and local businesses. Local 

planners are lobbying for ITPC status for their city, just as they are in Kansas City. 

Given its proximity to Mexico, a new multimodal transportation centre in San Antonio 

could becorne the major US gateway tùelling multimodal trade between the US and 

Mexico. San Antonio is trying to capture some of the traffic currently switching modes 

at Laredo. A s  an ITPC, cargo could clear customs in San Antonio (or Kansas City or 

-4lliance as the case may be), and avoid long delays at the USMexico border. San 

Antonio, Kansas City, Alliance, Oklahoma City and Des Moines are in competition to be 

awarded ITPC status by the US federaI govemment (Bronstone et al. 1999). 

In Monterrey, Mexico, a state-of-the-art, privately-operateci intermodal facility is to be 

located adjacent to the city's all-cargo airport. Again, there are few synergies between air 

and rail operations, but having the one-stop-shopping approach is attractive to shippers 

and companies alike. The extent of economic development surrounding Monterrey's new 

facility is yet to be determined, but it has been noted as one potential mode1 for a new 

intermodal facility in Winnipeg (St. Arnaud 1999).'12 The Monterrey facility is adjacent 

to the NAFTA "Mexico-Laredo" highway (No. 57) and two major railways, fûrther 

exempl i fying the importance of infiastructure, and the consolidation of transport modes. 

The North Carolina Global TransPark has been mentioned already in this thesis, but it is 

appropriate to reintroduce it here. The location, Kinston, NC, was chosen because of its 

access to hvo rail carriers, two Interstate highways, two deepwater ports, existing 

industrial utilities, FTZ status, US Customs and the airport ( P e ~ i n g t o n  1994). 

' " For more on the situations in Kansas City. San Antonio and recent efforts for a new intermodal facility 
in .LiimeapoIis-St. Paul. see Bronstone et al. (1999). 



Another airport that has undergone efforts in the 1990s to garner cargo activity and 

regional development is Stewart International Airport in Newburgh/New Windsor, New 

York. Like RG in Kansas City and Kelly in San Antonio, the airport is a converted 

military base that has received well over USSlOO million in g o v e m e n t  investment in 

the late 1980s and early 1990s (FAA 199 1). Some economic development has occurred, 

with the nearby location of firms like Anheuser-Busch, American Express, Cessna and 

cargo carriers including FedEx, Airborne, Emery, the United States Postal Service, and 

ais0 the United States Department of Agriculture (FAA 199 1 ). 

While this study shows that it is important to invest in infiastructure in order to effect 

regional economic development, the cases of Kansas City, San Antonio, Kinston and 

Stewart demonstrate that it is also important to take advantage of existing infrastructure 

before investing in new infrastructure. This is another lesson that Winnipeg should 

consider in any pIanning efforts. However, other locations have reiterated the overall 

importance of infrastructure to attracting economic development in their respective 

regions. In each case above, the one common goal was to attract more transponation 

activity and economic development to the community, and the one common instrument 

for doing so was the provision of infrastructure. Another note on this section is that the 

above multimodal facilities are relatively new and still warrant further study to determine 

their impacts - or potential impacts - on regional economic development. 



6.3 - Hypotheses Revisited 

A set of hypotheses was Iaid out in Chapter 1. In this final chapter, it is appropnate to 

assess the accuracy of the hypotheses. To analyze them, each hypothesis is restated 

below, followed immediately by a discussion coloured by the results of this study. 

6.3.1 - Hypothesis 1 

Firn~s ivill oti/y locale adjacent to a parriculor airport ifthe 

necessary in frastnrctrrre is provided and f thar location 

does not put the fim ut a cornpetitive disadvanrage 

compared with other firms in rhe region in the same 

indzrst?y. irlfrastructure includes road access, municipal 

services. and airside tariivays and aprons immediately 

arijacer~t to the cargo-based btrsinesses. 

A proportion of the firms surveyed (78.6 percent in Winnipeg and 57.1 percent in the 

USA) indicated that their airport location was selected at least partly because of the 

provision of air, rail or highway infrastructure. For the particular case of M W ,  the initial 

public outlay of USS 138 million has easily been justified. Not only has the private sector 

contnbuted nearly USS4 billion to develop Alliance, but the public coffers have been 

repIenished many times over by t a  revenues deriving fiom companies near AFW. As 

noted in Chapters 4 and 5, the same can be said for HSV. Since the initial outlay of 

capital by the various levels and institutions of government, the income to the 

misceIlaneous government agencies through user fees and taxes has easi ly justi fied the 

cost. In terms of locational decision-making, most firms would select a site with 

infrastructure in place ahead of one without infiastructure. 

Hypothesis 1 is accepted on the grounds that public (and private) investment in 

infrastructure has played an important role in attracting development at the case-study 

airports. 



An airport authority mmt offer more than jus& nvailuble 

land and in frastmctwe in order to attract firms. Itzcen t ives 

and abatenzenzs are part of doing business in a competirive 

environment. 

LVhile only a few firms (14.3 percent in total) indicated that their locational decision was 

based on incentives or tau abatements, it is apparent that the latter do play an important 

role. The literature reviewed in previous chapters supports this and airport officials also 

acknowledge the important role abatements and incentives play in attracting firrns to 

airport business parks: "We have the momentum ... and a long list of other incentives" 

(Mike Beny of Hillwood Development Corporation, quoted in Garrison 1997, p. 4). 

Rodda (1998, p. 43) noted that InteI was lured to Alliance, rather than Iocating at other, 

more traditional "high-tech centres", because of "huge tau abatements". Similarly, 

GaIaxy Aerospace chose the AFW location over other locations in the Dallas-Fort Worth 

area partly because of tax abatements, including job training, financing, relocation costs 

and construction of facilities (Garrison and Allen 1997).' l 3  

The best example of how abatements aid development is to consider supply-chains that 

develop near airports. Nokia, which operates the world's rnost productive mobile phone 

manufacturing facility at Alliance, was given a significant tax abatement to locate there 

(HiIlwood Development Corporation, February 2000). Nokia was exempted from paying 

some property taxes, but still paid a payroll tax, to Say nothing of the state taxes on the 

goods and services that it purchased (besides which, its employees al1 paid income tau). 

Although it was likely a good investment just considering the costs and benefits 

associated with Nokia, the positive impact does not end there. Perlos and Nolato, both 

plastics companies that act as suppliers to Nokia, have located at Alliance as well, in 

I l 3  Galaxy Aerospace is a subsidiary of Israel Aircraft Industries Lrd. Gdaxy manufactures build-to-suit 
business jets. 



order to be as geographically close to their main customer as possible. The Finnish 

Company Perlos and Swedish Nolato did not receive any incentives or abatements to 

influence rheir decisions; therefore they both pay full taxes and employ hundreds, 

creating even more value out of the original incentive plan offered to Nokia (Hillwood 

Development Corporation, February 2000). In September 1999, Savcor Coatings, 

another F i ~ i s h  supplier to Perlos and Nolato, leased space at Alliance, showing that the 

supply-chain development c m  continue beyond the fint l e ~ e l . " ~  A similar situation 

exists at HSV, where the govemment's role includes not only incentive and abatement 

packages, but also a major presence in the forms of NASA and the Amy.  The supply- 

chahs are well established for both govemental and business linkages. At DFW, the 

Iinkages are so intercomected that it is nearly impossible to trace them effectively. 

Hypothesis 2 is accepted because this study has found that incentives and abatements do 

play an important role in attracting firms and, subsequently, attracting suppliers to those 

firms. Hou-ever, incentive programs must be only one component of a larger strategy. 

6.3.3 - Hypothesis 3 

Haring a nlnjar anchor tenarit is cntcial. Ir is vital ro 

iderrtlfi thar first major f i r n l  thar is wifling to ntove away 

frotir rhe resr and chose  a nerv focarion. Parr of the 

inrportartce of rhe anchor rennnt is brand-nanie 

recogrti f ion. A well-kr oivn Company moving to a particzdar 

airport location will lrelp convince other firms rhar it is a 

good straregic locariorr. 

The anchor tenant does not appear to be as important for DFW or HSV as it is, or was, 

for M W .  Arnerican Airlines is the unanimous choice as the anchor tenant at AFW, and 

is credited with playing a very important role in attracting other firms. At DFW, no 

I I 4  Alliance dso is the site o f  a significant aerospace supply-chain. Recaro. which manufactures scats for 
Arnerican AirIines, and Questron, which is 3 parts supplier for Galaxy Aerospace and Recaro, have both 



major anchor tenant was singled out by any respondent. Perhaps because its focus is 

primarily on passengers, economic development around DFW h a  not received the same 

scrutiny and consideration as its counterparts in this study. At HSV, several respondents 

identified Onan as the original anchor tenant. However, this organization was probably 

not as important to HSV as American Airlines is to AFW, considering the fact that Onan 

no longer has operations in Huntsville. The true anchors to economic development in 

Huntsville - at the airport, in Cummings Research Park, and every other technological 

area in the region - are the Marshall Space Flight Center and Redstone Arsenal. In 

Winnipeg, the notion of an anchor tenant was noted by some respondents as an important 

instrument for attracting other companies, indicating a belief that one major industrial 

fim in the area West of the airport could spur significant development. Three 

respondents in the airport authonty or local planner surveys for Winnipeg identified 

Standard Aero as a potential anchor tenant for a Winnipeg airport business park. 

Standard Aero is considered in more detail in the Recommendations section of this 

chapter, under the heading Recommendation 4. 

However, the importance of the anchor tenant may have been overstated. Rather than an 

individual firm, it  is an anchor indrrstv that is the key to success. The anchor industry is 

representative of the "propulsive industry" as noted throughout growth pole literature. If 

the case studies are considered, the propulsive, or anchor, industries become evident. At 

M W ,  it is distribution companies that make up the largest proportion of the tenants. 

Despite the fact that American Airlines is not a distribution Company at M W ,  the 

majonty of firms there - the ones dnving the growth - are warehousing and distribution 

cornpanies. At DFW, it is aviation-related industries that are the most important, 

although they are spread throughout the Metroplex. At HSV, it is electronics and 

technology-intensive companies that represent the propulsive industry. In Winnipeg, as 

alluded to previously, it  is the aerospace industry that appears to be the best candidate for 

propulsive industry or anchor industry status. This notion leads directly into the next 

hypothesis. 

Iocatsd at AFW becauss o f  the supply-chain agglomeration advantages they perceive. 
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Hypothesis 3 is partially accepted but amended to address the notion of a propulsive 

industry, rather than being limited to an anchor tenant. 

6.3.4 - Hypothesis 4 

An). airport authority may model ifseif afrer other 

conlmrtnities. btit the type of jirm attracted shortld 

contplemertr rhe erisring srrengrlts of the region. 

Winnipeg's strengths are diverse, as noted in Chapter 3, but some of its key growth 

industries are aerospace, trucking and, more recently, air cargo. Therefore, if this 

hypothesis is found to h d d  mie, Winnipeg is best s e ~ e d  by trying to expand its 

aerospace industry, its distribution industry and its air cargo industry. DFW has 

traditionally enjoyed strong and heatthy aviation and distribution comrnunities, 

characteristics that are exploited by DFW and AFW. Huntsville has been a strong 

technology centre since the end of World War II, and its airport business park reflects 

that tradition as well. 

Hypothesis 4 is accepted based on the experiences of the case-study airports. Each has 

used its community's traditional strength industries to help develop its airport business 

park. 

6.3.5 - Hypothesis 5 

nte rnore transport modes located at art airporr, rhe better 

its chances of being a strccessful growth pole. Spec~jicaiiy, 

high-quality highway connections and a rail container 

termirrai are important components of an airport growrh 

pole. Marine irifrastntcrtire corrld also provide ari airporî 

iuitlt art aclvatrtage. I r  is not included in rlris strrdy becatrse 

rrorte of the airports considered is on a const. 



This issue has already been addressed in this chapter. Rail infrastructure btings an added 

dimension that attracts more companies and enables local shippers to access one-stop- 

shopping for their transportation needs and can directly lead to lower rates. Although the 

focus has been on air-road-rail infrastructure, some North American airports - namely 

Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles - have been handling sea-air cargo in the Asia- 

Pacific market for years (Taneja 1994). For the case of Winnipeg. a seaport is an 

impossibility. so an intermodal rail facility is the best fit. 

Hypothesis 5 is accepted, based on the multimodal success of AFW and HSV, 

particularly in t ems  of being able to attract companies that use air, rail and highway 

transportation in any combination. 

The hypotheses can be considered to be conclusions for this study, especially because 

they have al1 been accepted, at l e s t  partially. However, during the course of this study, 

other conclusions have been drawn, leading to a set of recommendations. These 

recommendations constitute the next section. 

6.4 - Recommendations 

The following six recomrnendations are based on the findings of this study. They do not 

pretend to be all-encompassing, but they do present a coherent package for effecting 

regional development. The fact remains that if these recommendations were to be 

implemented in the short-term, YWG would stand a bener chance of  becoming a cargo- 

based growh pole airport than it currently does. 

Planning for an airport business park is difficult in Winnipeg. There are many 

organizations - both public and private - that daim stakes in the process of development. 

The land in question lies on the airport grounds, in the City of Winnipeg and in the RM 



of Rosser. Which of these organizations, if any, should be responsible for the planning 

and funding of infrastructure for an airport business park? The answer is thai al1 of them, 

in CO-operation ~vith the provincial and federal govemments, should be shanng the 

planning responsibilities and splitting the cost of infrastructure. Unfortunately, this 

arrangement has not worked adequately to date. No significant developrnent has 

occurred. Part of the reason is the lack of a single, effective plaming organization for 

lands that are both on and off the airport site. 

?VA4 shortid take the lead in creating ari airport plannittg 

otrthority (referred to in the remainder of rhis chapter as 

the Wirtnipeg Airport Planning A u t h o r i ~ ~ ,  which wortld 

have control of the land (includiing Werve  lands). The 

atrthority should be given the power to ofler incentive 

programs (therefore it shoirld have ciry and provincial 

representatiort) to qrralifiedfirnrs. i r ' i t l i  the tdtimate goal of 

pronroti~zg regional ecorzonlic deueloprnertt throiigh the 

developmerrt of airport larid. The artthori'; nirrst have a 

sizeable budget jtnded by ~ h e  federaf. provincial, city and 

nirrrricipal governntents arrd by CVAA. Ir1 retrrrn, tax 

reverttres generated on the lami should be spiit between 

[hose organizations and the planning arrthority, artd shoufd 

be earmarked for rein vestment. ' " 

In 1995, the San Antonio Initial Base Adjustrnent Strategy Cornmittee recommended that an airpon 
developmcnt authority musc be able to purchase, own, manage, lease and sel1 property; have acccss to 
capital; amact businesses that are planning to relocate to San Antonio, either with its owm incentives or in 
coordination with other govenunental agencies; and om-n and operate businesses so  that it could, in the 
long-term, be able to enter into joint ventures. The developrnenr authority was eventuaIly srnbodied in the 
Greater Kelly Development Corporation. 



III Airside Infrastructure 

Winnipeg InternationaI Airport has adequate mnway capacity for its projected traffic 

growth well beyond the 2020 planning horizon of its current iMaster Plan. WAA has also 

piamed for the addition of a parallel 13-3 1 mnway when traffic voIumes dictate that it is 

necessary. The network of taxiways is satisfactory for current levels of activity as well. 

However, the current cargo area to the southeast of the termina1 is becoming 

overcrowded, with tenants clamouring for apron space dunng the busy ovemight hours. 

Unfortunately, expansion space is at a premium in this area as the adjacent land is 

occupied by regional passenger airlines (e.g. Perimeter Airlines, Ministic Air) and non- 

airport users (e.g. Western Canada Aviation Museum). This land is the location of choice 

for the Integrators for it is the closest airport land to downtown. Being on the west side 

of the airfield puts integrators at a disadvantage. However, the west side would be ideal 

for heavier cargo operations, which are not as time-sensitive as the integrators' 

operations. Before investing in new airside infiastructure, inchding the possible 

relocation of cargo companies, the Winnipeg Airport Planning Authonty should make the 

best use of existing infrastructure by converting land fkom marginal uses (like the 

Aviation Museum) to the optimal land use for that location. 

The Winnipeg Airport Planning Arithorip mrtst erzsrire that 

rhere is sr@cient airport land available for cargo and 

coririer operations. The sotirheast area of the airport 

shorild be resenied for the crtment irttegrator tenants. The 

snialfer regional passenger airlines slrould be consolidated 

in a regional passenger terminal so that more space can be 

devoted to Nztegrator airlines. Hea y cargo operations 

should be deveioped or1 the West side of rhe airport, near 

the FVinnport facility and the Air Canada Maintenance 

Facility. A~zy initial iri vestnient in in fmstnrctiire slzorikd 

corne frorn rhe planrzing arirhoriy 's starr-rip budget. 



III. Groundside Infrastructure 

HSV is lobbying to have the ~Memphis-Atlanta highway routed through Huntsville. In ail 

likelihood, this will be the case. The three-digit-interstate (1-565) is inimical to the 

attraction of finns and the city has no real est-west access. M W  and DFW are both 

flanked by major lnterstate Highways, and are working towards improving the quality of 

the highway that connects the two airports (State Highway 114). On a micro-level, al1 

the US airports offer high-speed, limited-access freeways that 1 ink with the downtown 

and other business centres in each city. Winnipeg, on the other hand, has no direct route 

to downtown, and many of the airport routes are two-lane or three-lane arterials, hindered 

by a multitude of trafic lights and even stop signs (like on Berry Street and Ferry Road). 

The current groundside infrastructure does not lend itself well to passengers, in tems of 

access to the terminal, or to cargo, in t e m s  of direct access to downtown for couriers and 

to major highways for distribution on a larger scale. On the west side of the airport there 

is currently very 1ittIe serviced land. Therefore, municipal infrastnicture must also be 

incorporatsd into any groundside investment strategy. 

The FVinnipeg Airport Planning Arrthority shortid lobby for 

freert~ay statiis for HighwaQv 75 and Highrvay I ro improve 

the city S image to foreign investors. Having those rorrres 

clispiayed as freeways on a map will enhance the image of 

Wirlrr ipeg 's distribtitiorz opportunities. The Winnipeg 

Airport Planning Authority shorrld also lobby for funding 

for a more direct route linking YWG with ciowrrrown 

JVinrzipeg, replacing the scatiered rortring options rhar 

ctcrrently aisr. FinaUy, the planning authority should 

enszrre rhar rhe expansion of municipal services is aiways 

rvell in advance of the expansion of the airporr bitsiness 

park land. 



I K  Creating the Riglrt Envirorrment 

Planners musc ensure that the necessary tools are available to make any project work. 

Incentives are necessary to attract major firms and major fims are necessary to attract 

other f i m s .  In addition, it is important to attract major firms as opposed to just any firm 

that wishes to locate near the airport. Welt-known firms offer brand-name recognition 

that can influence the locational decisions made by other f i r m ~ . ' ' ~  

Incentives alone are not enough to drive decision-making by firms, but they are an 

essential part of the process, particuiarly for the US case studies. Loreth (1996, p. 14) 

argues that "property tax reductions designed to influence the location of industrial 

development inside Winnipeg would be an ineffective economic development policy". 

His statement rnay be true in that property tax reductions may not be enough. They may 

have to be offered in conjunction with such incentives as fiee or very inexpensive land, 

reduced municipal service rates, job-training progams, and other types of reduced or 

deferred tases. The right environment is not limited to offenng incentives; it also 

includes other attractive features, such as the creation of a foreign trade zone. This is also 

why a planning authority is necessary. If the city were giving away land and receiving no 

tax revenue from it, the city would not be able to justiQ the investment, since the only 

govenunents receiving tax revenues from activities on that land would be at the 

provincial and federal level. Therefore, a tau-sharing SC heme is a necessi ty. 

Creating the suitable environment also requires a consistent effort at public and private 

CO-operation to ensure competitiveness in industrial site selection.'" Other components 

of this step to development include establishing a high standard of living for workers, 

Il6 An example of the advantages of bnnd-name recognition is the airpon terminal hotel in Huntsville. 
When i t  was calIed the Skycenter Hotel, it barely broke even during its years of opention. In the rnid- 
1990s. it  became a Sheraton Four Points Hotel. and ever since has enjoyed high occupancy rates in large 
pan because it  is attractive to business travellers who are loyal to that particular chain, o r  prefer to stay at a 
hote1 with a recognizable name. Shenton Four Points can be associated with an expected level of service 
and amenities. For these very reasons. WAA also chose Shenton Four Points to operate the terminal hotel 
at YWG. 
1 I Ï  This CO-operation is not aIways fully regional (for example, Love Field vs. DFW vs. AlIiance). It may be 
necessary to compete within one city for public and private support. 



having affordable housing with appropriate amenities, and, above all, creating a "win- 

win" situation that meets the needs of the airport, businesses and the community. 

n e  Cip of FVinnipeg. the Province of Manitoba. the RM of 

Rosser and IVA.4. tirzder rhe rrrnbreila of the Winnipeg 

Airport Planriing Authority, should devise a comprehensive 

plon of tm exeniptions. rar a batenzenrs, and other jinancial 

irzcentives to attract major, brartci-,lame firms, but slroufd 

nor ofer the same inceritives fo snrafler sripportjirms. The 

program shorild incfude an initial assessrnent phase, h r ing  

ivhich the ultimate costs and benefits to the community are 

weighed, with on iy those projects fhat are most benejicial 

being approved. The plan shoufd also incorporate an 

annital or senii-annztal review to ensure that the benefiting 

conzparries are nreetirlg all conditioris of the irzcerzrives. 

V. ICletttifj. art d Focus on the Proprrlsive Ittdirstry/Ari ch or Terzatr z 

Amencan AirIines gave AFW the credibility it needed to attract other firms. Without 

American AirIines, respondents to the survey indicated that AFW would likeiy be years 

behind its current success. As mentioned in the previous section, the aerospace industry 

may be the best nominee as the propulsive industry for a Winnipeg airport business park. 

SpecificaIly, Standard Aero would be an appropriate candidate in that the company 

values its current airport location, uses some air freight, and some company employees 

travel fiequently. In addition, Standard Aero is a Wimipeg-based company that conducts 

business worldwide and is a major employer in the region, meaning that it is clearly in 

the best interests of the city and province to ensure that the company is satisfied with its 

situation in ~ i n n i ~ e ~ . " ~  Currently, the company operates out of several small buildings 

southeast of the airport. However, Standard Aero has also indicated that it is not willing 

to consolidate its operations and relocate to the West side of the airport owing to the large 

I ln However, Standard Aero is ultimately owned by UK interests (Dunlop Standard Aerospace Group). 

a10 



investments that have been made in the current facilities. Therefore, if Standard Aero is 

to be the anchor tenant that some respondents have suggested it could be, 

Recommendation 2 will have to be in effect as well: Standard Aero would need to be 

compensated for consolidating and relocating to a new business park. 

However, there are other paths that could be followed by planners. A solid base of 

warehousing and distribution businesses should be established, as has been the case at 

AFW and DFW. As these businesses expand, more tend to be attracted to the area. Part 

of the effort devoted to attracting these firms should be an aggressive and focused 

marketing plan, which addresses the issue of Winnipeg's strategic advantages for 

distribution. Another option is to stress the continued development o f  Winnipeg as an air 

cargo hub. Purolator and FedEx already have substantial investments at YWG, UPS is 

increasing its level of activity, and Wimport is resuming operations. Given these facts, it 

would not be surprising if more air cargo companies soon find Winnipeg to be an 

excellent location for the expansion of their own business. 

There is e\-ery reason to maintain that the promotion of a Winnipeg Airport Business 

Park shouId focus on the aerospace industry, the warehousing and distribution industry, 

and the air cargo industry. 

The Winnipeg Airport Planriing Authorify shotrld identrff, 

one or more propulsive industries around which 

development of an airporî business park can grow. Ir is 

important that the propulsive iridustiy has the strong 

poten tial fo aftracr more firms and positiveiy influence 

regional econonlic development. The three best candidates 

for status as propulsive industries in Winnipeg are: 

the aerospace industty (fed by Standard Aero, Bristol 

A erospace, Boeirzg Canada, and Air Canada), 

the warehousing nrid distribtition indtrstry (ieà &y some 

of Canada S largest tnrcking and distribution 



companies, like Kfeysen, Paul S Hau fing, Bison 

Transport, Arnold Brothers, TrarzsX, and Direct 

111 regrated Transportatiorz), arid 

rhe air cargo indtrstry, Zed &y companies rhat have 

made significarrt investments in their facildies in 

Winnipeg, like Pitrolator, FedEx and Winnport. 

VI. Promotion of Full Mulrimodaiism 

An earlier section of this chapter provided a comprehensive examination of the benefits 

of adding a third transportation mode to a cargo-based growth pole airport. It is clear that 

economic development could be enhanced with such a facility near YWG. If the 

Winnipeg Airport Planning Authority, assuming it were endowed with a large enough 

budget, were to build and operate the facility, with contracts with the raiiways, revenues 

from the facility could be retumed to WAA for reinvestment in the airport and the 

business park. Pri vate investment from WAA could potentially leverage some 

governrnent funding (as with the ARC and EDA at HSV and the many levels of 

govemment that helped construct facilities at AFW and DFW). The Winnipeg Airport 

Planning Authority could provide land within its junsdiction for an intermodal facility. 

I t  is important to foster the development of YWG not just as an airport, but as a full 

transportation centre. Attracting firms requires the planning authonty to market the truck 

and rail connections as much as the air cargo s e ~ c e s ,  or  as one survey respondent from 

Fort Worth caIled it, an "air-rail-road Gateway". Many fims will be attracted by other 

modes of transport to stress the facility's role as more than air cargo. Chapter 5 noted that 

at M W ,  the BNSF intermodal facility to be as important as the airport for attracting 

business. 

The CVinnipeg Airport Planning Authovity ancüor WAA 

shodi  be the leaders in creating a consortium of private 



and public investors CO buiid an intermodal facility on 

airport larrd ro the West of rhe airfield. 

At YWG, the critical mass can be reached. The few major fims may not seem like a 

critical mass at first, but suppliers for the major f ims  tend tu locate very close to their 

main customers. The concentration of f i m s  continues to build upon itself, as the growth 

pole airport becomes a success. Therefore, efforts must be focused on the long tenn in 

addition to the imrnediate need to enhance infiastructure and attract development. A 

long-range planning horizon is vital for continued development and success. 

The recornmendations laid down in this chapter come with no guarantees, but they are 

inspired by the experierices at successfûl centres, and have been essential ingredients to 

their success. However, implementing the recommendations also requires sufficient will 

and energy, and larse arnounts of stamina. The success of the case studies in this thesis 

cannot be replicated everywhere, but Winnipeg has been found to have many similar 

traits and could, given the right leadership and environment, be a successful cargo-based 

growth pole airport. 

6.5 - Summary and Conclusion 

No major company has been willing to be the first to initiate an airport business park on 

the West side of YWG. Some survey respondents indicated the belief that no significant 

development will ever occur there. A WAA respondentindicated that at least one courier 

firm did not wish to locate on the West side of the airport because it believed it would be 

at a cornpetitive disadvantage. Its competitors were al1 on the east side of the airport, 

closer to the central business district. Other survey respondents were more optimistic, 

indicating that before a major company will invest in their own facility, some investment 

must be made to improve the quality of infiastructure in the area. Adequate roads, 

railways and municipal infiastructure could then aid in attracting the first key tenants, 

including a member of YWG's propulsive industry, possibly playing the role of anchor 

tenant. However, it is important that the infrastructure be incorporated into a 



comprehensive plan. "Transport infiastructure must be an integrated system, not isolated 

components" (Department of Transport, Western Australia 1999, p. 4). 

Which is the more accurate view? What are the chances of a significant cargo-based 

airport growdi pole at YWG? Currently little evidence supports the belief that there will 

be a growth pole development there. While Wimport's initial demise was not the result 

of its location, it certainly did not act as the catalyst it was expected to be upon its 

inception. On the other hand, integrators are expanding their traffic at YWG, suggesting 

that, in terms of air cargo, Winnipeg clearly has an important role to play. 

Infrastructure is the first and most important cornerstone for developing a cargo-based 

growth pole airport. Not only do air cargo carriers require adequate ainide infiastructure, 

but f ims  require transportation and municipal infiastructure as well. Developrnent will 

not occur unless the supply of land - including infiastructure provision - meets the 

requirements of industry; a point stressed by Loreth (2996). He goes on to state that, 

since the City of Winnipeg, 

as a municipal government, specializes in land-use 
management and the construction of transportation, sewer 
and water infiastructure, the rnost effective use of 
municipal tax dollars for the purpose of economic 
development relates to the construction of public 
infrastructure in strategic locations (Loreth 2996, p. 12). 

As an addendum to Loreth's comrnents, this study finds that a critical aspect of the factor 

encapsuiated in the expression, "supply of  land - including infiastructure provision", 

consists in creating an environment in which firms know they are wanted in the 

cornmunity. Moreover, these firms must be convinced that the comrnunity will assemble 

an attractive package of land, infrastructure and financial incentives. In short, this thesis 

reaffirms Loreth's policy implication opinion, but the fact remains that little has been 

accomplished four years afler Loreth's recommendations. It is hoped that the sarne fate 

does not await the recommendations in this thesis. 



One of Winnipeg's local planning respondents summarized the problem facïng 

development at YWG by asking the question: "Who wiIl invest in the infrastructure?". 

He further elaborated by comparing the dilemma to the Chicken-and-Egg syndrome. In 

other words, how can development occur without infrastructure; but why should one 

invest in infrastructure if there is no development? 

It also must be allowed that neither the City of Winnipeg nor the Province of Manitoba is 

willing to make large investments in infrastructure for a project with a questionable 

future. Furthemore, it is worth recalling that the growth-pole investments in DallasFort 

Worth and Huntsville were not made solely by the city and state governments. These two 

statements bear on each other; they also point to an important consideration. 

Putting DFW aside for the moment because its ongins stem fiom the pressing need for a 

new major passenger airport, the other two American cases, A F W  and HSV, shared a 

common trait; namely, a champion for the cause. n i e  development-at AFW would surely 

be on a much smaller scale today were it not for the involvement of the Perot family, 

particularly Ross Perot, Jr. and his Hillwood Development Corporation. In al1 likelihood, 

AFW would have been similar to the dozens of other small, undenitilized general 

aviation airports in North Texas. Similarly, HSV received some funding Erom the city 

and state governments, but major investments were also made via federal regional 

development prograrns, as discussed earlier in this thesis. The grants were secured 

through the lobbying efforts of Ed Mitchell, who is unanimously credited with much of 

the economic development surrounding HSV. 

While an entrepreneurial champion is not a traditional component of growth pole theory, 

perhaps such a leader is indispensable for cargo-based airport growth poles. Explicit 

provision needs to be made for a leader who can guide the development and planning 

process through the financial hurdles associated with the startup phase of developrnent. 

This is the case for North Carolina's Global TransPark. That project has the unequivocal 

support of the state's Governor, Jim Hunt, who is also the Chairman of the North 

Carolina Global TransPark Authority (North Carolina Global TransPark Authority, 



December 1999). Governor Hunt piayed an important role in providing state hnding for 

the project, but also helped to secure fùnding fiom the FAA for the lengthening of the 

airport's runway. It is possible that Winnipeg's future could be aided by the presence of 

a leader with either "deep pockets" or the ability to secure govenunent funding for 

infiastructure projects. Some of the names mentioned for this roIe include philanthropists 

such as Izzy Asper or the Richardson farnily, or visionaries such as Sam Katz. 

In any event, success in Winnipeg is dependent on investment. Part of that investment 

will likely have to be privately based, either philanthropically or through WAA. It musr 

be complemented by investment from al1 three levels of govemment (as was the case in 

the US instances). The federal govenunent has made a commitment to improve Canada's 

infiastructure in a matching-funds program. Therefore, the province would have to invest 

in order to ensure federal funding. Furthemore, part of the land designated for an airport 

business park lies outside the City of Winnipeg, necessitating the province's involvement. 

The Province can either help the City of Winnipeg and the RM of Rosser reach a land-use 

and taxation agreement, or create a special planning and taxation jurisdiction (as 

recornrnended in the formation of the Winnipeg Airport Planning Authonty), or annex a 

portion of the RM of Rosser into the City of Winnipeg. Finally, the civic governrnent's 

responsibility should lie with providing the municipal inhistructure (Le. sewer, water and 

drainage). Regardless of the exact funding breakdown (for example, 25 percent fiom 

eac h of the private sector, federal govemment, provincial govemment and civic 

govemment), the initial investment will be measured in the hundreds of millions of 

dollars. A small "test investment" or pilot project will not be adequate to put YWG in a 

position to become a successful cargo-based airport growth pole. A major investrnent is 

required for municipai, ground transportation, rail and airfield infiastructure in order to 

give such a project a realistic chance of succeeding. If success is achieved, the spatial 

structure of employment and population within the region would be expected to change, 

as predicted by growth pole theory in Chapters 1 and 2. 

In the United States - at least in the case studies examined in this thesis - public andlor 

pnvate investment in transport infiastructure has preceded economic development. At 



each of AFW, DFW and HSV, a cornmitment was made to hnd infiastructure on the 

belief that the benefits - the expected economic developrnent - would outweigh the costs 

associated with providing that infiastructure. In each case, that belief held tme, for al1 

three airports contribute signi ficantl y to their respective regional economies. ' l9 In tems 

of a simple cost-benefit analysis, the benefits have, as predicted, surpassed the costs. 

In Winnipeg - which may or rnay not accurately represent al1 of Canada - decision- 

makers seem more prone to waiting for econornic development to occur before 

committing to invest in infiastructure. If anything c m  be leamed fiom the US case 

studies, it is that the investment, whether public or private, needs to be made Ï n  

infrastructure before the economic development will occur. Chapter 2 outlined the 

permissive role that infrastructure has in tems of development. It rnay not directly cause 

economic development, but it is certainly a prerequisite. The case studies show that this 

is tme in practice as well as in theory. 

Providing infrastructure for an airport business park at Winnipeg International Airport 

will not ensure large-scale regional economic development. There is no guarantee that 

Winnipeg will be the next Alliance or Huntsville if roads are built, an intermodal facility 

is constructed and high-quality municipal services are provided. However, one certainty 

has made itself evident during the 1990s as politicians and businesspeople have pondered 

the possibilities of an airport business park. To put it plainly: if no infrastructure is 

provided, regional economic development will continue to be senously impeded. 

It may not be too late for development to begin at YWG, despite the lack of action since 

previous studies and plans were tabled (Loreth 1996; City of Winnipeg 1996; Airport 

Vicinity Landowners Association 1995). However, as alluded to in the opening pages of 

this thesis, other Canadian airports are putting plans into action. Hamilton is continuing 

to enlarge its cargo business. Calgary is beginning to market its adjacent land; an 

unprecedented action that is succeeding in attracting development. Mirabel is already an 

119 This is not to Say chat YWG does not contribute to the regional economy. However, much more 
investment is needed for YWG CO be considered an equat to AFW, DFW or HSV. 



important cargo centre, has the most underutilized infiastructure in Canada (of major 

airports), and has an abundance of  available nearby land.'" Earlier, this chapter outlined 

the efforts undertaken by other Mid-Continent cities to create multimodal centres and 

attract econornic development. Not only does W i ~ i p e g  have to compete with d i e s  and 

airports across Canada, but it has to compete with the likes of Kansas City, Des Moines, 

San Antonio, Monterrey and even cities as large as Minneapolis-St. Paul and Dallas-Fort 

Worth. Winnipeg cannot afford to bask in complacency with cornpetition of this calibre. 

''O However, Mirabel is also the most effective counter-argument to this thesis. investment in infnstnicture 
does not always result in economic development. As de Neufville (1994, p. 43) notes, development at 
Mirabel "fails to justify the investment". However, it could be argued that Mirabel has rnanaged to gamer a 
legitimate anchor tenant drawn fiom the aerospace industry; namely, the Bell Helicopter Texiron plant. 



Appendis -4 - Statistical Data 

.Al - AFW' vs. DFM' vs. HS\ '  

Chi-Square 3.5972 
Cramer's V 0.4139 
r-squared 0.1713 17.13% 

Chi-Square 0.5966 
Cramer's V 0.1 685 
r-sq uared 0.0284 2.84% 

Chi-Square 4.4625 
Cramer's V 0.46 10 
r-squared 0-2125 21 .25% 

Chi-Square 0.8077 
Cramef s V 0.1961 
r-squared 0.0385 3.85% 

Expected Y N T 
AFW 3.8 1 4.19 8 

Expected 

6.00 
- 6.00 0.00 6 

Total 20 O 20 
p-Value #DIV/O! 
Chi-Square #DIV/O! 
Cramer's V #DIV/O! 
r-squared #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

C 
DFW 
HSV 

Total 
p-Value 0.3850 
Chi-Square 1 .go91 
Cramer's V 0.30 15 
r-squared 0.0909 9.09% 

3.33 
2.86 
10 

3.67 
3.14 
11 

7 
6 

2 1 



Chi-Square 2.2551 
Crzrnefs V 0.C34 
r-sçuared 0.1228 12.2856 

1 1 
YWG+HSV 
AFW+DFW 

Total 
Expected 

3 
YWG+HSV 
AFW+DFW 

Total 
Expected 

YWG+HSV 
AFW+DFW 

Total 

YWG+HSV 1 10.83 j 9.14 j 20 , 
AFW+DFW 1 8.12 6.86 I 15 

T0bll 15 16 
p-Value 0.2233 

1 35 

Chi-Square 0.S '40 
Crarnefs V O. 1325 
r-squared 0.0 75 1.75% 

- 2 
YWG+HSV-, 
AFW+DFW 

Total 
Expected 

YWG+HSV 
AW+DFW 

Total 

T 
20 
15 
35 
T 

Y 1 N 

p-Value 0.6234 
Chi-Square 0.2383 
Cramer's V 0.0325 
r-sqcared 0.0068 0.6S0/0 

Y 
11 
7 

4 
YWG+HSV 
AFW+DRN 

Total 
Expected 

YWG+HSV 
AFW+DFW 

i 
Total 

p-Value 1 .O000 
Chi-Square 0.0000 
Cramer's V 0.0000 
r-squared 0.0000 0.00% 

Y 
12 
9 

21 
Y 

12 
7 
19 
Y 

N 1 T 
9 1 20 
8 1 15 

N I T 
8 j 2 0 i  
6 1 15 I 
14 i 35 1 
N 1 T 

8 
8 
16 
N 

p-Value 0.3796 
Chi-Square 0.7721 
Cramer's V 0.1485 
r-squared O .O22 1 2.21 % 

Y 
1 1  

12.00 / 8.00 20 
1 

9.00 1 6.00 . 15 
21 1 14 , 35 

18 17 1 35 

Y 1 N 1 T 
10.25 1 9.71 ] 20 
7.71 7.29 1 15 

N 
9 

18 

T 

2o j 
6 9  1 1 5 1  
17 1 18 1 35 1 

17 [ 35 

Y [ N 
9.71 1 10.29 

T 1 * 
20 

7.29 j 7.71 1 15 i 

17 18 j 35 j 



9 1 Y 1 N 1 T 
YWG+HSV 19 1 

l 
20 

AFW+DFW 14 O 14 

19.41 , 

i 34 ' 
p-Value 0.3957 
Chi-Square 0.7212 
Cramer's V 0.1456 
r-squared 0.021 2 2.12% 

I s 1 Y 1 N 1 T 1 
YWG+HSV 8 ;  12 / 20 
AFW+DFW 3 ' 12 15 

Total 11 : 24 ; 35 

Expected 1 Y 1 N 
YWG+HSV 8.25 1 13.71 

1 Total1 9 25 1 34 1 
p-Value 0.0034 
Chi-Square 8.5579 
Cramer's V O.OU20 
r-squared 0.2520 25.20% 

T I 
20 

10 

AFW+DFW 1 4.71 1 10.29 1 15 1 
Totsli 11 24 3 5 1 

p-Value 0.2C72 
Chi-Square 1.3009 
Cramer's V 0.21 32 
r-squared 0.0455 4.55% 

Y 

1 1 Y 1 N 1 T 
YWG 

J 
1 0 1  4 1 1 4 1  

AFW+DFW+HSV 9 1 12 21 j 
Total 16 1 16 / 35 ' 

Expected Y 1 N - 1  T 
YWG 7.60 1 6.40 1 14 

1 N i T 
'wG+Hsv 1 9 Ii 1 19 

2 
YWG 
AFW+DFW+HSV 

Total 
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W G  
AFW+DFW+HSV 
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AFW+DFW 
Total 

Expected 

21 1 
35 1 

AfW+DFW+HSV 
Total 

p-Value 0.7782 
Chi-Square 0.0794 
Cramer's V 0.0476 
r-squared 0.0023 0.23% 

Y 1 N 1 T J  
1 6 1 ~ 4 1  

13 1 8 1 21 
21 1 14 i 35 

p-Value 0 .O965 
Chi-Square 2.7632 
Cramer's V 0.2810 
r-squared 0.0789 7.89% 
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13 1 16 
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Y 

Y 1 N 
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24 
N 
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35 ! 

14 
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2 1 
35 

0.5808 
Chi-Square 0.3050 
Cramefs V 0.0934 
r-sçuared 0.0087 0.87% 

5 
YWG 
AFW+DFW+HSV 

I - Total 
Ex pected 

YWG 
AFW+DFW+HSV 
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4 1 Y 1 N 1 T 
W G  

l 
1 7 1 7 ' 1 4 '  

AFW+DFW+HSV f 10 j 1 1  2 1 
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18 35 
0.8902 

Chi-Square 0.0 191 
Cramer's V 0.0233 
r-squared 0.0005 O.05Oh 

10 
YWG 
AFW+DFW+HSV 

Total 
Expected 

YWG 
AFW+DFW+HSV 

Total 

p-Value 0.6556 
Chi-Square 0.1 989 
Cramer's V 0.0754 
r-sçuared 0.0057 0.57% 

I Y 1 N 1 T 
5 1  9 1 4  
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Total 

6 1 15 
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Cramer's V 0.581 7 
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9 1 25 
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9 1 25 

p-Value 0.2251 
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Appendis B - Questionnaires 

II LOCAL PLANNERS' QUEST IONNAIRE 11 

1. What are the chief benefits to this community arising from the airport and airport- 

related activities? 

2 .  Does the airpon fulfil its expected role in the community? 

3. What rolc does the airpon play in the repional de\.elopment plan for this comrnunity? 

4. Has your organization noted any constraints to development near rhis airport? If yes, 

pIease specify. 



5 .  a)  L\%at has bren the de\-elopment pattern near this airport? 

b)  What has been the tinie path of fim location near this airpon? 

C) Was there an original anchor tenant? h l o ?  

d )  To the brst oi>.our hi>\\-ledge. a.hich f i m i s  moved in firsr? 

6. a)  What role docs your o-anization play in development near this airpon? 

b )  What plans are there for development near this airport? 

C) What is the estimated rinie frame for chis development? 



11 AIRPORT AUTHORITIES' QUESTIONNAIRE 11 

1. a) Hon. does this Airpon Authority see itself in terrns of aiding regionaI 

ds\.elopnient? 

2. a) Who sits on the board of directors? How are they selected? 

b)  Are rhsre rspresentat i \-es tiom both gowrnment and private industry'? 

3. a) What has btsn the de\-elopment strategy for the Airport Authority? 

b)  in orher lvorcis. what kind of firms did the airport try to attract to this area? 



4. a) LVhat has bsen the developmsnt pattern near this airport? 

b) Ci'hrit has bcen the time path of firn-i location in this area? 

C) \Vas there an original major anchor tenant? 

d) To the best of your knotvledge. which firms rnoved in firsr? 

5 .  a)  %*ha are the plans for developnient near the airport in the  future? 

b) What role \\- i l1 the Airport Scuthority play in this development? 

C) What is the estirnated tirne frarne for this developrnent? 

6. Are thers any constraints to development at this airport? If yes. please specify. 



-. 

l FlRM QUESTIONNAIRE 

1 SECTION A - COMPANY INFORMATION 
i 

l .  Please provide the follo\ving information: 

Name of Firm: 

Address of  Firm: 

Distance froni .Airport (in miles): 

Distance from Airport ( in  time): 

2. Plrase provide rhe following contact information: 

Your Name: 

Your Titleflosition: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Sumber: 

3. Please indicate the tdype of business: 

a)  -4ir Carrier ........................ 3 

....... b) Ground Transponation 3 

................ C) General AL-iation 3 

d) Freizht Handling ................ 3 

e) Aircraft Sen-ices ................ 2 

.................................. F) Retail 3 

.................... h) Manufacturing 3 

i )  Other .................................. 3 

Please specify - 

4. Whrn n-as your Company founded at this location? 

5.  What is the status of your Company to the corporation as a whole? 

Head office. branch, etc. 



6. Please indicatc the physical setting of your company. 

a)  Iiidristrial Park .................................................................................. > 
Pléase specif) the nanis of the park. 

b)  Govcmment-owned building ........................................................... > 
C )  Foreign Trade Zone ........................................................................ 1 

............................................................................................... ci) Other 3 

Please speci f i -  

II SECTION B - LOCATION ISSUES 11 

1 .  Dors your Company depend on airport operations? 

Yes 3 No 3 

2 .  Could your Company operate as i t  does today if i t  were not located near the 

airport. but still in this city? 

)+es 3 S o  3 

3 Has your company expanded since Iocating here? 

Ives 3 No 3 

If  ycs. square footage before expansion: 

square footage after expansion: 

4. Could your Company opcrate as i t  does today if it were located in another city? 

l'es 3 No 3 

If "So". what artributes does this city possess that other cities do not? 

5 .  Could your conipany operate as it docs today if there were no major airport in this 

city? 

l'es > No 3 



6. Xpprosimatel>- what psrcentage of your business would be affected without your 

ciirrent prosimir>- to the airport? 

" O  

7. li'hat psrcentage of nsarby firms was already located here tr-hen your Company \vas 

established at this location? 

S. What u-cre rhc main masons for your company choosiny this location? (Please 

indicare d l  applicable responses.) 

a) Proximiry to Suppliers f) Proximity to Airport 

b) Proximity to Railway or Highway g) Subsidy/Incenti ve 

c) Pnce of Land Lease h) Other (Please Specify) 

d) Foreign Trade Zone 

5) Prosimit>' CO CCLS~ORIS~S 

9. Has this location met your expectations? 

l'es 3 50 3 

10. Has yoiir cornpûny espenenced any constraints to development at this airpon? 

!-es 3 Ar0 3 

I f  yes, please specify: 

1 1. \i'hat other airpons in the region are used by your company'? 
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